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For us at Pearson Australia, school is a treasured place. 

A place where curiosity thrives, where lifelong passions are 
born, and where challenges give way to breakthroughs in 
learning. It’s a place that, now more than ever, transcends 
the four walls of a classroom. For us, creating resources 
that earn a place in your evolving school is a privilege and 
lifelong passion. 

The resources in this catalogue are designed to help you 
facilitate breakthroughs in learning for your students, and 
for you. We look forward to sharing this journey with you.
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Pearson Primary Catalogue 
2023 highlights
Explore our new and most recently updated resources that students and teachers will love

Bug Club Phonics
• A synthetic phonics program to help learners succeed in early reading

• Features a comprehensive systematic online teaching program written by the same 
authors of the seven-year Clackmannanshire study

• Includes lesson plans, video animations, activities, interactive assessments, games 
and more

• Each lesson is supported with over 200 decodable fiction and non-fiction readers in 
print and as eBooks, many featuring much-loved CBeebies Alphablock characters

Page 14

Jump Rope Decodable 
Readers

• A new series of high-quality decodable books from series editors Lucy Calkins and 
Michael Rae-Grant

• Consists of 66 high-interest decodable books and six accompanying read-alouds, 
organised into two classroom sets

• Gradually and systematically introduces beginning readers to new letter-sound 
correspondences and high-frequency words 

• Designed to engage students, featuring memorable characters, exciting adventures, 
and foundational elements of literary fiction

Page 22

Toe by Toe
• A highly structured phonics-based reading manual for anyone who finds reading 

difficult with two additional titles focusing on comprehension and spelling

• Suitable for readers who struggle to decode or those with dyslexia, dyslexic 
difficulties or ADHD

• Features short structured lessons that are easy to follow

• Includes explicit instructions for implementation and only requires 20 minutes of 
coaching a day

• Recommended by dyslexia associations in Australia

Page 90

Building 
Connections

• A carefully curated collection of books that explore important topics and cultivates 
reading and writing skills through read-aloud picture books and research-based 
activities

• Promotes development of essential social skills including self-awareness, self-
management, social awareness, relationship building and responsible decision- 
making to support the whole child

• Takes complex concepts and makes them actionable in 15–20 minute learning 
sessions

• Includes extensive digital resources encompassing all teacher and student 
materials, plus read-along eBooks, audio files, family engagement letters and more

Page 134

Mathology 
TEACH

• Search, plan, teach and assess with an easy to use online teaching tool

• Complete F(K)-6 coverage and fully mapped to both current and new Australian and 
state-based curricula/syllabuses

• Access on-call lesson support, scaffolded formative assessment and in-the-moment 
next steps ideas

• Develop maths concepts using table-top games and literature

• Use alongside your current teaching program or with the Mathology Little Books as 
a complete school year’s teaching plan

• Get 16 days full access trial, explore all components and getting started videos

Page 110

Australian Signpost 
Maths NSW K–2

• Move seamlessly to the new NSW syllabus with our longstanding, teacher’s favourite 
workbook program

• Full year week-by-week plans and lessons using print and digital resources to 
completely cover the new syllabus with confidence

• Engaging Student Activity Books and separate Mentals / homework books

• New online Teacher Resource providing comprehensive teacher and syllabus 
guidance, and easy access to progress tests and additional retests, digital maths 
tools, interactive games, downloadable resources, and practice questions

• Downloadable Consolidation Booklet for additional student practice

Page 124

Science Readers
• Help students explore, collaborate, inquire and think critically about science

• Features high-interest, levelled informational texts and thoughtfully designed lesson 
plans

• Covers life science, physical science, Earth and space science and scientific practices

• Includes hands-on science activities to cultivate crucial-thinking skills and support 
STEM education and the 5E Instructional Model

Page 126

Sheena Cameron 
Teacher Resource Books

• Highly anticipated new second editions 

• Featuring new and updated content, student examples, and eBooks with a huge 
range of downloadable resources

• Based on the latest research and the author’s extensive experience in Australian 
and New Zealand classrooms

• Highly engaging, creative and practical resources for teachers

Page 136

What the Science of 
Reading Says...

• New and exciting professional resource books exploring current research on the 
science of reading 

• Everything teachers need to develop students’ word recognition, reading 
comprehension, content knowledge and writing skills

• Includes teaching checklists and other features to help teachers take the science of 
reading directly into their classrooms

Page 138
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ActiveLearn Primary
Your online teaching and learning hub for phonics and reading

On ActiveLearn Primary you will find:

• Bug Club Phonics – combines a teaching 
program with over 200 decodable readers, 
interactive assessments and fun games to 
support the effective teaching of synthetic 
phonics.

• Bug Club – hundreds of levelled readers, plays, 
comics and graphic novels featuring much-
loved characters from film and TV for modelled, 
guided, independent and take-home reading.

• Rapid Phonics and Rapid Reading – over 
200 age-appropriate eBooks to help struggling 
readers catch up and build their confidence.

For teachers, there’s a giant repository of teaching 
materials, including curriculum correlation and 
scope and sequence charts to help with planning, 
guided reading notes, blackline masters, classroom 
goodies and more. Teachers can easily search for 
and filter by phonic phase, stage and set or by 
reading level. They can display and allocate eBooks 
to students (with or without audio) and then clearly 
track and report on students’ reading progress.

For students, it’s where they log in from the 
classroom and home to find allocated books, 
assessment games and activities – and earn 
rewards to play games as they go. To help students 
build confidence, each eBook contains interactive 
comprehension quizzes designed to encourage 
and support learning and success that simply isn’t 
possible in print texts. 

For parents, there are handy hints to help support 
children with reading at home. It’s simple to use 
with easy access from any device.

ActiveLearn Primary features include:

• iPad, tablet and computer compatibility

• a single login for all your ActiveLearn 
Primary programs

• system check to troubleshoot any 
connectivity issues

• in-platform comprehensive help guides 
and videos

• in-platform live chat

• top tips to help you make the most out 
of your resources.

Implementation support is at your 
fingertips with help topics, support guides 
and videos like this one on pearson.com.
au/alp-support

Years F–6

Literacy  |  Digital resources

ActiveLearn Primary 

Everything teachers need is in the one place

Digital subscriptions

Engaging and user-friendly digital learning for students

Record and view 
data on student 
performance.

Add, edit or delete 
student and 
teacher accounts.

Your subscriptions will 
appear on your home 
page as clickable icons.

Bug Club Phonics 12-month subscriptions

Bug Club Phonics (0–100 users ) 9781488671333

Bug Club Phonics (101–300 users) 9781488671340

Bug Club Phonics (301–500+ users) 9781488671357

Bug Club 12-month subscriptions

Bug Club (0–100 users) 9781488680762

Bug Club (101–300 users) 9781488680779

Bug Club (301–500+ users) 9781488680786

Rapid Phonics 12-month subscriptions

Rapid Phonics (0–100 users ) 9781488660993

Rapid Phonics (101–300 users) 9781488661006

Rapid Phonics (301–500+ users) 9781488661013

Rapid Reading 12-month subscriptions

Rapid Reading (0–100 users) 9781488664274

Rapid Reading (101–300 users) 9781488664281

Rapid Reading (301–500+ users) 9781488664298

Literacy  |  Digital resources

Students can tailor 
their homepage.

Students earn points when 
books and quizzes are 
completed to play games. 

 
 

Books can be reread 
at any time.

The resources you have 
allocated to a student are 
easily accessible.

Find the resources you 
have allocated, your files 
and classroom support.

Quickly see how individual 
students or the class are 
tracking on your dashboard.

Access the Bug Club 
Phonics teaching 
program here.

ActiveLearn Primary is where all 
your planning, teaching and 
assessment needs come together.

Discover more

Learn more at
pearson.com.au/activelearn-primary

Register for a free ActiveLearn Primary trial today! 
pearson.com.au/activelearn-primary-trial

Contact your local Pearson Education Consultant 
for further information or to subscribe
pearson.com.au/find-your-rep

https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/activelearn-primary/support-materials/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/activelearn-primary/support-materials/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/activelearn-primary/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/activelearn-primary/trial/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/find-my-rep/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
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Benchmark Assessment System
Adapted for Australian classrooms

Fountas & Pinnell

Through original, precise texts and tools, teachers can observe 
and quantify specific reading behaviours, and then interpret and 
use that data to plan meaningful, responsive teaching.

Each assessment enables teachers to:

• recommend a placement level for instruction

• form initial groups for reading instruction

• plan for efficient and effective instruction

• identify students who need intervention and extra help

• monitor and report student progress across a school year 
and grade levels

• assess the outcomes of teaching

• inform parent conferences.

Identify each child’s instructional and 
independent reading levels with accuracy 
and reliablility.

Resource list

Benchmark Assessment System 1, 
Third Edition (Grades K–2) 9781488618550

Benchmark Assessment System 2, 
Third Edition (Grades 3–8) 9781488618567

Years K–8
Benchmark Assessment System

Components of the system are conveniently packaged in a 
sturdy box, making hanging file folders for organising the 
benchmark books and recording forms easy to access.

Student Folders 
Individual folders designed to store 
assessment results and record a 
longitudinal record of progress that can 
be passed from grade to grade, K–8.

The Literacy Continuum 
The essential planning tool for 
interpreting assessment data and 
planning responsive teaching. 

Precisely-Leveled Assessment Books 
High-quality fiction and non-fiction 
books written, edited, and field-tested 
to correlate to the F&P Text Level 
Gradient™. 

Assessment Forms Book 
Bound master copy of each assessment 
form, which is also available online. 

Student Forms Book
Optional assessments that allow 
teachers to gather diagnostic 
information to more precisely pinpoint a 
reader’s needs.

Assessment Guide 
Support in implementing BAS through 
an extensive overview; instructions on 
administering, coding, and scoring; case 
study examples; and much more. 

F&P Calculator/Stopwatch 
Calculate students’ reading rate, 
percentage of accuracy, and self-
correction ratio.

Benchmarking and assessment

Discover more

Explore this comprehensive system for determining students' 
reading levels and observing reading behaviours
pearson.com.au/bas

Online Resources 
Online access to all assessment forms, 
summary forms, and videos.

Professional Learning Videos 
Footage of teachers and students 
demonstrating one-on-one 
assessments, as well as how to score, 
code, and analyse data.

Online Community Support 
Free membership at fountasandpinnell.
com provides teachers with 
downloadable resources, consultant-
monitored discussion board, insightful 
blog posts, teaching tips, and more.

https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/fountas-and-pinnell-literacy/benchmark-assessment-system/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11


Bug Club Phonics is a synthetic phonics program that provides 
everything needed to help students succeed in early reading. 
It consists of a comprehensive online teaching program on 
ActiveLearn Primary with lesson plans, video animations, activities, 
interactive assessments, games and much more to deliver 
effective teaching for each sound. Each lesson is supported with 
fiction and non-fiction readers available in print and as eBooks.

Years F–2
Bug Club Phonics

Literacy  |  Synthetic phonics and decodable readerLiteracy  |  Synthetic phonics and decodable reader14 15

Bug Club Phonics
Supporting the effective teaching of systematic synthetic phonics

Bug Club Phonics can help your school achieve:

• a solid foundation in reading for all. 
Written by the same authors of the seven-year 
Clackmannanshire study, Bug Club Phonics uses the 
systematic synthetic phonics approach. This has been 
shown to give the best foundation in reading for all 
children regardless of social and economic background.

• comfortable and confident learners. 
Videos and books featuring much-loved characters, 
such as CBeebies Alphablock characters are 
weaved into lessons, helping to link children’s home 
environment with school.

• frequent and detailed assessment. 
In addition to assessments at the end of units and 
phases, assessment opportunities are offered in the 
daily lessons and through fun games on ActiveLearn 
Primary. The program also helps students prepare for 
the Year 1 Phonics Screening Check.

• extra help for students who fall behind. 
Guidance on how to support students who fall behind 
is provided throughout the program.

Comprehensive lesson plans 
with embedded assessment 
and consolidation for each 
phonic phase and set.

Each lesson includes video 
animations and activities for 
the interactive whiteboard.

Features and benefits:

• detailed notes are provided inside each title to support 
teachers with instruction

• all readers are available in print and as eBooks on 
ActiveLearn Primary so students can make progress in 
school and at home

• audio narration assists with pronunciation when 
students are reading independently or at home

• eBooks include embedded quizzes focused on 
assessing students' phonic knowledge

• students earn rewards for each book read and quizzes 
correctly answered.

Bug Club Phonics decodable readers

Bug Club Phonics decodable readers are carefully contructed, 
decodable texts aligned to the Letters and Sounds scope and 
sequence. There are over 200 fun and engaging titles available 
to support the explicit teaching of synthetic phonics.

Allows students 
to practise newly 
acquired phonics skills.

Introduces the phonemes for 
the book, and encourages 
students to say each sound.

Provides words containing 
phonemes. Students can blend 
the sounds prior to reading.

This section encourages students 
to read the phonemes again to 
promote practice and fluency.

Deductive and inferential questions 
are included where appropriate to 
develop understanding of the story.

 

We've added new decodable readers to the 
Bug Club Phonics series. You can purchase 
these books in convenient top-up print packs 
or by selecting individual titles.

We'll be adding more books and resources to 
Bug Club Phonics throughout 2023, so look out 
for more information on our website.

NEW DECODABLE READERS

NEW IN 2023
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9781292395418

9781408260197

9781408260210

9781408260135

9781408260173

9781408260241

9781292407814

9781292407982

9781408260159

9781292395395

9781408260227

9781408260258

9781408260234

9781408260128

9781408279472

9781292407821

9781292408040

9781408279502

9781292405278

9781292407869

9781408260142

9781408260104

9781292407838

9781292395401

9781408260203

9781408260180

9781408260111

9781408260166

9781408279489

9781292408026

9781292408002

9781408279496

9781292405261

9781292408071

9781408279519

9781408279540

9781292407845

9781292405285

9781292407852

9781408279526

9781408279533

9781292408088

9781292408033

9781292407999

Phase 2 Value 
Pack (6x24) 

9781488671258

Phase 2 Pack 
(1x24) 

9781488671210

9781408260562

9781408260364

9781408260548

9781408260616

9781408260579

9781408279564

9781408279588

9781408260333

9781408279618

9781408260630

9780433019336

9781408260517

9781408260470

9781408260432

9781408260326

9781408279557

9781408279571

9781408279595

9781408279625

9781408279632

9781408260289

9781408260609

9781408260531

9781408260524

9781408260487

9781408260425

9781408260555

9780433019343

9781408260371

9780433019350

9780602005436

9781408279601

9781408279649

9781408260388

9781408260319

9781408260456

9780433019466

9781408260401

9781408260418

9780433019459

9781408260449

9781408260494

9781408260296

9781408260586

9781408260623

Phase 3 Value 
Pack (6x54)

9780655795773

Phase 3 Pack 
(1x54)

9780655795766

Phase 1 Value 
Pack (6x6) 

9780655711995

Phase 3 Pack 
(1x6) 

9780655712008
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Readers with a yellow border are new. Readers with a yellow border are new.
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9781408260357

9781408260739

9781408260692

9781408260661

9781408279663

9781292395272

9781292407951

9781292395425

9781408260678

9781408260500

9781408260760

9781408260753

9781408279700 9781408279670

9781408260340

9781292395289

9781408260708

9781408260746

9780433019497

9781408260395

9781408279694

9781292407944

9781408279656

9780433019374

9781292407920

9781408260715 9780433019367

9780433019473

9781292395296

9781408260777

9781408260593

9781408279687

9781292407968

9781408260302

9781408260722

9781408260685

9781292395302

9780433019480

Phase 4 Value 
Pack (6x20) 

9781488671272

Phase 4 Pack 
(1x20) 

9781488671234

9781408260920

9780433019404

9781408260814

9780433019411

9780433019503

9781408279755

9781408279762

9781292407975

9781292395326

9780433019527

9781408260869

9780433019534

9781408260944
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9780433019381

9781292395340

9781292407890

9781292407906

9781408279717

9781408279724

9781292395319

9781292395333 9781408260821 9781292407876

9781408260807

9780433019398

9781408279731

9781408279748

9780433019510

9781408260852

9781292407913

9781292407883

Phase 5 Value 
Pack (6x43) 

9781488671289

Phase 5 Pack 
(1x36) 

9781488671241



Flexible print and digital packages are available.

Bug Club Phonics

Bug Club Phonics Phase 2–5 Packs

Bug Club Phonics Phase 2–5 Pack (1x134) 9781488671296

Bug Club Phonics Top-Up Pack (1x43) 9780655711971

Bug Club Phonics Top-Up Value Pack (6x43) 9780655711988

Bug Club Phonics 12-month subscriptions

Bug Club Phonics (0–100 users ) 9781488671333

Bug Club Phonics (101–300 users) 9781488671340

Bug Club Phonics (301–500+ users) 9781488671357

Bug Club Phonic Fiction Readers

Help students practise and consolidate their phonics skills with these 
fun phonic fiction readers. Available in print format, the engaging 
stories and colourful illustrations will motivate your Emergent and 
Early level readers.

Bug Club Phonics

Resource list

Literacy  |  Synthetic phonics and decodable readerLiteracy  |  Synthetic phonics and decodable reader

Readers with a yellow border are new.

NEW

NEW

Discover more

Explore a huge range of flexible print and digital resources 
to support reading and spark students' interest
pearson.com.au/bugclub-phonics

Register for a free ActiveLearn Primary trial today!
pearson.com.au/activelearn-primary-trial

20 21
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9781408260876

9781410000000

9780430000000

9781292395371

9781292395388

9780433019565

9780433019572

9781408260838

9781408260937

9780433019428

9781408260883

9780433019435

9781292395357

9781292395364

9780433019541

9781408260890

9780433019558

9781408260845

9781442518902

9781442519008

9781442518988

9781442519077

9781442518896

9781442519053

9781442518940

9781442518933

9781442519091

9781442518964

9781442518889

9781442519039

9781442518957

9781442519121

9781442518919

9781442519084

9781442518971

9781442518926

9781442519046

9781442518995

Emergent phonic fiction readers

Early phonic fiction readers

See previous 
page for Phase 
5 pack details.

https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/bug-club/bug-club-phonics/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/activelearn-primary/trial/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11


Years K–2
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Jump Rope Readers

Four key qualities of beginner books
The Jump Rope Readers are not your typical decodable books. Lucy Calkins 
and the author team believe that the best kind of book for a beginning 
reader is one they actually want to read.

The Jump Rope Readers have been designed to incorporate the four key 
qualities that educators should look for in the books for beginning readers:

• interesting (so students actually want to read them)

• comprehensible (so students can understand them)

• instructive (so students learn from them)

• representative (so students can see an accurate reflection 
of the world around them).Series components

The Jump Rope Readers series consists of 66 high-interest 
decodable books and six accompanying read-alouds, organised 
into two classroom sets, each composed of two boxes.

Set A includes:

Set B includes:

The Jump Rope Readers series gradually and systematically introduces 
beginning readers to new letter-sound correspondences and 
high-frequency words. Along the way, the books also introduce 
memorable characters, exciting adventures, and the foundational 
elements of literary fiction.

A new series of high-quality decodable books from Lucy Calkins 
and the team behind the Units of Study

Interesting and comprehensible
The books in each pack are arranged into different 
series, each featuring a distinctive main character, 
each of whom makes appearances in other series. 
Readers get to know the dynamic cast of characters 
and the vibrant neighbourhood they live in, making 
the reading experience more familiar and exciting.

Representative
Readers connect to the act of reading when they 
see themselves in the pages. The Jump Rope 
Readers are created by a large and diverse group 
of authors and illustrators and are designed to 
reflect the world that students live in.

Instructive
Like all decodable books, the Jump Rope Readers 
start off simple and grow in complexity as more 
phonics content is added. The scope and sequence 
aligns with the phonics progression of the Units of 
Study and is quite similar to most other phonics 
programs, so the books can be integrated into your 
practice with ease!

Resource list

Jump Rope Readers Classroom Bundle 
(Boxes 1 and 2), Set A: Fiction (Gr K / Gr 1) 9780325129884

Jump Rope Readers: Set A: Fiction, Box 1 9780325160818

Jump Rope Readers: Set A: Fiction, Box 2 9780325160825

Jump Rope Readers Classroom Bundle 
(Boxes 1 and 2), Set B: Fiction (Gr 1 / Gr 2) 9780325135434

Jump Rope Readers: Set B: Fiction, Box 1 9780325160832

Jump Rope Readers: Set B: Fiction, Box 2 9780325160849

Jump Rope Readers

Discover more

Explore this series for the beginning readers to develop 
text and phonics skills 
pearson.com.au/jump-rope-readers

NEW

30 decodable books (6 copies of 
each) that introduce short vowels, 
consonants, bonus letters, blends, 
digraphs, CV words, and a small 
selection of high-frequency words.

36 decodable books (6 copies of each) 
that introduce silent E, inflectional 
endings, vowel teams, R-controlled 
vowels, diphthongs, consonant 
-LE, soft C and G, the jobs of Y, 
multisyllabic words, and a broader 
selection of high-frequency words.

6 Read-Aloud books

Getting Started Guide

Getting Started Guide

Digital access to readers

Digital access to readers

https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/lucy-calkins/jump-rope-readers?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11


Bug Club supports the effective and engaging teaching 
of reading for students in Foundation to Year 6. Every 
step is reinforced with teaching tools to support 
modelled whole class reading, guided reading, 
independent and take-home reading.

Years F–6
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Bug Club

Features and benefits:

• hundreds of fiction and non-fiction readers, 
comics, graphic novels and plays written 
by Australian and international authors, 
covering a huge range of genres and topics 
to spark student interest

• expertly and finely levelled to give students 
manageable steps in reading progression 
and a real sense of achievement as they 
move through the levels

• all readers are available in print or as eBooks 
on ActiveLearn Primary

• each print book includes detailed notes for 
teachers and families on the inside front and 
back covers

• includes extensive teaching resources 
available on ActiveLearn Primary.

Bug Club features engaging and relevant content which students are sure to love! 
Students will recognise popular characters such as Shaun the Sheep, Wallace and 
Gromit and Doctor Who and well-known brands such as Star Wars. There are also 
a range of interesting recurring characters developed specifically for this series, 
including Australian content to help students relate to the texts. 

Bug Club on ActiveLearn Primary
ActiveLearn Primary is an online teaching and 
learning hub for reading. For Bug Club, it 
provides:

• the ability to easily search and allocate 
readers to students and then clearly track, 
assess and report on students’ reading 
progress

• quizzes in the eBooks which are linked to 
comprehension strategies to build literal and 
inferred meaning

• optional audio narration at the lower levels 
to help with pronunciation when students 
are reading independently

• fun sound effects (rather than audio) at the 
higher reading levels

• teaching resources to support each title 
covering phonemic awareness, speaking 
and listening, comprehension, grammar and 
writing with associated blackline masters

• scope and sequence charts and curriculum 
correlations for the Australian Curriculum 
and NSW syllabus

• ability for students to earn rewards the 
more they read and comprehend, enticing 
even the most reluctant readers.

Spark a lifelong love of reading

Bug Club

Fiction readers

Non-fiction readers

Heading

Visual aid that carries through text

Contemporary blend of 
photographs and illustrations

Notepad design with caption

Graphic cartoon style Speech bubble

Label

Expressive text
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9781442520905

9781442520974

9781442521049

9781442519794

9781442520950

9781442521018

9781442520929

9781442520998

9781442521063

9781442520899

9781488662676

9781488662706

9781486028290

9781442521032

9781486018284

9781486018321

9781486018376

9781486018314

9781486018352

9781486018390

9781442520912

9781442520981

9781442521056

9781442520882

9781442520967

9781442521025

9781442534537

9781442520936

9781442521001

9781486018307

9781486018345

9781486018383

9781486018291

9781486018338

9781486018369

Non-fiction guided readers PacksFiction guided readers

1

A

2

B

3

C

Bug Club

Resource list

GR and F&P 
levels

Level 1 Pack 
(1x11)

Level 2 Pack 
(1x10)

Level 3 Pack 
(1x11)

Emergent

9781486028306

9781486028313

9781486028344

Non-fiction guided readers PacksFiction guided readers

Bug Club

9781442521117

9781442521186

9781442521254

9781442521094

9781442521155

9781442521223

9781442521131

9781442521209

9781442521278

9781442521100

9781442521247

9781486018413

9781486018451

9781486018482

9781486018437

9781486018475

9781486018512

9781442521124

9781442521193

9781442521261

9781442521087

9781442521162 9781442521179

9781442521230

9781442521070

9781442521148

9781442521216

9781486018420

9781486018468

9781486018505

9781486018406

9781486018444

9781486018499

4

C

5

D

6

D

GR and F&P 
levels

Level 4 Pack 
(1x11)

Level 5 Pack 
(1x11)

Level 6 Pack 
(1x11)

Early
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9781442521322

9781442521391

9781442521469

9781442521360

9781442521292

9781442521438

9781442521346

9781442521414

9781442521483

9781442521315

9781442521452

9781486018567

9781486018529

9781486018604

9781486018550

9781486018598

9781486018628

9781442521339

9781442521407

9781442521476

9781442521308

9781442521377 9781442521384

9781442521445

9781442521285

9781442521353

9781442521421

9781486018543

9781486018581

9781486018635

9781486018536

9781486018574

9781486018611

7

E

8

E

9

F

Bug Club

Non-fiction guided readers PacksFiction guided readersGR and F&P 
levels

9781486028351

9781486028368

9781486028375

Level 7 Pack 
(1x11)

Level 8 Pack 
(1x11)

Level 9 Pack 
(1x11)

9781442521605

9781488612862

9781442521674

9781442521506

9781442521582

9781442521643

9781442521551

9781442521629

9781442521698

9781442521520

9781442521667

9781486018642

9781486018680

9781486018734

9781486018673

9781486018703

9781486018758

9781442521544

9781442521612

9781442521681

9781442521513

9781442521599

9781442521650

9781442521490

9781442521568

9781442521636

9781486018666

9781486018710

9781486018826

9781486018659

9781486018697

9781486018727

10

F

11

G

12

G

Bug Club

Non-fiction guided readers PacksFiction guided readersGR and F&P 
levels

9781486028382

9781488670091

9781486028405

Level 10 Pack 
(1x11)

Level 11 Pack 
(1x10)

Level 12 Pack 
(1x11)
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9781442521742

9781442521810

9781442521889

9781442521711

9781442521780

9781442521858

9781442521766

9781442521834

9781442521902

9781442521735

9781442521872

9781486018772

9781486018819

9781486016938

9781486018796

9781486018833

9781486018161

9781442521759

9781442521827

9781442521896

9781442521728

9781442521797 9781442521803

9781442521865

9781442521704

9781442521773

9781442521841

9781486018789

9781486018741

9781486018154

9781486018765

9781486018802

9781486016945

13

H

14

H

15

I

Bug Club

Non-fiction guided readers PacksFiction guided readersGR and F&P 
levels

9781486028412

9781486028429

9781486028436

Level 13 Pack 
(1x11)

Level 14 Pack 
(1x11)

Level 15 Pack 
(1x11)

9781442521957

9781442522022

9781442522091

9781442521926

9781442521995

9781442522060

9781442521971

9781442522046

9781442522053

9781442521940

9781442522084

9781486016952

9781486017355

9781486017386

9781486018079

9781486018086

9781486018109

9781442521964

9781442522039

9781442522107

9781442521933

9781442522008 9781442522015

9781442522077

9781442521919

9781442521988

9781486017379

9781486018178

9781486017393

9781486018093

9781486016969

9781486017362

16

I

17

J

18

J

Bug Club

Non-fiction guided readers PacksFiction guided readersGR and F&P 
levels

Fluent

9781486028467

9781486028474

9781488670107

Level 16 Pack 
(1x11)

Level 17 Pack 
(1x11)

Level 18 Pack 
(1x10)

9781442541054
Comics

9781442541030
Comics

9781442541047
Comics 9781442591219 

Comics Early 
Level 6–15 
Value Pack 

(6x3)
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9781442522169

9781442522237

9781442522305

9781442522138

9781442522206

9781442522275

9781442522121

9781442522190

9781442522329

9781442522152

9781442522299

9781486017416

9781486017430

9781486017461

9781486018116

9781486018123

9781486018130

9781442522176

9781442522244

9781442522312

9781442522145

9781442522213 9781442522220

9781442522350

9781486017409

9781486017423

9781442522268

9781486017447

9781486017454

97814860175089781486017478

19

K

20

K

21

L

Bug Club

Non-fiction guided readers PacksFiction guided readersGR and F&P 
levels

9781488670114

9781488670121

9781486028511

Level 19 Pack 
(1x10)

Level 20 Pack 
(1x10)

Level 21 Pack 
(1x11)

9781442522374

9781442522442

9781442522510

9781442522343

9781442522411

9781442522480

9781442522398

9781442522466

9781442522534

9781442522367

9781442522503

9781486017485

9781486017539

9781486017553

9781486018147

9781486018192

9781486018215

9781442522381

9781442522459

9781442522527

9781442522282

9781442522428 9781442522435

9781442522497

9781442522336

9781442522404

9781442522473

9781486017515

9781486018185

9781486018208

9781486017492

9781486017546

9781486017560

22

M

Bug Club

Non-fiction guided readers PacksFiction guided readersGR and F&P 
levels

9781486028528

9781486028535

9781486028542

Level 22 Pack 
(1x11)

Level 23 Pack 
(1x11)

Level 24 Pack 
(1x11)24

O

23

N
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9781442522589

9781442522657

9781442557284

9781442522558

9781442522626

9781442557369

9781442522671

9781442522602

9781442557321

9781442522572

9781442557376

9781486017584

9781486017607

9781442557314

9781486018239

9781486018253

9781442522596

9781442522664

9781442557307

9781442522633

9781442522565 9781442522640

9781442557352

9781442522541

9781442522619

9781442557291

9781486018222

9781486018246

9781442557383 9781442557345
Comics

9781486017591

9781486017614

9781442557338

25

P

26

Q

27

R

Bug Club

Non-fiction guided readers PacksFiction guided readersGR and F&P 
levels

9781486028559

9781486028566

9781442577336

Level 25 Pack 
(1x11)

Level 26 Pack 
(1x11)

Level 27 Pack 
(1x11)

Fluent Plus

9781442557406

9781442557505

9781442557611

9781442557475

9781442557581

9781442557697

9781442557444

9781442557543

9781442557659

9781442557499

9781442557710

9781442557420

9781442557536

9781442557635

9781442557413

9781442557529

9781442557642

9781442557468

9781442557574 9781442557604

9781442557680

9781442557390

9781442557512

9781442557628

9781442557482 9781442557437
Comic

9781442557598 9781442557567
Graphic novel

9781442557703 9781442561038
Graphic novel

9781442557451

9781442557550

9781442557666

28

S

29

T

30

U

Bug Club

Non-fiction guided readers PacksFiction guided readersGR and F&P 
levels

9781442577350

9781442577381

9781442577404

Level 28 Pack 
(1x11)

Level 29 Pack 
(1x11)

Level 30 Pack 
(1x11)

9781442591240

Comics Fluent 
Level 16–26 
Value Pack 

(6x6)

9781442541023
Comics

9781442541009
Comics

9781442541016
Comics

9781442540996
Comics

9781442540972
Comics

9781442540989
Comics
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Plays are an essential genre for the acquisition of 
literacy skills in the classroom. Bug Club: Plays to Read 
are written by talented Australian and international 
authors, including Julia Donaldson, author of The 
Gruffalo, and provide readers with highly engaging 
narratives. The series consists of 65 plays broadly 
aligned to Reading Levels 6 to 30 and can be used 
for whole class modelled reading, guided reading, 
independent and take-home reading.

Colour-coding to help 
students identify characters 
and connect with the script

Features of plays are 
evident, such as stage 
directions

Features and benefits:

• all plays are available in print and as eBooks 
on ActiveLearn Primary

• each play includes notes on the inside front 
cover to help guide reading or fun facts 
about the topic. Each play is also supported 
with reading notes and blackline masters on 
ActiveLearn Primary

• lower levels are supported with audio 
narration to help with pronunciation when 
students are reading independently.

Students can also choose to be a character 
and the audio for that character doesn’t play. 
They can reread the book many times.

9781488612817

9781488612084

9781488612114

9781488612886

9781488612077

9781488612121

9781488612879

9781488612107

9781488612138

9781488612893 9781488697913

9781488697920

9781488697937

9781488612060

9781488612909

9781488612862

9781488612091

9781488612145

Early

6–8

D, E

9–11

F, G

12–14

G, H

Level 6–8 
Pack (6x5)

Level 9–11 
Pack (6x5)

Level 12–14 
Pack (6x5)

GR and F&P 
levels

Bug Club: Plays to Read

Resource list

Packs

Years F–6Bug Club: Plays to Read

9781488612183

9781488612213

9781488612169

9781488612206

9781488612152

9781488612237

9781488612176 9781488697944 

9781488697951 9781488612244

9781488612190

9781488612220

15–16

I

17–18

J

Level 15–16 
Pack (6x5)

Level 17–18 
Pack (6x5)

9781488612251 9781488612916 9781488612268 9781488697968 97814886122759781488612824

19–20

K

Level 19–20 
Pack (6x5)

Fluent



Bug Club: Plays to Read Bug Club: Plays to Read

Bug Club Plays Value Packs

Bug Club Plays Early Level 6–15 Pack (1x15) 9781488697883

Bug Club Plays Fluent Level 15–26 Pack (1x30) 9781488697890

Bug Club Plays Fluent Plus Level 27–30 Pack (1x20) 9781488697906

Bug Club Guided Reader Value Packs

Bug Club Emergent Level 1–5 Value Pack (6x52) 9781488662683  

Bug Club Early Level 6-15 Value Pack (6x110) 9781488670152 

Bug Club Fluent Level 16-26 Value Pack (6x121) 9781488670176 

Bug Club Fluent Plus Level 27-28 Value Pack (6x22) 9781442577374

Bug Club Fluent Plus Level 29–30 Value Pack (6x22) 9781442577428

Bug Club Fluent Plus Level 27 Value Pack (6x11) 9781442577343 

Bug Club Fluent Plus Level 28 Value Pack (6x11) 9781442577367

Bug Club Fluent Plus Level 29 Value Pack (6x11) 9781442577398

Bug Club Fluent Plus Level 30 Value Pack (6x11) 9781442577411

Bug Club 12-month subscriptions

Bug Club (0–100 users)

Bug Club (101–300 users)

Bug Club (301–500+ users)
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9781488612923 9781488612299 9781488612282 9781488612305 97814886979759781488612831

Fluent

21–22

L, M

Level 21–22 
Pack (6x5)

9781488612947

9781488612961

9781488612329

9781488612367

9781488612312

9781488612954

9781488697982

9781488697999

9781488612930

9781488612350

9781488612336

9781488612343

25–26

P, Q

Level 23–24 
Pack (6x5)

Level 25–26 
Pack (6x5)

GR and F&P 
levels

9781488612855

9781488612404

9781488612435

9781488612466

9781488612381

9781488613111

9781488613142

9781488613166

9781488612374

9781488613128

9781488613135

9781488613159

9781488612398 9781488698002

9781488698019

9781488698026

9781488698033

9781488612411

9781488612442

9781488612473

9781488613104

9781488612428

9781488612459

9781488612480

Fluent Plus

27

R

28

S

29

T

30

U

Level 27 
Pack (6x5)

Level 28 
Pack (6x5)

Level 29 
Pack (6x5)

Level 30 
Pack (6x5)

GR and F&P 
levelsPacks Packs

Discover more

Explore a huge range of flexible print and digital resources to support 
reading and spark students' interest 
pearson.com.au/bug-club 
pearson.com.au/bug-club-plays

Register for a free ActiveLearn Primary trial today!
pearson.com.au/activelearn-primary-trial

Learn more about ActiveLearn Primary on page 10

You might also like...
Bug Club Phonics teaching program and decodable readers (see page 14) 
Rapid Reading (see page 82)

23–24

N, O

Digital subscriptions

https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/bug-club/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/bug-club/bug-club-plays/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/activelearn-primary/trial/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
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Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™

Your classroom is a place where students learn how 
to read, write, and expand all of their language skills, 
but it is much more. It is a place where they learn how 
to be confident, self-determined, curious, kind, and 
literate members of a community.

With Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™, create a 
community where students grow as thoughtful 
users of literacy, engage in authentic reading and 
writing, and see themselves reflected in the books 
they read and write about. FPC enables you to work 
at the cutting edge of students’ learning, supporting 
independence and student agency and understanding 
the critical role of responsive teaching in leading 
literacy learning forward.

Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ stands apart from other literacy 
resources in its commitment to the following principles:

  

Fountas & Pinnell Classroom (FPC) 
is a first-of-its-kind, classroom-
based literacy system based on 
responsive teaching using an 
inquiry-rich, multi-text approach 
across multiple instructional 
contexts.

Instructional coherence

While the benefits of the whole are 
inherent in each of the parts, FPC is 
designed as a coherent system. Each 
instructional context in the system is 
reciprocally connected to the others, 
improving student outcomes and 
creating equitable literacy opportunities 
for all students. The F&P Literacy 
Continuum serves as the instructional 
anchor for every lesson, goal and book 
in FPC.

Multi-text approach

Authentic books are at the heart of 
FPC: exciting books to stir imagination; 
challenging books to lift every reader; 
and diverse books to expand readers’ 
knowledge of the world. Every book in 
FPC is carefully written or selected to 
support an instructional context.

Language based

Reading is thinking grounded in text. 
Children’s talk reflects their thinking. 
FPC is rich with robust opportunities 
for varied talk structures within each 
instructional context.

Responsive teaching

The moment-to-moment instructional 
decisions that teachers make, based 
on their observations and analysis of 
children’s learning behaviours, are 
honoured and supported by FPC. In this 
system, you teach individual readers, 
not a program. Consider each lesson a 
blueprint for instruction to best support 
the learners in the classroom.

Student inquiry

Children are curious. FPC allows 
children’s curiosity to propel authentic 
learning and discovery. As children 
think across texts, they pursue lines of 
inquiry that interest and engage them 
as learners, and build knowledge of 
different topics and themes across a 
range of disciplines.

Teacher expertise

Your knowledge of your students informs 
responsive teaching. The extensive 
professional learning tools woven into 
the system help educators develop their 
craft, strengthen instructional decision-
making, and deliver high-impact literacy 
instruction.

Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™

1

3

5

2

4

6

Lift students' learning beyond the walls of the classroom

https://www.pearsoncanadaschool.com/index.cfm?locator=PS3zCm
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Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™

Interactive 
Read-Aloud

A collection of the very 
best age-appropriate, 
grade-appropriate trade 
books to promote the 
joy of reading, expand 
vocabulary, and nurture 
the ability to think, 
talk and write about 
texts that fully engage 
students' interest.

Shared 
Reading

An exquisite collection 
of original texts (big 
books, accompanying 
small versions and 
audiobooks) that 
nurture students’ 
abilities to construct 
meaning in a supported 
context so they can 
enjoy reading and 
learn critical concepts 
of how texts work.

Phonics, 
Spelling, and 
Word Study

Explicit lessons for 
whole-group instruction 
and small-group 
application that help 
students explore, attend 
to, learn about, and 
efficiently use sounds, 
letters, and words.

Writing 
Minilessons

The Writing Minilessons 
Books provide brief, 
focused, explicit lessons 
that help students 
understand and apply 
the characteristics of 
effective writing and 
nurture their ability 
to write with purpose, 
imagination, and voice.

WHOLE-GROUP

WMLIRA PWSSR

Reading 
Minilessons

The Reading Minilessons 
Books provide brief, 
focused, and practical 
whole-class lessons on the 
topics of management, 
literary analysis, strategies 
and skills, and writing 
about reading.

Guided Reading

The most powerful and 
engaging authentic, original 
texts to build each student’s 
ability to process increasingly 
challenging books with fluency 
and comprehension.

Book Clubs

An authentic opportunity 
to bring students together 
for in-depth discussion of a 
captivating trade book they 
have read in order to extend 
thinking and learn about 
themselves as readers.

Independent Reading

A carefully curated collection of 
authentic children’s literature 
that provides the opportunity 
for students to develop tastes 
as readers and to read a large 
number of self-selected books 
independently.

Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™

SMALL-GROUP INDEPENDENT

GR IRBCRML

All of the instructional contexts for Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ 
fit together in a coherent way and offer students multiple 
opportunities to access complex, age-appropriate texts; 
and engage in powerful small-group, whole-group, and 
independent reading that propels their learning forward.

Ignite learning with thousands of student texts, lessons, and resources.
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Each collection is accompanied by online resources including:
• lessons, cards, recording forms, and other resources
• audio books (Shared Reading only)
• a Professional Development Video Library
• focused tutorial videos on every aspect of using the resources.

Overview of components

Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™

 Instructional Context Pre-Kindergarten Kindergarten Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6

IRA Interactive Read-Aloud • 120 trade books
• 120 Lesson Folders
• 25 Inquiry Overview 

Cards
• IRA Collection Guide

• 120 trade books
• 120 Lesson Folders
• 25 Inquiry Overview 

Cards
• IRA Collection Guide

• 120 trade books
• 120 Lesson Folders
• 25 Inquiry Overview 

Cards
• IRA Collection Guide

• 120 trade books
• 120 Lesson Folders
• 25 Inquiry Overview 

Cards
• IRA Collection Guide

• 120 trade books
• 120 Lesson Folders
• 25 Inquiry Overview 

Cards
• IRA Collection Guide

• 120 trade books
• 120 Lesson Folders
• 25 Inquiry Overview 

Cards
• IRA Collection Guide

• 120 trade books
• 120 Lesson Folders
• 25 Inquiry Overview 

Cards
• IRA Collection Guide

• 120 trade books
• 120 Lesson Folders
• 25 Inquiry Overview 

Cards
• IRA Collection Guide

SR Shared Reading • 30 Big Books
• 180 Little Books (30 

titles, 6 copies each)
• 30 Lesson Folders
• SR Collection Guide
• Words That Sing Poetry
• Charts, Pre-K

• 65 Big Books
• 390 Little Books (65 

titles, 6 copies each)
• 65 Lesson Folders
• SR Collection Guide
• Words That Sing Poetry 

Charts, Kindergarten

• 65 Big Books
• 390 Little Books (65 

titles, 6 copies each)
• 65 Lesson Folders
• SR Collection Guide
• Words That Sing Poetry 

Charts, Grade 1

• 30 Big Books
• 180 Little Books (30 

titles, 6 copies each)
• 30 Lesson Folders
• SR Collection Guide
• Words That Sing Poetry 

Charts, Grade 2

• 30 Big Books
• 180 Little Books (30 

titles, 6 copies each)
• 30 Lesson Folders
• SR Collection Guide

• 30 Big Books
• 180 Little Books (30 

titles, 6 copies each)
• 30 Lesson Folders
• SR Collection Guide

GR Guided Reading • 1200 books, Levels A–G 
(200 titles, 6 copies 
each)

• 200 Lesson Folders
• GR Collection Guide

• 1200 books, Levels A–J 
(200 titles, 6 copies 
each)

• 200 Lesson Folders
• GR Collection Guide

• 1200 books, Levels E–N 
(200 titles, 6 copies 
each)

• 200 Lesson Folders
• GR Collection Guide

• 1200 books, Levels I–S 
(200 titles, 6 copies 
each)

• 200 Lesson Folders
• GR Collection Guide

• 1080 books, Levels N–V 
(180 titles, 6 copies 
each)

• 180 Lesson Folders
• GR Collection Guide

• 1020 books, Levels Q–Z 
(170 titles, 6 copies 
each)

• 170 Lesson Folders
• GR Collection Guide

• 900 books, Levels I–S 
(150 titles, 6 copies 
each)

• 150 Lesson Folders
• GR Collection Guide

IR Independent Reading • 150 trade titles
• 150 Conferring Cards
• IR Collection Guide

• 150 trade titles
• 150 Conferring Cards
• IR Collection Guide

• 150 trade titles
• 150 Conferring Cards
• IR Collection Guide

• 200 trade titles
• 200 Conferring Cards
• IR Collection Guide

• 200 trade titles
• 200 Conferring Cards
• IR Collection Guide

• 200 trade titles
• 200 Conferring Cards
• IR Collection Guide

• 200 trade titles
• 200 Conferring Cards
• IR Collection Guide

RML Reading Minilessons • Reading Minilessons 
Book, Kindergarten 

• Reading Minilessons 
Book, Grade 1

• Reading Minilessons 
Book, Grade 2

• Reading Minilessons 
Book, Grade 3

• Reading Minilessons 
Book, Grade 4

• Reading Minilessons 
Book, Grade 5

• Reading Minilessons 
Book, Grade 6

WML Writing Minilessons • Joyful Writing in PreK • Writing Minilessons 
Book, Kindergarten

• Writing Minilessons 
Book, Grade 1

• Writing Minilessons 
Book, Grade 2

• Writing Minilessons 
Book, Grade 3

• Writing Minilessons 
Book, Grade 4 
(available 2023)

• Writing Minilessons 
Book, Grade 5 
(available 2023)

• Writing Minilessons 
Book, Grade 6 
(available 2023)

PWS Phonics, Spelling, 
and Word Study

• Phonics, Spelling, and 
Word Study System, 
Kindergarten

• Phonics, Spelling, and 
Word Study System, 
Grade 1

• Phonics, Spelling, and 
Word Study System, 
Grade 2

• Word Study System, 
Grade 3

• Word Study System, 
Grade 4

• Word Study System, 
Grade 5

• Word Study System, 
Grade 6

BC Book Clubs • 192 trade books (32 
titles, 6 copies each)

• 32 Discussion Cards
• BC Collection Guide

• 192 trade books (32 
titles, 6 copies each)

• 32 Discussion Cards
• BC Collection Guide

• 192 trade books (32 
titles, 6 copies each)

• 32 Discussion Cards
• BC Collection Guide

• 192 trade books (32 
titles, 6 copies each)

• 32 Discussion Cards
• BC Collection Guide

• 288 trade books (48 
titles, 6 copies each)

• 48 Discussion Cards
• BC Collection Guide

• 288 trade books (48 
titles, 6 copies each)

• 48 Discussion Cards
• BC Collection Guide

• 288 trade books (48 
titles, 6 copies each)

• 48 Discussion Cards
• BC Collection Guide

While the benefits of the whole are inherent in each of the parts, Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ 
is designed as a coherent system. Each context plays an essential role that contributes in 
different ways to every student’s development as a reader, writer, and language user.

Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™

The support you need to get started

Everything you need to unpack, organise, and get started using your new resources
pearson.com.au/fpc

https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/fountas-and-pinnell-literacy/classroom/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
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The Interactive Read-Aloud Collection is implemented during whole-group 
instruction. During interactive read-aloud, the teacher reads aloud a 
selected text to students, occasionally pausing for conversation. The 
texts are organised into text sets for highly intentional teaching. The 
texts are beyond the instructional reading level of most students. The 
students are listening to the text and viewing the illustrations. The 
text-based discussion helps children to construct meaning and make 
connections between books in the text set.

IRA

Interactive Read-Aloud
Expand students’ thinking across the year with 
books that spark discussion and inquiry.

Resource list

IRA Collection | PreK 9780325108124

IRA Collection | Kindergarten 9780325098296

IRA Collection | Grade 1 9780325098302

IRA Collection | Grade 2 9780325098319

IRA Collection | Grade 3 9780325108131

IRA Collection | Grade 4 9780325112138

IRA Collection | Grade 5 9780325112145

IRA Collection | Grade 6 9780325112152

Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™

Shared reading is an enjoyable experience for your classroom 
community and an important opportunity for students to ‘step up 
together’ into more challenging texts while also beginning to notice 
and acquire the processes they need to read texts independently. 
This context is implemented during whole-group literacy instruction 
where the teacher engages students in shared reading using enlarged 
print books and shared poetry charts and often leads to shared or 
interactive writing.

SR

Shared Reading
Build a strong early reading foundation 
with books that engage and excite.

Resource list

SR Collection | PreK 9780325097855

SR Collection | Kindergarten 9780325097848

SR Collection | Grade 1 9780325097824

SR Collection | Grade 2 9780325097831

SR Collection | Grade 3 9780325098425

SR Collection | Grade 4 9780325119076

Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™

Online Resources 
The resources needed for each 
lesson, including PDFs of each 
lesson and a video library.

Online Resources
The resources needed for each 
lesson including PDFs of each 
lesson, professional learning 
videos, and audiobooks.

Trade Books 
Hundreds of trade titles, 1 copy of each.
This carefully curated collection of the very 
best age- and grade-appropriate trade 
books is at the heart of literacy instruction 
in your classroom. Designed to nurture 
students’ ability to construct meaning in an 
interactive, talk-rich context, the interactive 
read-aloud books are organised into text 
sets to help students make connections 
among ideas and notice parallels in the craft 
of writing across multiple texts.

Shared Reading Collection Guide
A brief guide that provides an 
overview of the components and 
implementation of the FPC Shared 
Reading Collection.

Lesson Folders 
Lesson folders to support teachers 
in providing high-quality, cutting-
edge lessons that boost, engage, 
and extend students’ reading, 
writing, and language skills.

Lesson Folders
Lesson folders to support teachers 
in providing high-quality, cutting-
edge lessons that boost, engage, 
and extend students’ reading, 
writing, and language skills.

Inquiry Overview Cards and Inquiry Projects 
Inquiry Overview Cards (1 per text set) that feature a 
brief overview of the text set, opportunities to think 
across books, an essential question and big ideas to 
guide thinking and discussion, as well as a menu of 
projects to encourage exploration and inquiry.

IRA Collection Guide 
A brief guide that provides an 
overview of the components 
and implementation of 
the Interactive Read-Aloud 
Collection.

Shared Reading Books 
The Shared Reading Collection is made of up of exquisite texts that include a 
collection of original big books in a variety of genres, with accompanying lesson 
folders. Six copies of each book are also provided in a small size for students 
to revisit during independent reading. Some of the books have special features 
such as flaps, cutouts, and foldouts to engage and excite children.
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The Fountas & Pinnell Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study System is a 
collection of one hundred brief lessons designed to expand and refine 
studentsʼ reading and writing powers, and enable you to help students 
attend to, learn about, and efficiently use information about sounds, 
letters, and words. During phonics, spelling, and word study lessons, 
the teacher presents short, explicit instruction to help students learn 
about and efficiently use sounds, letters, and words.

PWS

Phonics, Spelling, 
and Word Study
Pique students' curiosity with systematic instruction 
in how oral and written language ‘works’.

Resource list

PWS System | Kindergarten 9780325105475

PWS System | Grade 1 9780325105505

PWS System | Grade 2 9780325076836

Word Study System | Grade 3 9780325076843

Word Study System | Grade 4 9780325048024

Word Study System | Grade 5 9780325048031

Word Study System | Grade 6 9780325110929

Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™

The Reading Minilessons Books are implemented during whole-
group instruction. During a reading minilesson, the teacher 
presents specific, explicit instruction to help students become 
independent readers for life. The minilessons are organised 
into four types: Management, Literary Analysis, Strategies and 
Skills, and Writing About Reading.

The Interactive Read-Aloud texts serve as mentor texts and as 
examples for generalising the principle. Students practise and 
apply the principle during independent reading.

The Writing Minilessons Books are implemented during whole-
group instruction. During a writing minilesson, the teacher 
presents specific, explicit instruction to help students become 
confident, engaged writers. The minilessons are organised 
into six types: Management, Telling Stories, Making Books, 
Drawing, Exploring Early Writing, and Writing Process.

The Interactive Read-Aloud and Shared Reading books 
serve as mentor texts and as examples for generalising the 
principle. Students practise and apply the principle during 
independent reading.

Reading 
Minilessons
Reading Minilessons are short, concise, 
explicit, inquiry-based lessons about a 
principle that students can apply to their 
own independent reading. Growing out of 
the interactive read-aloud experience and 
linked to independent reading, teachers 
use many of these texts as examples from 
which they generalise the understanding.

Writing 
Minilessons
Writing Minilessons are brief, focused, 
explicit lessons that help students 
understand the characteristics of effective 
writing and nurture their ability to write 
with purpose, imagination, and voice. Each 
minilesson engages students in inquiry 
that leads to the discovery of a general 
principle from The Literacy Continuum.

Resource list

Reading Minilessons Book | Kindergarten 9780325098616

Reading Minilessons Book | Grade 1 9780325098623

Reading Minilessons Book | Grade 2 9780325098630

Reading Minilessons Book | Grade 3 9780325098647

Reading Minilessons Book | Grade 4 9780325098654

Reading Minilessons Book | Grade 5 9780325098661

Reading Minilessons Book | Grade 6 9780325098678

Resource list

Joyful Writing in PreK 9780325120010

Writing Minilessons Book | Kindergarten 9780325118666

Writing Minilessons Book | Grade 1 9780325118802

Writing Minilessons Book | Grade 2 9780325118826

Writing Minilessons Book | Grade 3 9780325118819

Writing Minilessons Book | Grade 4 Available 2023

Writing Minilessons Book | Grade 5 Available 2023

Writing Minilessons Book | Grade 6 Available 2023

Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™

Online Resources 
Online Resources for complete 
and convenient access to 
teaching materials organised 
by lesson.

Lesson Folders
Pre-printed lesson folders, 
and folders to organise 
materials by content area, 
month, or both.

Ready Resources 
Preprinted and preassembled 
lesson materials let teachers 
spend less time prepping and 
more time teaching.

Sing a Song of Poetry 
A Teaching Resource for 
Phonemic Awareness, Phonics, 
and Fluency. Poems that 
immerse students in rich, 
rhythmical language to 
expand their oral language 
capabilities, develop 
phonological awareness, and 
teach about the intricacies of 
print.

Phonics, Spelling, and Word 
Study Lessons
Containing 100 (K–3) and 
105 (4–6) lessons driven 
by the principles from the 
new Comprehensive Phonics, 
Spelling, and Word Study Guide 
and The Fountas & Pinnell 
Literacy Continuum.

Comprehensive, Phonics, 
Spelling, and Word Study 
Guide
A systematic exploration of 
letters, sounds, words, and 
learning how oral and written 
language ‘work’. This essential 
guide, presented in an easy-
to-use chart form, is provided 
as a reference tool for you to 
see how the principle aligns to 
other related concepts.

https://www.pearsoncanadaschool.com/index.cfm?locator=PS3zCm&PMDBSOLUTIONID=25862&PMDBSITEID=2621&PMDBCATEGORYID=25878&PMDBSUBSOLUTIONID=&PMDBSUBJECTAREAID=&PMDBSUBCATEGORYID=&PMDbProgramID=153331
https://www.pearsoncanadaschool.com/index.cfm?locator=PS3zCm&PMDBSOLUTIONID=25862&PMDBSITEID=2621&PMDBCATEGORYID=25878&PMDBSUBSOLUTIONID=&PMDBSUBJECTAREAID=&PMDBSUBCATEGORYID=&PMDbProgramID=153331
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The FPC Guided Reading Collection is a small-group instructional 
context in which you support each reader’s processing of new 
challenging texts with hundreds of original titles (6 copies of each title) 
that span text levels A through Z, with an accompanying lesson folder 
for each title. By bringing together a small group of students who are 
at a similar point in their reading development and guiding them to 
process a text that is levelled on a gradient of difficulty, you are able to 
provide an incremental amount of challenge at each reader’s edge of 
ability to process text.

GR

Guided Reading
Meet students where they are and lead them 
forward with intention and precision.

Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™

Choose the Guided Reading option that best fits your 
classroom and budgetary needs.

Grade level collections Text-level sets

A comprehensive collection for 
your classroom.

Titles available per grade:
K 200 titles 4 180 titles
1 200 titles 5 170 titles
2 200 titles 6 150 titles
3 200 titles

Build a rich guided reading collection 
over time with text level sets.

Titles available:
K–6 Pre-configured text-level sets 

of 5 or 10 titles each

Explore the full range of text-level sets 
at pearson.com.au/f12-pricelist

Build a rich guided reading collection all at once or over 
time with books that spark engagement and wonder while 
advancing each student’s ability to process increasingly 
challenging books with fluency and comprehension.

Resource list

GR Collection | Grade K | Complete Release 9780325108049

GR Collection | Grade 1 | Complete Release 9780325108056

GR Collection | Grade 2 | Complete Release 9780325108063

GR Collection | Grade 3 | Complete Release 9780325108117

GR Collection | Grade 4 | Complete Release 9780325112107

GR Collection | Grade 5 | Complete Release 9780325112114

GR Collection | Grade 6 | Complete Release 9780325112121

Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™

Online Resources
The resources needed for each guided 
reading lesson can be found online, including 
PDFs of each lesson, recording forms, and 
professional learning video library.

Guided Reading Lesson Folders
A lesson folder per guided reading title to support 
teachers in providing high-quality, cutting-edge 
instruction that engages and extends students’ reading, 
writing, and language skills.

FPC Guided Reading Collection Guide
A brief guide that provides an overview of 
the components and implementation of the 
Guided Reading Collection.

Guided Reading Books
1300 original titles (6 copies of each title) that span 
levels A–Z on the F&P Text Level Gradient™. At the 
heart of FPC are the highest-quality levelled books 
that captivate and engage the hearts and minds of all 
students in the classroom.

Each grade level collection contains:
• 6 copies of each title
• an accompanying lesson folder for each 

title
• the FPC Guided Reading Collection Guide
• an F&P calculator
• access to the Online Resources for the 

purchased titles, including recording 
forms.

Each text level set contains:
• 6 copies of each title
• an accompanying lesson folder for each 

title
• access to the Online Resources for the 

purchased titles, including recording 
forms.

FPL Digital

Introductory subscriptions are available for customers who have purchased the Fountas 
& Pinnell Classroom™ Guided Reading Collections.

See page 75 for more information.

NEW IN 2023

http://pearson.com.au/f12-pricelist
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Independent reading offers students the chance to read, enjoy, 
and interact with texts that they choose in order to gain ‘mileage’ 
as readers. These collections were curated to provide high-quality 
trade books that help students explore their interests, flourish as 
readers, and develop the ability to independently read increasingly 
challenging texts.

IR

Independent Reading
Promote lifelong reading habits with books 
that are worthy of student CHOICE.

Resource list

IR Collection | Kindergarten 9780325098326

IR Collection | Grade 1 9780325112459

IR Collection | Grade 2 9780325098340

IR Collection | Grade 3 9780325108148

IR Collection | Grade 4 9780325108155

IR Collection | Grade 5 9780325112169

IR Collection | Grade 6 9780325112176

Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™

Book clubs provide an opportunity for students to apply many of the 
literacy behaviours and understandings that they have learned through 
other instructional contexts: thinking within, beyond, and about a text; 
listening and understanding; interacting socially; engaging in extended 
discussions; and more. As they bring together much of their learning 
in this one context, students find a sense of agency. The experience 
of exchanging ideas with their peers and co-constructing richer 
understandings of texts is genuinely rewarding.

BC

Book Clubs
Activate student agency and connect learning 
with books that stir captivating discussion.

Resource list

BC Collection | Kindergarten 9780325108162

BC Collection | Grade 1 9780325108179

BC Collection | Grade 2 9780325108186

BC Collection | Grade 3 9780325108193

BC Collection | Grade 4 9780325112183

BC Collection | Grade 5 9780325112190

BC Collection | Grade 6 9780325112206

Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™

Discover more

Explore hundreds of engaging texts, lessons and resources from 
this comprehensive and cohesive literacy system
pearson.com.au/fpc

Contact your rep for order information and pricing for the FPC collections
pearson.com.au/find-your-rep

Online Resources 
The resources needed for each 
independent reading conference 
including PDFs of each 
conferring card and professional 
learning video library.

Online Resources 
The resources needed for each 
book club including PDF of each 
discussion card professional 
learning video library.Independent Reading 

Collection Guide
A brief guide that provides an 
overview of the components 
and implementation of the FPC 
Independent Reading Collection.

Book Clubs Collection Guide 
A brief guide that provides an 
overview of the components and 
implementation of the FPC Book 
Clubs Collection.

Independent Reading Conferring Cards 
Conferring cards for each title, plus genre-
based prompting cards to make specific 
teaching points in brief conversations that 
lead individual readers forward.

Book Club Discussion Cards 
Discussion cards provide an overview 
of each book feature and instructional 
support to utilise as teachers support 
groups of readers during their 
discussion.

Inquiry Overview Cards
Inquiry Overview Cards (1 per text set) 
that feature a brief overview of the text 
set, opportunities to think across books, 
or an essential question and big ideas 
to guide thinking and discussion, as well 
as a menu of projects to encourage 
exploration and inquiry.

Independent Reading Books
A carefully curated collection of authentic children’s 
literature that provide the opportunity for students to 
develop tastes as readers and to read a large number 
of self-selected books independently.

Book Club Books
(6 copies of each trade title)
Book Clubs provide an authentic 
opportunity to bring students together 
for in-depth discussion of captivating 
trade books they have self-selected and 
read. Book clubs help students extend 
thinking, learn more about themselves 
as readers, and grow as thoughtful 
users of literacy.

https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/fountas-and-pinnell-literacy/classroom/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/find-my-rep/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11


Years K–6

Sails Literacy is the perfect resource for shared, guided 
and independent reading and writing. The engaging 
visuals and content will motivate your students to read 
for pleasure and for information.
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Sails Literacy
Hook readers and ignite their curiosity with over 850 levelled 
texts featuring bright, colourful and captivating designs

First Wave: Emergent
This collection for the beginning learner 
introduces high-frequency words and phrases 
and will support your students as they move 
from simple captions to more complex 
sentences. First Wave is ideal for classroom 
use and take-home reading programs.

Sails Guided Reading: Emergent 
to Advanced Fluency
This carefully structured series of levelled 
books provides progressive vocabulary and 
supports student language, reading and 
writing development. Each title is 16–24 
pages in length and features timesaving 
guided reading notes on visual literacy, critical 
thinking, phonological patterns and language 
features.

Sails Take-Home Library  
A Sails Take-Home Library features stimulating 
texts to support take-home reading programs 
at the Early level in Years 1 and 2. Parent 
Notes in each book are included to support 
them in strengthening the child's reading skills.

Sailing Solo
Sailing Solo (Blue, Green) develops 
independent readers and extends and 
improves comprehension and analytical 
thinking skills. It has been designed to be 
used both in the classroom and at home to 
help early primary students navigate from 
guided reading to independent reading. It is 
the ideal support to the Sails Guided Reading 
series.

Sails Shared Reading
Shared readers are available in both big 
book and small book formats for emergent, 
early and fluent levels. Books feature rich 
stories with rhythm, rhyme, magic, humour, 
repetition and more.

The big books are designed for large-group 
and whole-class teaching. The small books 
give students the opportunity to enjoy the 
storyline many times over at their own 
leisure.

MainSails
MainSails provides students aged 9–12+ 
with opportunities to engage in a variety of 
texts that allow them to investigate literary 
devices, build deep comprehension skills 
and think critically about content. Designed 
to provide specific modelling of text 
types, including fantasy, mystery, reports, 
explanations and narratives.

Sails Literacy offers:

• opportunities to develop critical thinking skills
• a unique focus on visual literacy
• numerous texts forms
• balanced, well-rounded language experiences
• captivating visuals and intriguing topics
• handy teaching notes on the inside cover.

Sails Literacy

Stage/Levelling Information Colour Band Year
Reading 

Level
Number 
of Titles

Sails Guided Reading: First Wave

• high-frequency words introduced and practised

• gradual increase in complexity from simple captions to more complex 
structures

• visual story frames encouraging discussion and critical thinking

Magenta K 1–2 96

Sails Guided Reading: Emergent

• simple, repetitive patterns using high-frequency words

• gradual increase in words per sentence

• introduction of visual information

Magenta K–1 1–2 26

Sails Guided Reading: Early

• high-frequency words from the emergent level are consolidated and 
new words are gradually introduced

• range of text forms so children are exposed to a variety of writing styles

• visual information is reinforced and new elements introduced

• gradual increase in sentence complexity and number of sentences per 
page

Red K–1 3–5 29

Yellow 1 6–8 24

Blue 1–2 9–11 24

Green 1–2 12–14 26

Sails Guided Reading: Fluency

• variety of texts forms with accompanying step-by-step explanations

• opportunities to apply comprehension and processing strategies to 
more complex texts

• opportunities for thinking critically

• high-frequency words introduced at the earlier levels stage are 
reinforced and more challenging interest words are introduced

Orange 2 15–16 70

Turquoise 2–3 17–18 24

Purple 2–3 19–20 50

Gold 3–4 21–22 30

Sails Guided Reading: Advanced Fluency

• more complex concepts and sentence construction

• an extended vocabulary

• introduction of literary devices and more complex graphic information

Silver 3–4 23–24 28

Emerald 3–4 25–26 20

Sails Independent Reading: Sailing Solo

• contemporary, high interest topics ideal for independent reading in the 
classroom or at home

• helps students consolidate comprehension and analytical skills

Blue 1–2 9–11 28

Green 1–2 12–14 40

Sails Take-Home Library 

• variety of genres and styles

• fun characters and colourful pictures to engage students and 
encourage them to read outside the classroom. 

• valuable parent notes guide parents/carers in supporting their child’s 
reading skills at home

Red Yellow 1 3–8 30

Yellow Blue Green 2 6–14 30

Sails Shared Reading

• big books featuring rhythm, rhyme, magic and humour, repetitive 
chunks of language, and stories with rich language that can withstand 
repeated readings

• little books also available for children to reread on their own

• covers Years 1–4 but for interest and enjoyment rather than reading 
ability

Year 1 1 N/A 12

Year 2 2 N/A 12

Year 3 3 N/A 12

Year 4 4 N/A 3

Sails Guided Reading: MainSails

• magazine-style format with sophisticated and innovative design

• prompts encouraging students to ask questions, make predictions and 
inferences, summarise key points, and think critically

• nurtures oral reading, comprehension and writing skills

• opportunities for students to develop knowledge of different text types

Mainsails 1 3 25–26 24

Mainsails 2 4 27–28 24

Mainsails 3 5 29–30 24

Mainsails 4 6 30+ 22

Discover more

Visit our website to view more detailed information on all 
titles in Sails Literacy
pearson.com.au/sailsliteracy

https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/sails-literacy/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
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NEW COLLECTIONS
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Red Rocket Readers
Launch into literacy with this child-focused, teacher-driven and fun series

Red Rocket Readers feature colourful, entertaining 
illustrations that support the text, launch oral discussion 
and develop student comprehension. The classic story 
structure (tension, climax and resolution) ensures students 
will want to engage with the books.

Features and benefits:

• enable students to read for enjoyment and information 
as they access meaning from text

• feature meaningful concepts and experiences that are 
relatable to students

• build word recognition along with language 
development

• focus on increasing knowledge of print conventions, 
phonological patterns and phonic knowledge in context

• develop and ensure the success of reading strategies.

Red Rocket Readers include:

• teacher tools within the book for extra support and 
guidance

• downloadable tools including lesson briefs, lesson 
plans, worksheeets and running records

• eBook editions for all titles with subscription options 
for school and home

• reading level correlations to popular levelling 
systems and official F&P and Lexile levels.

Classroom library collections
New classroom library collections from Red Rocket Readers are compact and 
colourful! Title selection and filing is simple thanks to the colour-coded levels, 
while the eBook subscription in every box ensures books are always accessible.

Each classroom library includes:

• one copy each of the 48 titles for that level

• a Red Rocket USB with digital tools including audio books, worksheets, lesson 
briefs and lesson plans (for selected titles)

• a one-year eBook subscription with access to all 48 titles.

Flexible purchasing options 
Red Rocket Readers can be purchased in a variety of ways to suit your needs.

A comprehensive series of over 600 
fiction and non-fiction readers combining  
graduated word-recognition and language 
development with engaging stories that 
students will really enjoy.

Decodable readers 
coming soon!

We are very excited to 
announce Sound Explorers, 
a new set of 32 decodable 
readers aligned to Letters and 
Sounds, will be available in 
2023.

Emergent Level
Sound Explorers

ISBN 000-0-000000-00-0*hIB7H6|VUSRWr
redrocketreaders.com

Fun in the Sun

Red 
Rocket 
Readers

 GUIDED R/R LEXILE
 READING INTERVENTION MEASURE

 A 1 BR40L

Sound Explorers

Emergent Level
Sound Explorers

ISBN 000-0-000000-00-0*hIB7H6|VUSRWr
redrocketreaders.com

The Crab Grab

Red 
Rocket 
Readers

 GUIDED R/R LEXILE
 READING INTERVENTION MEASURE

 A 1 BR40L

Sound Explorers

Early Level 1
Sound Explorers

ISBN 000-0-000000-00-0*hIB7H6|VUSRWr
redrocketreaders.com

Lucky Buddy

Red 
Rocket 
Readers

 GUIDED R/R LEXILE
 READING INTERVENTION MEASURE

 A 1 BR40L

Sound Explorers

Pre-Reading | Pink
ISBN 9781776543441
F&P Levels A–B

Early 4 | Green
ISBN 9781776543486
F&P Levels F–K

Individual titles Fiction and non-fiction sets 
(8 titles, 1 copy of each)

Classroom libraries 
(48 titles, 1 copy of each + 

digital tools + eBook editions)

Bookrooms 
(48 titles, 6 copies of each + 

digital tools + eBook editions)

Emergent | Magenta
ISBN 9781776543458
F&P Levels A–C

Fluency 1 | Orange
ISBN 9781776859726
F&P Levels H–M

Red Rocket Readers

Early 1 | Red
ISBN 9781776543465
F&P Levels B–D

Fluency 2 | Turquoise
ISBN 9781776859757
F&P Levels H–M

Early 2 | Yellow
ISBN 9781776543472
F&P Levels C–G

Fluency 3 | Purple
ISBN 9781776859771
F&P Levels I–O

Early 3 | Blue
ISBN 9781776543489
F&P Levels D–H

Fluency 4 | Gold
ISBN 9781776859795
F&P Levels J–N

Discover more

Explore more of this comprehensive series combining graduated word-recognition and 
language development with engaging topics and stories that students will really enjoy
pearson.com.au/red-rocket-readers

NEW COLLECTIONS

https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/red-rocket-readers/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
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Nitty Gritty
Engaging novels for middle and upper primary students

9781442541337

9781442541283

Series 2
9781869705978

9781442541368

9781442541740

Series 3
9781442507944

9781442541344

9781442541320

9781442541306

9781442542600

9781442541313

9781442541351

9781442541290

Series 1
9781442528772

9781442541375

Series 0
9781442543577

Develop critical literacy skills and independent reading 
with this series of 48 high-interest chapter books.

Nitty Gritty introduces readers to:

• different social and cultural perspectives, 
strong themes and messages to spark 
discussion and encourage the questioning, 
challenging and deconstructing of texts

• stimulating and engaging discussion 
prompts and activities focusing on 
key critical literacy areas including 
author purpose, power of language, 
characterisation, bias, point of view and 
more

• modern design and text layout with a range 
of genres to engage readers.

A teacher's resource book is provided for each 
series which includes:

• learning objectives and assessment tools

• pre-reading and chapter discussion to 
provide the framework for group-based 
instructional reading sessions

• literature circle discussion prompts 

• extension activities to extend student's ideas 
and understanding

• blackline masters to assess understanding 
of the text and development of critical 
literacy skills.

9781442528390

9781442524477

9781442527638

9781442527607

9781442524439

9781442527591

9781442528406

9781442527614

97814425247989781442528413

97814425276219781442524682

Series 1 | Ages 9–11 years | Approx 20,000 words

9781869706517

9781869706432

9781869706487

9781869706463

9781869706425

9781869706494

9781869706524

9781869706456

97818697065009781869706470

97818697064499781869706418

Series 3 | Ages 12–14 years | 30,000–35,000 words

Nitty Gritty

9781869705909

9781869705893

9781869705879

9781869705954

9781869705930

9781869705886

9781869705855

9781869705916

97818697058629781869705947

97818697059239781869705961

Series 2 | Ages 11–13 years | 25,000–30,000 words

Years 3–6

Discover more

Explore this engaging series with high-interest books to hook 
young readers to engage young readers
pearson.com.au/nitty-gritty

Series 0 | Ages 8–10 years | Approx 10,000 words

Teacher resource books

Resource list

https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/nitty-gritty/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
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Pearson Chapters

This collection of 75 captivating chapter books are 
designed for on-level and above-level readers. These 
beautifully illustrated books consist of high-interest, high-
quality literature covering a broad range of narrative genres 
to give all students a strong motivation and enthusiasm 
to read. Many of these books cover themes related to 
Australian Curriculum general capabilities of intercultural 
understanding, and personal and social capability, as well 
as cross-curriculum priorities. They are suitable for guided, 
independent and take-home reading.

Illustrated chapter books to engage and motivate readers

9781442527331

9781442528154

9781442537637

9781442529717

9781442527317

9781442525412 9781442525405 9781442527270

9781442528161

9781442524033

9781442528178

9781442529700 9781442524385

9781442524378

9781442525429

9781442529021

9781442537668 9781442537644

9781442525672

9781442527348

97814425240269781442527287

9781442537613

9781442537675

9781442537590

9781442537620

9781442537651

9781442537606

9781442537682

9781442525665

Pearson Chapters

9781442525641

9781442525443

9781442524415

9781442528147

9781442529748

9781442537835

9781442529762

9781442537781

9781442525634

9781442524040

9781442524057

9781442525436

9781442524392

9781442537767

9781442529755

9781442529724

9781442537750

9781442537828

9781442537989

9781442528109

9781442527294

9781442528123

9781442577824

9781442577831

9781442577848

9781442577800

9781442577817

9781442527256

9781442527324

9781442528130

9781442537774

9781442524064

9781442529779

9781442537798

9781442537811

9781442537736

9781442529281

9781442537699

9781442529731

9781442524408

9781442527263

9781442537743

9781442528116

9781442537804

9781442537712

9781442527300

9781442528086

9781442537729

9781442525658

9781442528093

Year 4 
Pack

Year 5 
Pack

Year 6 
Pack

Year 2 
Pack

Year 3 
Pack

Discover more

Visit our website to view more detailed 
information on each title
pearson.com.au/pearson-chapters

You may also like...
Bug Club (see page 24) 
Nitty Gritty (see page 58)

https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/pearson-chapters/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11


Pearson Classics Library 
A collection of our long-time favourite literacy series
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Take-home Reading Journals
Establish the link between school and home with these fun reading journals

Literacy  |  Oral language, modelled, shared, guided, independent and take-home reading

Years F–6 Years F–4
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Rigby Literacy
A complete guided reading series for developing 
independent readers which includes benchmark 
books, guided readers (seven fiction and 4 
non-fiction per stage), teacher resource books, 
listening post CDs and blackline masters.

Rigby Literacy Collections
A series for middle and upper primary 
students that establishes a strong base for the 
exploration of text types with comprehensive 
support for guided reading and writing. Each of 
the 12 phases in the series contain a 'collections 
anthology' featuring fun magazine-style articles, 
short stories and fictional extracts that cover 
a variety of genres. Each phase also contains 
five guided reading books designed to include 
strong links to the related anthology. Teacher's 
resource books, listening post CDs and blackline 
masters are also provided.

Rigby Blueprints
A literacy series for middle and upper primary 
students that provides complete integrated 
inquiry units for a school term. There are 
16 units in total over the four series, each 
comprising of a big ideas book, a guided reading 
book and five topic books (three fiction and two 
non-fiction). Each series also includes a teacher's 
resource book, listening post CDs and blackline 
masters.

These journals are designed to record the reading undertaken by children at 
home over the entire school year. They contain information for families on 
helping with reading at home and space for parent/carer, teacher and child 
comments. The single colour illustrations are suitable for colouring in. There 
are also fun activity pages where children can plot the number of books they 
have read and strive for milestones.

Resource list

Take-home Reading Journal Lower Primary 9781442511309

Take-home Reading Journal Lower Primary Class Pack (25 copies) 9781488603945

Take-home Reading Journal Lower Primary Grade Pack (100 copies) 9781488603952

Take-home Reading Journal Middle Primary 9781488603839

Take-home Reading Journal Middle Primary Class Pack (25 copies) 9781488603969

Take-home Reading Journal Middle Primary Grade Pack (100 copies) 9781488603976

Discover more

Shop now for these carefully researched and well-
designed reading journals
pearson.com.au/take-home-reading-journals

Discover more

Explore this collection of anthologies covering a 
range of genres
pearson.com.au/rigbyliteracycollections

Discover more

Explore this easy-to-use guided reading series 
pearson.com.au/rigbyliteracy

Discover more

Explore this comprehensive series with complete 
units of work
pearson.com.au/blueprints

https://www.pearson.com/store/en-au/search?sort=name-asc-au&q=take+home+reading+journals%26%26relevance-au%26%26seriesRange%26%26Series%2BT-Z%26%26series%26%26Take-Home%2BReading%2BJournal#
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/rigby-literacy-collections/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/rigby-literacy/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/rigby-blueprints/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
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Units of Study

Drawing on over 30 years of research and work in 
thousands of schools, Lucy Calkins and her coauthors 
aim to prepare students to be lifelong confident readers 
and writers who display agency and independence.

Discover more

Explore this research-based workshop curriculum for years K–8
pearson.com.au/lucy-calkins
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Lucy Calkins Units of Study
Units, tools and methods for teaching reading, writing and phonics

‘Good teaching pays off. When 
you provide students with 
constant opportunities to read 
and to write, and when you 
actively and assertively teach into 
their best efforts, their literacy 
development will astonish you.'

—Lucy Calkins

A framework for responsive teaching
The Reading and Writing Project’s approach to instruction 
recognises that ‘one size fits all’ does not match the 
realities of the classrooms and schools in which they work. 
When you walk into a workshop classroom at any given 
moment, you’ll see instruction that is designed to:

• help teachers address each child’s individual learning

• explicitly teach strategies students will use not only the 
day they are taught, but whenever they need them

• support small-group work and conferring, with multiple 
opportunities for personalising instruction

• tap into the power of a learning community as a way to 
bring all learners along

• build choice and assessment-based learning into the 
very design of the curriculum

• help students work with engagement so that teachers 
are able to coach individuals and lead small groups.

The routines and structures of reading and writing 
workshop are kept simple and predictable so that the 
teacher can focus on the complex work of teaching in 
a responsive manner to accelerate achievement for all 
learners.

Overview of series components

Writing Units
Built on best practices and a proven 
framework developed over decades 
of work, the Units of Study in Opinion/
Argument, Information, and Narrative 
Writing:

• support explicit instruction in 
opinion/argument, information, and 
narrative writing and provide rich 
opportunities for practice

• help teachers use learning 
progressions to observe and 
assess students’ writing, to develop 
students’ use of self-monitoring 
strategies, and to set students on 
trajectories of growth

• give teachers crystal-clear advice 
and on-the-job support for teaching 
efficient and effective writing 
workshops.

Up the Ladder Units
The Up the Ladder units give less 
experienced readers and writers 
opportunities to engage in repeated 
successful practice and to move 
rapidly along a gradually increasing 
progression of challenges. Although 
designed to ramp kids up to the work 
they will do in the grades 3–6 Units 
of Study, these units can be helpful 
in any setting where students need 
a boost in foundational elements of 
reading and writing workshops.

Professional 
Books
Lucy Calkins and her 
TCRWP colleagues 
have written many 
professional books to support study 
groups and individual learning. Visit 
pearson.com.au/units-of-study-for-
reading for a complete list of titles 
available in Australia.

Reading Units
The Units of Study for Teaching Reading 
offer a framework for teaching that:

• provides a comprehensive, 
cross-grade curriculum in 
which skills are introduced, 
developed, and deepened

• supports explicit instruction in 
reading skills and strategies and 
offers extended time for reading

• provides strategic performance 
assessments to help teachers 
monitor progress, provide 
feedback, and help students set 
clear goals for their reading work

• gives teachers on-the-job 
guidance in powerful reading 
workshop teaching.

Units of Study in Phonics
These lean, engaging phonics units 
are deeply grounded in best-practice 
research – and are also kid-friendly 
and fun. Lessons will synchronise 
instruction across the reading and 
writing units of study, allowing 
opportunities to revisit highleverage 
phonics skills across the day in 
ways that help students become 
stronger readers and writers.

Jump Rope Readers
A new series of high-quality decodable 
books that gradually and systematically 
introduce beginning readers to 
new letter-sound correspondences 
and high-frequency words. These 
engaging texts, featuring memorable 
characters and exciting adventures, 
introduce students to the foundational 
elements of literary fiction. See 
pages 22–23 for more information.

PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT

UP THE LADDER
WRITING UNITS

WRITING 
UNITS

READING 
UNITS

PHONICS
UP THE LADDER
READING UNITS

NEW

NEW COMPONENTS

https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/lucy-calkins/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
pearson.com.au/units-of-study-for-reading
pearson.com.au/units-of-study-for-reading
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Resource list

Years K–8Units of Study in Reading and 
Writing
A framework for teaching that provides explicit instruction in reading and writing

66 67

Units of Study

Units of Study in Reading, Grades K–5

Grade Level Boxes with Trade Books

Grade K  9780325136219

Grade 1 9780325136226

Grade 2 9780325136233

Grade 3 9780325074672

Grade 4 9780325074689

Grade 5 9780325074696

Stand-Alone Units

Word Detectives w/ Trade Pack, Grade 1 9780325088969

Mystery w/ Trade Pack, Grade 3 9780325089003

Guide to the Reading Workshop

A Guide to the Reading Workshop, Primary Grades 9780325092096

Units of Study in Reading, Grades 6–8

Grade Bundle 6–8 with Trade Books

Tapping the Power of Non-fiction 9780325099224

A Deep Study of Character 9780325099217

Social Issues Book Clubs 9780325099231

Dystopian Book Clubs 9780325110585

Historical Fiction Book Clubs 9780325099248

Investigating Characterization: Author-Study 9780325108940

Literary Non-fiction 9780325108964

Stand-Alone Reading Units

Tapping the Power of Non-fiction Unit 9780325097244

A Deep Study of Character Unit 9780325097237

Dystopian Book Club Unit 9780325099040

Social Issues Book Clubs Unit 9780325099057

Historical Fiction Book Clubs Unit 9780325099064

Investigating Characterization 9780325108933

Literary Non-fiction 9780325108957

Essential Research Skills for Teens 9780325110943

Guide to the Reading Workshop

Middle School Grades (Grades 3–5) 9780325097251

Intermediate Grades (Grades 6–8) 9780325092102

Learn more at pearson.com.au/units-of-study-in-reading

Units of Study in Writing, Grades K–5

Grade Level Boxes with Trade Books

Grade K 9780325089539

Grade 1 9780325089546

Grade 2 9780325089553

Grade 3 9780325089560

Grade 4 9780325089577

Grade 5 9780325089584

Stand-Alone Writing Units

Show and Tell, Grade K (No Trade Pack) 9780325105826

Literary Essay Trade Pack 9780325088884

Opening Texts and Seeing More, Grade 5 9780325088976

Guide to the Writing Workshop

Primary Grades 9780325092065

Units of Study in Writing, Grades 6–8

Grade Level Boxes (without Trade Books)

Grade 6 9780325047140

Grade 7 9780325047157

Grade 8 9780325047164

Guide to the Writing Workshop

Middle School Grades (Grades 3–5) 9780325092089

Intermediate Grades (Grades 6–8) 9780325092072

Learn more at pearson.com.au/units-of-study-in-writing

Third editions of Units of Study in 
Reading, K–2

The new Units of Study in Reading 
offer teachers concrete ways to 
bring science of reading research 
into vibrant workshop classrooms. 
The best of what was offered in 
the previous editions has been 
streamlined, clarified, and kept, with 
learnings from the science of reading, 
including new comprehension, 
language and knowledge generation 
research, incorporated. The new Units 
of Study will do more to empower, 
revitalise and strengthen teachers 
than ever before.

Units of Study in Reading and Writing:

• provide all the teaching points, minilessons, 
conferences, and small-group work needed for a 
comprehensive workshop curriculum

• help teachers assess students’ reading and writing 
work, develop their use of self-monitoring strategies, 
and set them on trajectories of growth

• give teachers opportunities to teach and to learn 
teaching through strong scaffolding and on-the-job 
guidance from Lucy Calkins and her colleagues from 
the TCRWP. Terminology, tools, rituals, and methods 
are shared in ways that benefit both teachers and 
students.

Click to access the getting-started videos 
for each year level including additional 
teaching support!

Reading Videos Writing Videos

NEW IN 2023

NEW

NEW

NEW

Online Resources
The online resources contain a treasure 
chest of resources, including checklists, 
assessments, video orientations, web links, 
and more. Included with purchase.

https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/lucy-calkins/units-of-study-for-reading/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/lucy-calkins/units-of-study-for-writing/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://thankyou.heinemann.com/ruos-getting-started-videos
https://thankyou.heinemann.com/wuos-video-orientations


The Up the Ladder units are designed to help classes with 
upper-grade students who are new to workshop instruction 
or who are currently working below benchmark levels. 
These units meet students where they are and accelerate 
the development of their skills in narrative, information, 
and opinion writing (in the three writing units), and fiction 
and nonfiction reading (in the two reading units).

The units give these students opportunities to engage in 
repeated successful practice and to move rapidly along a 
gradually increasing progression of challenges.

The Up the Ladder units:

• give less-experienced readers and writers intense 
practice within a short timeframe

• teach foundational strategies through content that is 
appropriate for upper grades

• engage students in work that is demanding yet 
attainable

• ensure that students make rapid progress toward 
grade-level work.

While the Up the Ladder units are intended to be precursors 
to the grade-level Units of Study in Opinion, Information, and 
Narrative Writing and the Units of Study for Teaching Reading, 
they can be helpful in a variety of instructional settings, 
including for:

• teachers whose students are new to reading and 
writing workshops

• teachers who want to help students accelerate their 
progress

• teachers who want to give their students a refresher in 
reading and writing workshop fundamentals.

Literacy  |  Reading and writing workshops Literacy  |  Reading and writing workshops

Up the Ladder: Accessing 
Grades 3–6 Writing Units 
of Study (Boxed Set)
ISBN 9780325096582

Up the Ladder Reading: 
Fiction Bundle
ISBN 9780325112534

Up the Ladder Reading: 
Nonfiction Bundle
ISBN 9780325112749

Up the Ladder
Successfully accelerate students' skills in reading and writing

Years K–4

68 69

‘Nothing matters more than 
the mission of giving all 
young people access to the 
beautiful, important work 
that happens in reading 
and writing workshops.’

—Lucy Calkins

Units of Study in Phonics Bundles 
(Units plus Resource Pack)

Grade K 9780325110691

Grade 1 9780325110790

Grade 2 9780325109282

*Units and Resource Packs also available individually

Learn more at pearson.com.au/units-of-study-in-phonics

Years K–2Units of Study in Phonics
An instructional pathway in phonics aligned with the reading 
and writing workshops  

‘The goal of phonics 
instruction is simply and 
only to support kids’ 
progress as readers and 
writers. Every message 
you send during phonics 
instruction needs to be 
angled to support transfer 
to reading and writing.’

—Lucy Calkins

Units of Study in Phonics
Each of these lean, efficient 
phonics units (five units each for 
kindergarten and Grade 1, four 
units for Grade 2) is designed to 
be taught in sequence alongside 
corresponding reading and writing 
Units of Study, keeping pace with 
those units.

Resource Pack 
Each grade’s resource pack 
contains a variety of full-colour, 
illustrated, posters; charts; picture, 
photo, word, and letter cards; 
copies of poems and songs; 
assessment materials; and much 
more.

Each bundle also includes a teaching text, guide 
to phonics, teaching supports and access to 

online resources.

The Units of Study in Phonics:

• provide a lean and concise instructional pathway in 
phonics that is explicit and systematic, yet also realistic 
and doable, and that taps into students' skills and 
energy for tackling the fabulous challenge of learning to 
read and write

• introduce high-leverage phonics concepts and 
strategies in a way that keeps pace with students’ 
reading and writing, helping them understand when, 
how, and why they can use phonics to read and write

• offer delightfully fun and engaging storylines, classroom 
mascots, songs, chants, rhymes, and games to create a 
joyous community of learners

• align with state-of-the-art reading and writing 
workshops for a coherent approach in which 
terminology, tools, rituals, and methods are shared in 
ways that benefit both teachers and students.

Learn more at pearson.com.au/up-the-ladder

https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/lucy-calkins/units-of-study-in-phonics/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/lucy-calkins/up-the-ladder/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
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Years K–5

70 71

Leveled Literacy Intervention (LLI)

With engaging leveled books, fast-paced systematically designed lessons, and a high 
level of built-in professional development, LLI empowers both teachers and students 
as they work together toward attaining reading and writing proficiency.

Help struggling readers at every age and every stage

Reach proficiency 
for grade

Leveled Literacy 
Intervention System

Reading levels/ 
# of titles

K
LLI Orange System
second edition

A–E
110 Titles

1
LLI Green System
second edition

A–K
130 Titles

2
LLI Blue System
second edition

C–N
120 Titles

3 LLI Red System
L–Q

144 Titles

4 LLI Gold System
O–T

144 Titles

5+ LLI Purple System
R–W

144 Titles

A powerful, short-term intervention that provides 
daily, intensive small group instruction, which 
supplements classroom literacy teaching. 

Turn struggling readers into successful readers

Leveled Literacy Intervention

Struggling readers and writers 
are the students who are 
most in need of high-quality, 
engaging books. Students 
want material that is relevant, 
fresh, interesting, and age-
appropriate. They need the 
chance to engage with new 
information, interesting 
current topics, and fascinating 
plots and characters. At the 
heart of LLI are high-quality 
leveled books that captivate 
and engage even the most 
reluctant readers. The books 
are precisely sequenced and 
calibrated to the F&P Text Level 
Gradient™ to provide gradually 
increasing text complexity to 
build reading proficiency.

Through fast-paced, 
systematically designed 
lessons, LLI supports learning 
in both reading and writing, 
and helps students expand 
their knowledge of language, 
words, and how they work. 
The lesson frameworks of 
LLI provide smooth, well-
paced lessons that scaffold 
highly efficient and effective 
instruction. Students also 
benefit from the predictability 
of the lesson structure and 
know what to expect in the 
instructional routines.

Progress is not enough; readers 
who struggle need to make 
faster progress than their 
peers – that is the whole 
purpose of intervention. 
Readers who struggle need to 
participate in both classroom 
reading instruction and 
intensive instruction through LLI 
to close the achievement gap.

Engaging
Increase student 
engagement with 
original, high-
interest fiction 
and non-fiction 
leveled books.

Efficient
Provide explicit, 
direct instruction 
in daily 30–45 
minute lessons for 
small groups of 
struggling readers.

Effective
Close the 
achievement gap 
for struggling 
readers in 
years K–8.

Fountas & Pinnell
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Leveled Literacy Intervention

Overview of components

Leveled Literacy Intervention

LLI Components
PER SYSTEM

LLI Orange System
LEVELS A–E • KINDERGARTEN

LLI Green System
LEVELS A–K • GR. 1

LLI Blue System
LEVELS C–N • GR. 2

LLI Red System
LEVELS L–Q • GR. 3

LLI Gold System
LEVELS O–T • GR. 4

LLI Purple System
LEVELS R–W • GR. 5

Books

Leveled Books 440 Books: 110 titles, 4 copies 
each

520 Books: 130 titles, 4 copies 
each

480 Books: 120 titles, 4 copies 
each

864 Books: 144 titles, 6 copies 
each

864 Books: 144 titles, 6 copies 
each

864 Books: 144 titles, 6 copies 
each

Getting Started Lap Books 10 titles / 1 copy each 10 titles / 1 copy each

Novels 6 titles / 6 copies each 6 titles / 6 copies each 6 titles / 6 copies each

Teacher Resources

System Guide 1 copy 1 copy 1 copy 1 copy 1 copy 1 copy

Lesson Guides 1 volume 3 volumes 2 volumes 3 volumes 3 volumes 6 volumes

Promoting Guide Part 1 for Oral Reading and Early Writing 1 copy 1 copy 1 copy 1 copy 1 copy 1 copy

Prompting Guide Part 2 for Comprehension: Thinking, Talking, Writing 1 copy 1 copy 1 copy 1 copy 1 copy 1 copy

When Reader’s Struggle, K–3 1 copy 1 copy 1 copy

Professional Development Videos digital delivery digital delivery digital delivery digital delivery digital delivery digital delivery

Tutorial Videos digital delivery digital delivery digital delivery digital delivery digital delivery digital delivery

F&P Calculator/Stopwatch 1 calculator/stopwatch 1 calculator/stopwatch 1 calculator/stopwatch 1 calculator/stopwatch 1 calculator/stopwatch 1 calculator/stopwatch

Student Folders One 18-pack One 18-pack One 18-pack One 16-pack One 16-pack One 16-pack

Lesson Folders 110 folders and labels 130 folders and labels 120 folders and labels 192 folders and labels 192 folders and labels 204 folders and labels

Online Data Management System 1-year trial 1-year trial 1-year trial 1-year trial 1-year trial 1-year trial

Online Resources Unlimited access Unlimited access Unlimited access Unlimited access Unlimited access Unlimited access

Ready Resources 1 set 1 set 1 set

Student Resources

Black-and-White Take-Home Books 6 copies each title 6 copies each title 6 copies each title

My Writing Books 126 writing books 126 writing books 126 writing books

Student Take-Home Bags 18 bags 18 bags 18 bags

Student Portfolios 16 portfolios 16 portfolios 16 portfolios

Student Test Preparation Booklets One 16-pack of each level One 16-pack of each level One 16-pack of each level

Literacy Notebooks 96 notebooks
56pp each

96 notebooks
72pp each

96 notebooks
96pp each

Student Whiteboards One 6-pack One 6-pack One 6-pack

Word Magnets 43 sheets / 903 magnets
1 marker, 1 eraser

43 sheets / 903 magnets
1 marker, 1 eraser

43 sheets / 903 magnets
1 marker, 1 eraser

Optional Purchase Outside System

LLI Reading Record App for iPads Purchase through Apple iTunes Purchase through Apple iTunes Purchase through Apple iTunes Purchase through Apple iTunes Purchase through Apple iTunes Purchase through Apple iTunes

FPC Independent Reading Collection 150 trade titles
150 Conferring Cards
Guide

150 trade titles
150 Conferring Cards
Guide

150 trade titles
150 Conferring Cards
Guide

200 trade titles
200 Conferring Cards
Guide

200 trade titles
200 Conferring Cards
Guide

200 trade titles
200 Conferring Cards
Guide
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LLI Components
Leveled Literacy Intervention systems feature a wide 
selection of engaging, carefully written and leveled 
student books and fast-paced lessons designed 
for students who are falling below grade-level 
expectations in reading. Each system also includes 
tools to facilitate successful implementation.

Leveled Literacy Intervention

System Guides
Comprehensive overview 
of the LLI resources and 
implementation of the 
LLI System.

Ready Resources
(LLI Orange, Green, Blue)
Preprinted, preassembled 
resources to speed 
preparation for every lesson.

When Readers Struggle
(LLI Orange, Green, Blue)
Specific teaching ideas for helping 
K–3 students who are having 
difficulty in reading and writing.

Take-Home Bags
(LLI Orange, Green, 
Blue) 

Student Portfolios
(LLI Red, Gold, Purple)
Sturdy fabric bags 
or portfolios for 
students to carry 
their LLI books and 
homework.

Test Preparation 
Booklets
(LLI Red, Gold, Purple)
Consumable 
booklets include 
selections and 
test items for 
the optional Test 
Preparation Lessons.

My Writing Books
(LLI Orange, Green, 
Blue)
Literacy Notebooks
(LLI Red, Gold, Purple)
Consumable writing 
books support 
student writing 
development.

F&P Calculator/
Stopwatch
Calculate students’ 
reading rate, 
percentage of 
accuracy, and self-
correction ratio.

Lesson Guides
The LLI Lesson Guides 
provide high-quality, 
fast-paced lessons 
that support reading, 
writing, and language 
development.

Prompting  
Guides 1 & 2
Flip charts that contain 
precise language to 
teach and reinforce 
effective strategic 
actions during reading 
and writing.

Take-Home Books
(LLI Orange, Green, Blue)
High-quality black-and-white 
copies of each book are 
provided for children to keep 
and read over and over.

Online Resources
Resources listed in the ‘You Will 
Need’ section of each lesson 
can be downloaded and printed 
from this site. Save valuable 
prep time with Gamemaker – an 
online tool to create customised 
letter, word and picture game 
boards.

Professional Learning and Tutorial Videos
Exemplary videos featuring model LLI lessons, 
instructional procedures, and tutorials on coding, 
scoring, and analysing reading records.

We are pleased to 
announce the release of FPL 
Digital for customers who 
have purchased the FPC 
Guided Reading collections 
and LLI systems. These 
subscriptions offer access 
to the same components 
of your Guided Reading 
collections and LLI systems 
in a secure student-facing 
platform.

FPL Digital With FPL Digital, you can:

• set up reading groups on a digital 
platform

• streamline your reading group set 
up with an easy-to-navigate teacher 
dashboard

• manage your reading group with 
an introductory student rostering 
feature with account privacy

• captivate students’ interest with 
digital access to the highest quality, 
engaging, diverse, leveled books

• distribute the six copies of each 
title in your collection to your 
students in digital form for 
instruction

• engage and extend students’ 
literacy learning with targeted, 
cutting- edge, virtual instruction

• support your instruction with 
access to lesson-specific and 
general resources in digital form

• meet each student’s reading needs 
and lead them forward in their 
ability to process increasingly 
challenging texts accurately, fluently 
and with deep comprehension with 
a digital tool.

The LLI Take-Home Books are black and white replicas of LLI 
titles that students can access when they are away from 
the classroom.

LLI Take-Home Books
Help students establish an at-home 
reading life and library.

LLI Systems

Orange System, 2nd Ed 
(Kindergarten) 9780325060774

Green System, 2nd Ed 
(Grade 1) 9780325060798

Blue System, 2nd Ed 
(Grade 2) 9780325060804

Red System (Grade 3) 9780325112244

Gold System (Grade 4) 9780325099552

Purple System (Grade 5+) 9780325133287

Resource list

LLI Orange Take-Home 
Books, 2nd Ed (660 books: 
110 titles, 6 copies each) 9780325093260

LLI Green Take-Home 
Books, 2nd Ed (780 books: 
130 titles, 6 copies each) 9780325088488

LLI Blue Take-Home Books
(720 books: 120 titles, 
6 copies each) 9780325021096

NEW IN 2023

Leveled Literacy Intervention

Discover more

Explore how LLI can support your struggling readers
pearson.com.au/lli

Contact your local Pearson Education Consultant for further information or to subscribe
pearson.com.au/find-your-rep

https://www.pearsoncanadaschool.com//index.cfm?locator=PS1655&PMDBSOLUTIONID=25862&PMDBSITEID=2621&PMDBCATEGORYID=25878&PMDBSUBSOLUTIONID=&PMDBSUBJECTAREAID=&PMDBSUBCATEGORYID=&PMDbProgramID=65049
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/fountas-and-pinnell-literacy/leveled-literacy-intervention/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/find-my-rep/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
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Meet the Rapid family
Take the rapid route to success with a proven intervention 
approach for phonics and reading

Rapid can help your school to:

• Accelerate learning: An independent study 
by the National Foundation for Educational 
Research (NFER) in the UK showed that 
students made more than twice the normal 
rate of progress in reading. Read about this 
independent study.

• Support students with dyslexia: Dyslexia-
friendly design and fonts.

• Engage students: Huge range of age-
appropriate, finely levelled and decodable 
fiction and non-fiction readers.

• Master core reading skills: Enable them 
to access and engage with the wider 
curriculum.

• Boost vulnerable students: Quickly boost 
learning following recent school closures or 
longer-term support needs.

• Support teachers: Comprehensive teaching 
resources.

The Rapid family

• Rapid Phonics is a unique intervention program using 
decodable and age-appropriate fiction and non-fiction 
readers and eBooks as well as helpful teaching guides.

• Rapid Reading Starters is designed for students at 
the lower reading ability of 5–5.5 and combines age-
appropriate engaging content with levelled texts.

• Rapid Reading Stages 1–9 has been developed to 
provide high-interest fiction and non-fiction reading 
books for students who are encountering problems 
with reading fluency and comprehension.

All readers are available on 
ActiveLearn Primary and can be 
allocated to students.

Rapid is a complete intervention solution 
for struggling readers who are working 
behind age-related expectations as well as 
students with special educational needs.

Years F–6

All Rapid readers are available in print and 
as eBooks on ActiveLearn Primary, an online 
teaching and learning hub for phonics and 
reading so students can make progress from 
school and at home.

• On ActiveLearn Primary, teachers can easily 
search and allocate readers to students 
and then clearly track, assess and report 
on students’ reading progress. Activities in 
the books help to develop decoding and 
comprehension.

• Students also earn rewards the more 
they read and comprehend, enticing even 
the most reluctant readers. (For more on 
ActiveLearn Primary, see page 10.)

STEP 1: Very simple 
sentences, usually 1 
sentence per page.

STEP 2: More complex 
sentences, usually 2 
sentences per page.

STEP 3: More complex 
sentences, usually 3+ 
sentences per page.

RAPID PHONICS

Discover more

Flexible print and digital packages are available
pearson.com.au/rapid

You may also like...
Rapid Phonics (see page 78)
Red Rocket Readers (see page 56)
Bug Club (see page 24) and Bug Club Phonics (see page 14)

PHONICS STEP 1

Covers alphabet 
phonemes

PHONICS STEP 2

Covers vowel and 
consonant digraphs

RAPID STARTERS

Covers Red and 
Yellow book bands

PHONICS STEP 3

Covers alternative 
graphemes

RAPID READING

Covers Blue to Gold 
book band

Meet the Rapid family

https://www.pearson.com/en-au//media/ghnd1tgx/struggling-learners-guide-final-web.pdf?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/rapid/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
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Rapid Phonics
Help students catch-up with effective phonics resources

Rapid Phonics is an intervention program 
featuring teaching resources and fully decodable 
and age-appropriate books for readers working 
behind year level or age-related expectations, 
and for students with special education needs. 

Components

• A Programme Handbook outlining the 
core principles of Rapid Phonics.

• The teacher leads a session with a small 
group or an individual student using the 
comprehensive Teaching Guides. Students 
consolidate skills through supported 
independent practice. Fluency is built 
through small and important steps and 
reinforcement of each piece of learning 
before they move on. Ongoing assessment 
helps keep students at the right level to 
move them on at the right pace.

• The 56 fully decodable readers are based 
on synthetic phonic steps:

• Step 1: Alphabet phonemes
• Step 2: Diagraphs and trigraphs
• Step 3: Alternative spellings.

• A Phonics Progression wallchart, 
available in print or online.

• Print flashcards

Based on proven pedagogies, the Rapid Phonics program is 
designed to improve students’ confidence as well as helping 
them to read accurately, quickly and with expression.

Years F–2
Rapid Phonics

Rapid Phonics on ActiveLearn Primary

Fiction and non-fiction readers
The readers combine engaging characters and dyslexia-
friendly fonts to help students take the small, yet important 
steps necessary to make progress in reading. Each reader 
includes detailed notes for teachers and families on the 
inside front and back covers.

Audio-only instructions make activities less intimidating and 
difficult. Activities are geared towards success.

A Read to me function 
demonstrates fluent 
reading and hooks 
students into the text. 

A pronunciation guide 
to the phonemes and 
graphemes supports 
home reading. 

Individual words are highlighted 
to improve comprehension.

Readers are filled with age-appropriate stories, characters and 
artwork, while non-fiction titles feature appealing topics.

Discover more

Flexible print and digital packages are available
pearson.com.au/rapid-phonics

Register for a free ActiveLearn Primary trial today! 
pearson.com.au/activelearn-primary-trial

https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/rapid/rapid-phonics/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/activelearn-primary/trial/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
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Rapid Phonics

9780435082901

9780435082918

9780435084226

9780435119270

9780435084257

9780435119829

9780435084240

9780435084165 9780435084172

9780435119263

9780435089993

9780435084202

9780435084233

97804350841589780435084141

9780435119287

9780435082932 9780435082949

9780435084264

9780435084219

9780435082956 9780435082963

9780435084288

9780435119294

97804350841109780435084103

9780435084301

9780435084127 9780435084134

9780435084295

97804350830149780435082987

9780435084271

97804350841969780435084189

9780435119591

 
1

Alphabet 
Phonemes

 
2

Digraphs 
and 

Trigraphs

Decodable Readers
Teaching 

Guides
Teaching 
Support

Step

/i/ /ee/

/or/

/e/

/s/

/j/

/oa/

/ou/

/ai/

/er/

/oo/

/nk/

/k/

/f/

/ie/

/oi/

/u/

/w/

/tch/

/oa/

/oo//ar/

Programme 
Handbook 

9780435082864

Step

 
3

Alternative 
Spellings

Decodable Books
Teacher 
Guides

Rapid Phonics

9780435082925

Wallchart 
9780435126759

Flashcards 
9780435082888

9780435126179 9780435126469

9780435126148

9780435126520

9780435126162

97804351264769780435126186

9780435126513

9780435126131

9780435126452

9780435125837

9780435126537

9780435126155

9780435126483 9780435126506

9780435126575

9780435126193

9780435126544

9780435126490

9780435126568

9780435126124

9780435126551

Digital Subscriptions

Rapid Phonics Online Small School Annual 
Subscription (0–100 Users) 9781488660993

Rapid Phonics Online Medium School Annual 
Subscription (101-300 Users) 9781488661006

Rapid Phonics Online Large School Annual 
Subscription (301-500+ Users) 9781488661013

Rapid Phonics Packs

Rapid Phonics, Steps 1–3 Pack (1x56) 9781488660870

Rapid Phonics, Step 1 Pack (1x18) 9781488660887

Rapid Phonics, Step 2 Pack (1x16) 9781488660894

Rapid Phonics, Step 3 Pack (1x22) 9781488660900

Rapid Phonics, Step 1 Value Pack (6x18) 9781488660917

Rapid Phonics, Step 2 Value Pack (6x16) 9781488660924

Rapid Phonics, Step 3 Value Pack (6x22) 9781488660931

Rapid Phonics, Teacher Support Pack 9781488660948
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Rapid Reading on ActiveLearn Primary
Each eBook brings additional interactive features not 
possible in print texts.

Fiction and non-fiction readers
The specially chosen fiction and non-fiction texts 
provide support and challenge for struggling readers.

Challenging words are introduced 
at the start to help students when 
they come across them in the text.

A Prompt for discussion

Jokes make reading fun.

Text starters provide brief 
background information to help 
students engage with the text.

Audio-only instructions make activities 
less intimidating and difficult.

Quizzes reinforce learning.

Audio prompts for 
individual words ensure 
students don't get stuck.

A ‘Read to 
me’ function 
demonstrates 
fluent reading 
and hooks 
students into the 
text.

Rapid ReadingRapid Reading
Everything you need to help struggling readers to catch up and close the gap

Years 1–6

Rapid Reading is ideal for one-to-one and small group 
sessions and includes:

• Teaching Guides for Stages 1–3, 4–6 and 7–9 
contain guided reading lesson notes, ideas for 
speaking and listening and follow-up activities to 
extend comprehension, spelling and writing skills 
ensuring students make progress.

• Fiction and non-fiction decodable readers with 
dyslexia-friendly design and fonts. Each reader 
includes detailed notes for teachers and families 
on the inside front and back covers.

• Benchmark books for each stage mirror the 
look and feel of the readers and are designed to 
be read for assessment after the readers of the 
same level.

Rapid Reading is an intervention solution for struggling readers 
and for students with special education needs. It works by 
sparking their interest and making reading fun, hooking even 
the most reluctant of readers with topics and themes that 
they will love. With age-appropriate, finely levelled books 
based on reading stages or age, Rapid will improve students’ 
confidence and help them make reading progress.

Discover more

Flexible print and digital packages are available
pearson.com.au/rapid

https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/rapid/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
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9780435908119
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9780435907990
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Rapid Reading
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Reading Books Series 1
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Stages 1–3

Resource list

9780435911607

9780435911676

9780435911584

9780435911751

9780435911881

9780435911898

9780435911621

9780435911683

9780435911645

9780435911713

9780435911614

9780435911690

9780435911652

9780435911720

9780435911591

9780435911669

9780435911638

9780435911706

Reading Books

Rapid Starters
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9780435911768

Starter 1–2 Rapid Starter 
Pack 
(1x16)

9781488659751

Rapid Reading 
Series 1 

Stages 1–3 
Pack 
(1x24)

9781488659775Rapid Starter 
Value Pack 

(6x16)

9781488659768

Rapid Reading 
Series 1 

Stages 1–3 
Value Pack 

(6x24)

9781488659782

Benchmark 
Books

Teaching 
Guides

Packs

Rapid Reading Digital 12 month subscription

Rapid Reading Digital (0–100 Users) 9781488664274

Rapid Reading Digital (101–300 Users) 9781488664281

Rapid Reading Digital (301–500+ Users) 9781488664298

Discover more

Register for a free ActiveLearn Primary trial today!
pearson.com.au/activelearn-primary-trial

https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/activelearn-primary/trial/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
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Reading Books Series 1
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Packs

Rapid Reading 
Series 1 

Stages 4–6 
Pack 
(1x24)

9781488659799

Rapid Reading 
Series 2 

Stages 1–3 
Pack 
(1x24)

9781488659812

Rapid Reading 
Series 1 

Stages 4–6 
Value Pack 

(6x24)

9781488659805

Rapid Reading 
Series 2 

Stages 1–3 
Value Pack 

(6x24)

9781488659829
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Rapid Reading 
Series 2 

Stages 4–6 
Pack 
(1x24)

9781488659836

Rapid Reading 
Series 1 

Stages 4–6 
Pack 
(1x24)

9781488659799

Rapid Reading 
Series 2 

Stages 4–6 
Value Pack 

(6x24)

9781488659843

Rapid Reading 
Series 1 

Stages 4–6 
Value Pack 

(6x24)

9781488659805
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Stages 7–9

Reading Books Series 2
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Toe by Toe

90 91

Toe by Toe
A highly structured phonics-based reading program to help 
anyone who finds reading difficult

NEW

Features and benefits:

• Systematic and structured approach: 
Toe by Toe provides a structured and 
systematic approach to teaching reading. 
The method breaks down words into 
smaller components and builds them 
back up again in a step-by-step process, 
which makes it easier for students with 
dyslexia or other learning difficulties to 
learn.

• Phonics-based: Based on the principles 
of phonics making it easier for students to 
understand how words are constructed, 
and develop their reading skills.

• Encourages independent learning: 
Students can learn at their own pace and 
to take an active role in their own learning 
process. This helps to build confidence 
and self-esteem and can lead to a greater 
sense of achievement and satisfaction.

• Suitable for all levels of ability: 
Designed for students of all levels of 
ability, from those who are just starting to 
learn to read to those who have struggled 
with reading for many years. The method 
can be adapted to meet the needs of 
individual students, making it a versatile 
and flexible teaching tool.

• Proven results: Successfully used by 
teachers, parents, and tutors around the 
world, there is a growing body of evidence 
to support its effectiveness in helping 
students with reading difficulties to make 
progress. 

Toe by Toe is a method of teaching reading that is used to 
help people with dyslexia, reading difficulties, or learning 
disabilities. The method is based on a systematic, phonics-
based approach to teaching reading. It focuses on breaking 
down words into smaller components, such as syllables 
and individual sounds, and then building them back up to 
form words and sentences.

Toe by Toe
A Highly Structured Multi-Sensory Reading 
Manual for Teachers and Parents

Toe by Toe is a highly structured phonics-based reading manual 
designed to help anyone who finds reading difficult. This includes 
readers of all ages who struggle to decode or those with 
dyslexia, dyslexic difficulties, autism or ADHD. Regardless of the 
nature of students’ literacy problems, they can be taught to read 
using Toe by Toe.

ISBN 9780952256403
"Toe by Toe has helped my son 
so much! In fact his reading level 
improved 2 years and 4 months (in 
the 6 months it took us to complete). 
We began seeing results after the first 
two weeks. I remember my son telling 
me 'Mummy, I think this is working'. 
It takes hard work and persistence, 
but results were amazing!"

Stride Ahead
To Reading Fluency and Comprehension

Stride Ahead is the natural next step following Toe by Toe. It has 
been designed for students who can read, but who have difficulty 
in understanding and comprehending written texts. The aim of 
Stride Ahead is to make the phonemes from Toe by Toe so familiar 
to students that they can recognise them instantaneously, without 
concentrated mental effort, allowing them to get on with the 
important process of understanding the text.

ISBN 9780954109509

Stareway to Spelling
Spell the 300 Most Used Words

Stareway to Spelling helps transform students into confident 
readers, writers and spellers. The manual focuses on the 300 most-
used words in the English language. It helps students become so 
familiar with these words that they can read, write and spell them 
quickly, confidently and accurately.

ISBN 9780954109516

Ages 7+

Discover more

Explore the highly structured phonics-based reading manuals
pearson.com.au/toe-by-toe

Find out more about the academic research and data including studies from Australia and New Zealand
pearson.com.au/toe-by-toe-research

Build students' decoding abilities and 
reading confidence with this research-
based program that has already helped 
over half a million struggling readers.

https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/toe-by-toe-series/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/media/qbsjaqwf/toe-by-toe-academic-research-data.pdf?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
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DEMONSTRATION VIDEOS
ONLINE RESOURCES INCLUDE 'HOW-TO' AND DEMONSTRATION 

VIDEOS TO GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR RESOURCES.

Complete Comprehension 
from Jennifer Serravallo
Everything you need for powerful, goal-directed comprehension instruction

Everything you need 
in each box

Fiction box
9780325109541

Non-fiction box
9780325109558

• ASSESS 
comprehension in 
whole-chapter books

• EVALUATE 
readers’ responses 
to determine a goal

• TEACH 
with 100+ reading 
strategies

Complete Comprehension takes Jennifer Serravallo's most 
practical thinking and puts it into an all-in-one resource that 
presents a complete instructional cycle for comprehension.

28 TRADE 
BOOKS

TWO PER LEVEL

PROMPTING 
LABELS

FOR INSIDE THE TRADE 
BOOKS

EVALUATE 
GUIDE

WITH RUBRICS

COVER STICKER
TO KEEP TRADE BOOKS OUT 

OF CLASSROOM LIBRARY

TEACH GUIDE
WITH 100+ READING 

STRATEGIES

GETTING 
STARTED 

GUIDE

included with each box

ASSESS GUIDE
WITH SUMMARIES OF 

EACH TRADE BOX

ASSESS

EVALUATE TEACH
GETTING 
STARTED

RESPONSE
AND PLANNING FORMS

Complete Comprehension

• Whole-book comprehension 
assessment

• Authentic, highest-quality trade books

• Written responses during independent 
reading—no instruction time required

Student chooses a trade book 
at their instructional level.

Teacher uses the rubrics provided to 
evaluate and identify a comprehension 
goal and skills to work on.

A Hierarchy of Reading Goals

Teacher chooses from 100+ reading strategies 
to help students develop automaticity and skills 
that are linked to their comprehension goals.

As a student reads independently, 
they respond to prompts – freeing 
the teacher to work with others.

• Rubrics aligned to Jen’s hierarchy of 
reading goals and progressions of skills

• Yields deep insight into readers’ 
comprehension skills

• Included sample responses guide 
decision making

• Variations on 20+ foundational 
strategies from The Reading Strategies 
Book

• Plus 100+ additional reading strategies!

• Easily incorporated into existing 
instruction

How it works

› Assess

› Evaluate

› Teach

1
2

3

4

Years 3–6

Discover more A summary of the research base for Complete Comprehension

For more information and samples visit:
pearson.com.au/jennifer-serravallo-cc

Understanding as you’re reading helps you to engage with the text, read accurately, read 
with fluency, understand what the author is saying, and think beyond the text. In essence, 
comprehension is everything.

— Jennifer Serravallo, Understanding Texts & Readers

Read the summary at pearson.com.au/complete-comprehension-research

https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/jennifer-serravallo/complete-comprehension/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au//media/hyqhf0au/research_summary_for_complete_comprehension.pdf?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
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Explicitly teach comprehension with this skills-based series

Years 1–6
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Develop students' comprehension skills using a variety of text types

94 95

Catching on to Comprehension

Features and benefits:

• emphasis on explicitly teaching key 
comprehension skills such as sequencing, 
identifying important details or recognising 
the author’s voice

• each unit of work includes a whole-class 
lesson as well as individual activities for 
students to complete on their own or in 
groups

• jam-packed with interesting, fun and 
relevant fiction and non-fiction texts that 
students will enjoy reading.

9780733972621

9780733978548

9780733978562

9780733978531

9780733978555

9780733978579

A full-colour, skills-based 
comprehension series 
developed in consultation 
with Australian teachers.

Comprehension Once a Week

Features and benefits:

• each book contains 33–35 units in double-
page spreads comprising of a stimulus and 
activity page

• covers a broad range of text types including 
facts, songs, instructions, tales, letters, 
calendars, poetry, newspaper reports, 
diaries, recipes, games, plays and interviews

• ample opportunity for students to model 
writing from a wide range of genres

• multiple occasions to address literal and 
inferential comprehension skills, clear critical 
thinking and problem-solving.

9781442507517

9781442511866

9781442511880

9781442511859

9781442511873

9781442511897

Give students the opportunity 
to read, write and develop their 
comprehension skills through 
a large variety of text types.

Discover more

Shop now for this skills-based comprehension series
pearson.com.au/catching-on-to-comprehension

You might also like...
Complete Comprehension (see page 92)
Word Up! Grammar and Spelling (see page 98)

Discover more

Shop now for this stimulating student activity book 
series on comprehension
pearson.com.au/comprehension-once-a-week

https://www.pearson.com/en-au/search?query=Catching%20on%20to%20Comprehension&sort=live-learnerau-program-index_name_asc?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/search?query=comprehension%20once%20a%20week&sort=live-learnerau-program-index_name_asc?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
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"Words Their Way is a 
fabulous resource for 
supporting curriculum 
differentiation. By using 
the placement tests, my 
staff have been able to 
provide every student with 
content that is pitched at 
the appropriate level."

Stephen Green, Principal, 
Upper Swan Primary School, 
Western Australia

Words Their Way™

A practical, structured and research-based approach to word study

Words Their Way enables teachers to assess, clearly identify 
and document each student's spelling stage, group students 
with common needs and tailor activities to improve students’ 
spelling knowledge. 

All resources have been adapted for Australian classrooms 
with British English spelling and Australian pronunciation. 

Tailored to each student’s spelling knowledge
Words Their Way caters for differentiated learning in the 
classroom, rather than a one-size-fits-all solution.

Students can construct their own knowledge of spelling 
through engaging sound, pattern and meaning activities so 
they can gain a better understanding of the principles of 
spelling.

Fun and engaging for all students
Words Their Way makes spelling and vocabulary learning fun 
for all students by integrating games and activities into the 
word study program.

Teacher support
Detailed notes are available to support teachers with 
planning, enabling them to fill gaps in students’ spelling 
knowledge and tailor activities to each of their students’ 
needs.

Words Their Way also has spelling inventories that enable 
teachers to assess and group students with common needs. 
Teachers can reassess students after explicit teaching and 
learning to see where progress has been made.

Word Study for Phonics, 
Vocabulary and Spelling 
Instruction, Global 7th Edition
Now in its 7th edition, this core 
teaching resource features a new 
chapter on organising word study 
in the classroom, as well as new 
activities, progress monitoring 
materials and sample lesson plans.

It is also accompanied by an online 
resource that contains digital learning 
materials including online inventories, 
interactive word sorts, games, videos 
and more.

ISBN 9780655795872

Words Their Way is a hands-on, developmentally-
driven approach to word study that integrates 
and teaches phonics, vocabulary and spelling 
skills to all students. It offers a structured, 
teacher-directed, student-centred plan for 
the study of words from Foundation to junior 
secondary. It is a research-based approach with 
diagnostic tools to ensure all students make 
progress.

Years F–8
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Words Their Way

Words Their Way provides a complete 
word study curriculum that will motivate 
and engage students, while helping 
them to succeed in literacy learning.

A complete curriculum of 
reproducible sorts and 
word-sorting activities 
for Australian classrooms.

Covers the complete curriculum of word study 
for the Emergent, Letter Name-Alphabetic, Within 
Word Pattern, Syllables and Affixes, and Derivational 
Relations stages of spelling development.

Step-by-step directions include generalisations for 
each lesson highlighting what students will learn, tips 
for sorting and discussion, critical thinking questions, 
and opportunities to extend and apply learning.

English language learners 
notes at the beginning of 
each unit provide guidance 
to teachers.

The Whole School 
Resource Pack 
is ideal if you’re 
looking for a whole 
school program with 
eBook access on 
your network.

Resource list

Words Their Way Whole School Resource Pack, Global 7th Edition (whole school, 
single campus digital licence for 6 titles, 4 print copies of Word Study for Phonics, 
Vocabulary and Spelling Instruction, 2 print copies of each companion volume) 9780655796985

Words Their Way Print Pack, Global 7th Edition (all 6 print books) 9780655795872

Word Study for Phonics, Vocabulary and Spelling Instruction, Global 7th Edition 
(print book with 1 year free access to Words Their Way Digital) 9781292325231

Word Study for Phonics, Vocabulary and Spelling Instruction, Global 7th Edition 
(eBook with no access to Words Their Way Digital) 9781292343389

Letter and Picture Sorts for Emergent Spellers, Global 3rd Edition (print book) 9781292310268

Letter and Picture Sorts for Emergent Spellers, Global 3rd Edition (eBook) 9781292343396

Word Sorts for Letter Name-Alphabetic Spellers, Global 3rd Edition (print book) 9781292222974

Word Sorts for Letter Name-Alphabetic Spellers, Global 3rd Edition (eBook) 9781292351940

Word Sorts for Within Word Pattern Spellers, Global 3rd Edition (print book) 9781292223285

Word Sorts for Within Word Pattern Spellers, Global 3rd Edition (eBook) 9781292343365

Word Sorts for Syllables and Affixes Spellers, Global 3rd Edition (print book) 9781292223094

Word Sorts for Syllables and Affixes Spellers, Global 3rd Edition (eBook) 9781292358116

Words Sorts for Derivational Relations Spellers, 3rd Global Edition (print book) 9781292303994

Word Sorts for Derivational Relations Spellers, Global 3rd Edition (eBook) 9781292343372

Words Their Way with English Learners: Word Study for Phonics, Vocabulary, 
and Spelling, 2nd Edition (print book) 9780136119029

Literacy  |  Word study, spelling and grammar

Discover more

Explore these research-
based resources that 
have been adapted for 
Australian classrooms
pearson.com.au/
wordstheirway

Contact us for Professional 
Development options to suit your 
needs 
pearson.com.au/find-your-rep

https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/words-their-way/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/words-their-way/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/find-my-rep/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
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Word Up!
Teach grammar and spelling to students with these engaging, 
differentiated student activity books

Word Up! Grammar teachers grammar skills 
sequentially through engaging texts that 
stimulate critical and imaginative thinking skills.

Word Up! Spelling is a structured and sequential 
spelling program that supports learning about 
sounds and words, and how they are spelled. 
Students learn about text structures, and writing 
prompts help them develop their own writing 
skills.

Features and benefits:

• 25 four-page units in each book anchored to 
a clear learning scope and sequence

• engaging, level-appropriate topics

• icon system to identify differentiated 
learning levels

• unique focus on writing

• students create their own text in each unit, 
so the book also acts as a writing log

• each unit includes a sample text with 
pointers to text type structures and features

• sample text types include blogs, wikis 
and websites, plus traditional texts like 
persuasive texts and poetry.

Word Up! Grammar

Word Up! Spelling

9781442552456

9781442552395

9781442552470

9781442552418

9781442552494

9781442552432

9781442552463

9781442552401

9781442552487

9781442552425

9781442552500

9781442552449

Years 1–6

A flexible and energetic 
student activity book series 
that promotes listening, 
speaking, reading and writing 
through a diverse range of 
open and closed activities.

Features and benefits:

• each book contains 36 double-page units 
based on topics that allow for integration 
with other curriculum areas

• key grammar skills are repeated throughout 
the units to allow for constant revision

• a detailed grammar and skills overview helps 
with planning focused lessons and meeting 
curriculum outcomes

• humour is used extensively throughout 
activities to help keep students interested 
and motivated.

9781442509658

9781442509672

9781442509696

9781442509665

9781442509689

9781442509702

Grammar Once a Week Third edition Years 1–6

Give students the opportunity 
to develop key grammar 
skills with activities focusing 
on sentence development, 
punctuation, parts of speech 
and word knowledge.

Develop students' grammar skills with these motivating student activity books

Discover more

Explore this flexible and stimulating grammar and 
spelling series
pearson.com.au/word-up

Discover more

Shop now for Grammar Once a Week resources
pearson.com.au/grammar-once-a-week

https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/word-up/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/search?query=Grammar%20Once%20A%20Week&sort=live-learnerau-program-index_name_asc?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
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9780733974946

9780733978197

9780733978210

9780733978180

9780733978203

9780733978227

Practise Your Spelling Skills Years 1–6

Features and benefits:

• units based on commonly misspelt words 
and strong focus on explaining spelling rules

• extension/challenging words activities

• word lists based on common letter patterns 
carefully developed for each year level

• two-colour design that highlights 
the letter patterns 

• interesting word puzzles and activities

• predicatable layout to allow 
for independent work

• lots of regular revision.

A spelling activity book series focusing on spelling lists and rules

Practice Your Spelling Skills 
provides a sequential and 
comprehensive coverage 
of spelling skills. Each book 
consists of 36 to 40 units of 
work with each unit focused 
on a spelling list. The lists 
are based on common letter 
patterns, but also include 
theme-based lists, frequently 
used words and revision units.

Spelling Matters Third edition

Features and benefits:

• 36 classroom units that include core word 
lists and related exercises on consonants, 
vowels, blends, contractions, homonyms, 
compound words and more

• 36 units for fast finishers that extend and 
build on the classroom units and can be 
used in the classroom, or set as homework 
reinforcement

• review units that regularly reinforce student 
learning and provide ongoing opportunities 
for assessment

• sections with 'challenge words' that provide 
opportunities for extension.

Years 1–6

9780733986796

9780733992254

9780733992230

9780733992247

9780733992261

9780733992278

A spelling activity book series with revision, reinforcement and extension

Spelling Matters is a highly 
successful spelling series that 
provides teachers and families 
with a complete yearly spelling 
program and homework 
reinforcement activities in a 
single student activity book. 
It’s easy to implement, has 
challenging elements for 
students who need it, and 
provides numerous revision 
opportunities.

Discover more

Shop now for this sequential and comprehensive spelling 
activity book series 
pearson.com.au/practise-your-spelling-skills

Discover more

Shop now for this stimulating and easy-to-implement 
spelling activity book series
pearson.com.au/spelling-matters

https://www.pearson.com/en-au/search?query=practise%20your%20spelling%20skills&sort=live-learnerau-program-index_name_asc?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/search?query=Spelling%20Matters&sort=live-learnerau-program-index_name_asc?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
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All Write!

Writing Matters

This highly successful and sequential 
handwriting series translates best practice from 
Queensland classrooms, curriculum and syllabus 
guidelines to move students from Beginner's 
Alphabet to Queensland Modern Cursive. The 
workbooks use an explicit skills approach while 
developing fluency and legibility.

Features and benefits:

• modelled, guided and independent 
approach

• a multisensory approach that explicitly 
links handwriting to phonics and spelling 
using rhymes, illustrated letter characters, 
patterns and activities

• puts handwriting in context and integrates it 
into other curriculum areas

• includes teacher tips, student assessments 
and evaluations

• illustrated patterns to develop legibility and 
fluency

• engaging illustrations that develop visual 
identify of letters.

9781442525566

9781442525580

9781442525603 9781442525610

9781442525573

9781442525597

Discover more

Shop now for this series written by the Evelys, leading 
educators in handwriting methodology
pearson.com.au/all-write

Discover more

Shop now for this engaging handwriting activity book series 
that students will love
pearson.com.au/scribble-to-script

Discover more

Shop now for this handwriting and practice book series
pearson.com.au/writing-matters

This activity book series offers an innovative, multisensory 
approach using engaging illustrations and images to 
help students match letter formation with letter-sound 
relationships. It supports students to write legibly and 
fluently with correct pencil grip and comfortable posture. 
As students gain proficiency, practice activities are related 
to a range of genres or text types, and graphic organisers 
help to support skills in learning cursive writing. This 
practical and fun activity book program has a key theme for 
each year level.

This handwriting series provides a carefully 
constructed series of activities that promote 
correct letter formation, legibility and speed 
in writing with NSW Foundation Handwriting 
style. Writing activities are based on children's 
literature, values education and COGs topics, 
providing a meaningful and interesting context 
that can be integrated into other learning areas. 
Each copy of Writing Matters comes with a 
free writing Practice Book so that students can 
consolidate and apply what they have learned.

9780731273539

9780733960369 97807339602919780733960277

9780733960307

9780733960284

9780733960314 9780733960321

9780731273553

9780731273577

9780731273546

9780731273560

Years K–4

Years K–6

New South Wales

New South Wales

Scribble to Script 2nd Edition Years F–6

Queensland

https://www.pearson.com/en-au/search?query=all%20write&seriesRange=Series%20A-B&series=All%20Write%21%20Rigby%20NSW%20Foundation%20Handwriting?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/search?query=scribble%20to%20script&sort=live-learnerau-program-index_name_asc?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/search?query=writing%20matters&sort=live-learnerau-program-index_name_asc&seriesRange=Series%20T-Z?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
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9780731221950

9780731221981

9780731221967

9780731221998

9780731221974

9780731222001 9780731222018

This best-selling handwriting series 
is in its 6th edition and features clear 
instructions for letter formation and 
carefully devised passages of text 
and fun illustrations. It progressively 
develops students’ handwriting skills 
as they compose their own texts.

An easy-to-use series to develop 
students' fluent handwriting style. It 
includes modelling of specific hand 
movements, letter formations and 
joins, and provides visual supports 
and practice lines to guide students 
as they practise a specific skill.

9781442534506 9781442537422

9781442537446 9781442537453 9781442537460

9781442537439

9781442537415

Write for Queensland 4th Edition Years F–6

Queensland

Write for Queensland follows a carefully 
sequenced progression through pre-writing 
activities, Beginner's Alphabet, exits and entries 
for Queensland Modern Cursive. The Prep book 
includes pre-writing activities to model correct 
letter formation.

Features and benefits:

• a different theme for each book

• fun, novel, reinforcing activities specific to 
the letter shape or join focus

• a reference card and handwriting certificate 
in each boook

• engaging, full colour pages

• directional arrows and starting dots

• activities using appropriate spelling words

• comprehensive teacher's notes

• plenty of practice!

9781442547285

9781442547308

9781442547322 9781442547339

9781442547346

9781442547292

9781442547315

Discover more

Shop now for this handwriting activity book series with 
engaging themes
pearson.com.au/write-for-queensland

Discover more

Shop now for this much-loved handwriting 
activity book series
pearson.com.au/write-well

Discover more

Shop now for this series written by the 
Evelys, leading educators in handwriting 
methodology
pearson.com.au/writing-links

Write Well 6th Edition Years F–6

Victoria

Writing Links Years F–6

Victoria

https://www.pearson.com/en-au/search?query=write%20for%20queensland&sort=live-learnerau-program-index_name_asc&seriesRange=Series%20T-Z?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/search?query=write%20well&sort=live-learnerau-program-index_name_asc&seriesRange=Series%20T-Z&series=Write%20Well?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/search?query=writing%20links&sort=live-learnerau-program-index_name_asc?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
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This popular handwriting series designed 
specifically for WA students introduces the 
basics and purpose of handwriting and 
progressively develops students handwriting 
skills through years 1–5. It provides clear 
models and instructions for correct letter 
formation and supports students to develop 
handwriting skills by composing their own 
texts. It's also full of interesting texts to 
read, copy and enjoy such as stories, poems, 
recipes, diagrams, jokes and more.

Features and benefits:

• promotes understanding of 
the purposes of writing

• encourages correct letter formation 
through clear models and instructions

• develops fluency and legibility

• provides formats for students to write 
their own handwriting activities

• encourages self-assessment and 
provides extension work.

9780733993510

9780733993534

9780733993558

9780733993527

9780733993541

An easy-to-use whole-school resource that 
develops students’ fluent handwriting style. It 
introduces and consolidates pencil grip, letter 
formation, joins, hand movements and slope. 
It also features activities that can be integrated 
into other key learning areas.

9780731218493

My Very Own Dictionary
Victoria

WA Handwriting 3rd Edition Years 1–5

Western Australia

Discover more

Shop now for this popular handwriting activity book series 
pearson.com.au/wa-handwriting

Discover more

Shop now for this easy-to-use handwriting resource
pearson.com.au/my-very-own-dictionary

https://www.pearson.com/en-au/search?query=wa%20handwriting&sort=live-learnerau-program-index_name_asc?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/store/p/evely-revised-edition-for-victoria-my-very-own-dictionary/GPROG_A103000291524_learnerau-availability/9780731218493?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11


Mathology

A flexible, research-based maths resource for teachers

Built on Academic Research
Mathematics Success for All provides a summary 
of the research into the topics educators identified as 
crucial to high-quality mathematics instruction.

The Pearson Mathematics Learning Progressions
for Years F–3 and 4–9 show how students’ 
mathematical learning and knowledge grows over time. 
They are based on the best-known developmental 
continuums worldwide, and are the foundation upon 
which the Mathology classroom resources were built.

Powered by online 
teaching support
Mathology TEACH: your on-call 
primary maths consultant

• Contains over 100 carefully 
curated lessons per year level, 
tied directly to your curriculum.

• Streamlines planning, teaching, 
assessment, and professional 
learning—saving you time.

• Seamlessly integrates Mathology 
components, including Mathology Little 
Books, lessons and activities, and over 
100 professional learning videos.

Mathematics
PEARSON CANADA

Learning Progression
Mathematics

PEARSON CANADA

Learning Progression

GRADES

4–9

Mathematics 
Success for All
Pearson Research Overview

Centered on engaging classroom 
resources
Mathology Little Books

• 63 maths-first fiction and non-fiction books 
for students in years F–3, featuring engaging 
stories focusing on big ideas in Maths.

• Available as an eBook with audio and an 
interactive activity, accessible via a QR code.

• Comprehensive Teacher’s Guides to 
accompany each title including discussion 
points, differentiation tips and hands-on 
classroom activity ideas.

Dedicated to supporting teachers
Teaching Companions

• Australian and state curriculum/syllabus 
correlations for all Mathology lessons.

• Warm-up and exit-ticket classroom 
activity ideas for each maths topic.

• Summaries of all activities available 
on Mathology TEACH.

• Images of all formative assessment 
rubrics based on the underlying 
learning progression.

108 109

Features and benefits:

• Inspires positive Maths stories through engaging 
maths lessons and activities that are easy to teach, 
both in class and virtually.

• Saves teacher planning time through Mathology 
TEACH, our online teacher hub containing engaging 
lessons carefully curated to support your curriculum.

• Helps you know your students better through 
many formative assessment opportunities to help you 
make your next teacher move with confidence.

Teachers can select the appropriate resources for their 
classroom needs from the full Mathology F–6 suite, 
including:

• Mathology Little Books and Teacher's Guides
• Mathology TEACH
• Mathology Teaching Companions
• Pearson Mathematics Learning Progressions.

Mathology Years F–6

Pearson Mathology is a teacher resource designed to support the effective 
teaching of Mathematics in primary classrooms. It focuses on learning by 
doing and incorporates engaging hands-on lessons as well as support for 
differentiation, formative assessment and progress tracking.

Mathematics Mathematics

NEW CONTENT FOR YEARS 4–6



Mathology TEACH

Your online teacher hub for primary maths

Mathology TEACH Years F–6

Mathology TEACH is your on-call Primary Maths consultant, 
filled with engaging Maths lessons that are carefully 
curated to support your state curriculum.

110 111Mathematics Mathematics

Mathology TEACH helps you:

• find and deliver engaging maths lessons

• teach these lessons in any classroom 
setting, in-class or virtual

• undertake meaningful formative 
assessment 

• differentiate your instruction through 
explicit next steps that support student 
growth

• save planning time through built-in year 
or curriculum plans that you can modify

• access professional learning videos at 
point of need

• easily incorporate your own non-
Mathology teaching resources.

Student Activity Cards F–3

Downloadable resourcesInteractive maths tools Digital Little Books

Student Activity Slides 4–6

Find relevant content

Makes finding curriculum-focused 
lessons, activities and videos easier.

Search by: 

• keyword

• curriculum

• learning progression.

Planning made easy

Daily, Weekly and Yearly planning 
made easier. Planning tool that allows 
you to:

• use sample plans

• add your own favourite plans

• share plans to support 
coteaching/planning

• incorporate your own non-
Mathology teaching materials.

Teach with confidence

Lessons and tools to support in-class 
and at-home learning. Teach with:

• projectable cards

• interactive tools

• mini-lessons:

• on grade

• intervention

• extension

• Mathology Little Books

• practice:

• in class

• at home

NEW CONTENT FOR YEARS 4–6



Mathology TEACH

112 113

Videos make 
learning engaging 
for teachers

• Learning Highlights 
videos focus on the lesson 
you're doing and are less 
than one minute long.

• Learning Connections 
videos explore major maths 
concepts and are about five 
minutes long.

Mathology TEACH

Mathematics Mathematics

Formative Assessment

Digital subscription

Mathology TEACH
Mathology TEACH is sold as an F–6 teacher annual 
subscription. Please contact your Pearson sales 
consultant for a quote. 9780655706083

Track progress

Assess students:

• along the maths learning 
progression

• identify next steps for 
learning.

Track students using:

• learning progression or 
curriculum analytics

• individual student analytics

• whole class analytics.

In-the-moment 
guidance

Professional Learning that:

• is short and just in time

• supports teachers with 
content knowledge, 
pedagogy and consolidation.

Discover more

Explore how Mathology TEACH can make a difference in your 
classroom
pearson.com.au/mathology-teach

https://mediaplayer.pearsoncmg.com/assets/pa_mathology_LC_video_4
https://mediaplayer.pearsoncmg.com/assets/pa_mathology_LC_video_4
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/mathematics/mathology/mathology-teach/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11


Mathology Little Books comprise 63 titles, all organised around 
Big Ideas in maths and supported by Teacher’s Guides. The 
titles span fiction and non-fiction and include print and digital 
access with a free read-aloud version and online activities.

Mathology Little Books will help you meet 
students where they are by supporting:

Differentiation

• Provide students with a personalised 
learning experience by matching Little 
Books to an individual or group's level 
of maths understanding.

• Help students consolidate learning 
by focusing on building blocks of Big 
Ideas.

Flexibility

• Provide teachers with targeted maths 
content for whole class, small group, 
and independent settings.

Engagement

• Use real-life contexts and encourage 
positive attitudes towards maths with 
engaging stories and activities.

Each title pack includes six Little Books and one Teacher’s Guide

114 115Mathematics

Mathology Little Books

Maths-first literature to unpack important maths concepts for young learners

Mathology Little Books Years F–3

Lalie Harcourt and Ricki Wortzman

On Safari!

101010

Look beside us.

Do you see 5 standing ostriches?

2, 4, 6, 8, 10.

There are 10 eyes staring at you!

Ostriches can 
grow to nearly 
3 metres tall!

OnSafari_interior_final.indd   10 2015-09-24   9:16 AM

111111

Ostriches have 
a wingspan of 

about 2 metres.

OnSafari_interior_final.indd   11 2015-09-24   9:16 AM

Scan or click 
the QR code 

to explore the 
eBook and 

activity for On 
Safari!

Each Mathology Teacher’s Guide includes 
reproduced pages from its corresponding 
Little Book with prompts to facilitate 
specific, meaningful maths conversations.

Simple 3-Part Lessons for 
Large Group, Small Group, and 
Learning Centres.

Engaging Maths-First Stories

Focus on Curriculum Big Ideas

Each Mathology Little Book contains FREE access to a 
digital read-aloud version. Great for listening centres.

ISBN 978-0-13-459001-1

9 7 8 0 1 3 4 5 9 0 0 1 1

Teacher’s Guide
The Mathology Little Books allow teachers to match books to  
a child’s or group’s level of math understanding, providing rich 
opportunities for teaching and learning. Find out more at  
www.pearsoncanada.ca/mathology.

Strand:
Number

www.pearsoncanadaschool.com

ISBN: 978-0-13-459001-1

Big Idea: Numbers tell us how many and how much.

TITLE LEARNING PATHWAY

A Warm, Cozy Nest • count sets to 5
• recognize numerals to 5

Lots of Dots! • subitize and count sets to 10
• compose and decompose to 10

Animals Hide • count sets to 10
• compare quantities to 10

Dan’s Doggy Daycare • count and compare sets to 10
• compose and decompose 10

Acorns for Wilaiya • count sets to 10
• compare sets to 10

On Safari! • count sets to 20
• add 1 or 2

1.1_os_cvr_TG_final.indd   1 04/08/17   2:41 PM

©PTeacher’s Guide14 

Counting sets to 20

•  How many ostriches are there? 
(5) How many eyes are staring 
at you? (10)

•  How many legs do you think 
there are on 5 ostriches? (10)

 Engage children in counting 
on by 2s to 10 by substituting 
numbers with claps. That is, 
clap, clap, 6, 8, 10. Repeat  
and extend the clapping  
(e.g., clap, clap, clap, clap, 10).

•  How many animals do you 
expect to see next? (6) Explain 
your prediction.

©P On Safari! 15

Adding 1 or 2

•  Suppose another ostrich  
comes along. How many eyes 
would there be staring at you? 
Why do you think that?  
(12 eyes, because 10 add 2  
is 12)

CONNECTING TO MEASUREMENT

Linear:	Have	children	extend	their	arms	out	to	their	sides.	Ask	if	they	
think	their	arm	spans	are	more	than	or	less	than	1	metre,	and	more	
than	or	less	than	2	metres.	You	might	make	a	metre	stick	available	
for	checking.

©PTeacher’s Guide30 

Large Group Options

If you read On Safari! to a large group or whole class, you might project 
the book to facilitate the read aloud and better engage the children in 
counting sets and adding 1 or 2. These activities engage children in 
exploring and communicating their understanding of counting by 2s to 
find how many; choose the activities that best address your children’s 
learning needs.

EYES IN 1 MINUTE!

ENGAGE
Sketch a pair of eyes on the whiteboard or on chart paper. (Simple ovals 
with few details are just fine!) Say:
•  How many eyes do you think I can draw in 1 minute? Before you 

estimate, let’s see how long a minute is.

On a start signal, have children sit quietly with eyes closed for 1 minute. 
At the 1-minute mark, signal for children to open their eyes.
•  That’s 1 minute. Estimate the number of eyes you think I can draw 

in 1 minute.

Record estimates and invite a volunteer to time the minute (using the 
second hand on a wall clock, a stopwatch, or a sand timer).

Draw eyes for 1 minute. Have children now estimate how many eyes  
you drew. Invite them to help you count by 1s. Touch and count each 
eye, and record the total. Have children consider the estimates as high, 
low, close, really close, or right on. Invite children to count the same 
group of eyes by 2s. First draw circles around pairs of eyes. Touch and 
count the pairs of eyes together. Record, noting that the total is the same 
as when counting by 1s.

WORK ON IT
Provide paper and have children draw an eye, stressing that a simple 
sketch is fine. Beside that eye they write an estimate of how many eyes 
they think they will draw in 1 minute. Say:
•  Now it is your turn. When I say go, start to draw your eyes. Go!

After the minute passes, children estimate again and then count their 
eyes by 1s and then circle pairs and count by 2s.

MATH FOCUS: estimate 
quantity;	count	objects	by	1s	
and	2s

MATERIALS: On Safari!;	 
paper	and	pencil;	whiteboard	 
or	chart	paper

dIFFERENTIATE:	Children	
may	be	ready	to	add	numerals	
to	their	recordings.	You	might	
adjust	the	time	given	(to	less	or	
more	than	1	minute),	depending	
on	children’s	prior	experience	
with	estimating.

ShARE ANd REflEcT 
Meet and prompt reflection by asking questions such as:
•  How many eyes did you estimate? Count? How does your estimate 

and count compare?
•  Do you prefer counting the eyes by 1s or by 2s? Explain why.

If interest is sustained, you might repeat this so that children can 
compare and see if they draw more or fewer. On another day, you might 
have children repeat the process sketching a different simple symbol.

WATCH FOR…

•		Does	the	child	count	by	2s	
fluently,	or	does	the	child	
pause	and	need	support?	

•		Can	the	child	identify	estimates	
as	high,	low,	or	as	right	on	the	
actual	count?	

•		Does	the	child	recognize	that	
the	number	of	objects	does	
not change when counting 
different	ways	(by	1s	and	2s)?	
(conservation	of	number)

©P On Safari! 31

COUNTING ON BY 2S

ENGAGE
The group sits in a circle. (You might use an animal as a prop to offer a 
further context.) Say:
•  Let’s count eyes staring (at our monkey).

Point to your eyes with 2 fingers and say 2 to demonstrate how to count 
eyes. Continue:
•  How many eyes do you think we will count?

Designate a child to start the count. In turn, each child points to her/his 
own eyes as the group counts by 2s around the circle.
•  How many eyes are staring (at our monkey)?

Compare the estimates to the actual count. Engage children in counting 
on. Ask a different child to start the count and explain that each child 
points to her/his eyes but does not say 2 aloud. The next child points and 
says 4 and the count continues. Repeat the process each time having an 
additional child point and count silently.

WORK ON IT
Provide baggies of small items, Counting-by-2s Mat (LM 3), and strips  
of paper for recording. Children spill the contents of the baggies and 
record an estimate. They place items on LM 3 and record the numbers 
they say as they count. Children can exchange baggies to check each 
other’s counts.

MATH FOCUS: estimate 
quantity;	count	and	count	on	 
by	2s

MATERIALS:	baggies	containing	
small	items	(counters,	buttons,	
beans);	Counting-by-2s	Mats	
(LM	3);	Hundred	Chart	(LM	6)

ShARE ANd REflEcT 
Reconvene as a large group and prompt discussion by asking:
•  What else might we count by 2s?

Follow up on suggestions (e.g., legs, arms, ears, shoes, and so on). 
Estimate, count on by 2s, and then re-count asking some counts to be 
silent so children experience counting on from numbers other than 
2. Post or project a Hundred Chart (LM 6) and shade or point out the 
numbers as the counts proceed. Choose a number and ask:
•  Do you think we will say 32 if we keep counting on? Let’s find out!

Repeat with other target numbers.

WATCH FOR…

•		Does	the	child	count	on	by	
2s	fluently,	or	does	the	child	
pause	and	need	support?	

•		Does	the	child	recognize	that	
the	last	number	spoken	tells	
how	many	(cardinality)?	

•		Can	the	child	join	the	count	
when counting on from 
different	numbers?

dIFFERENTIATE:	Some	children	
may	be	ready	to	count	and	
record	to	numbers	greater	
than	20.	Provide	opportunities	
by	offering	baggies	with	more	
items.

9

Discover more

Explore collection for young learners
pearson.com.au/mathology-lb

Read review by Mathematics Consultant Deb Irving
pearson.com.au/mathology-lb/review

qr.pearson.com/au/mlb/11NI
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/mathematics/mathology/little-books/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/insights-and-news/supporting-educators/a-lot-more-than-a-little-book/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11


Number and Algebra Measurement and Geometry

Statistics and Probability

Number and place value Shape

Patterns and Algebra

Data representation and interpretation

Location and transformationUsing Units of Measurement

Fractions and decimals

Probability

Mathology Little BooksMathology Little Books

9780655786566

9780655794929

9780655795049

9780655795100

9780655786542

9780655795223

9780655794875

9780655795155

9780655786504

9780655794745 9780655794806 9780655794837

9780655794943

9780655795063

9780655795124

9780655794820

9780655795247

9780655794998

9780655795193

9780655786528

9780655794769 9780655794882

9780655794851

9780655794981

9780655795087

9780655795186

9780655795131

9780655795025

9780655795254

9780655786580

9780655794783

9780655794905

9780655786573

9780655794936

9780655795056

9780655795117

9780655786559

9780655795230

9780655794967

9780655795162

9780655786511

9780655794752

9780655794813

9780655794844

9780655794950

9780655795070

9780655795179

9780655794974

9780655795018

9780655795209

9780655786535

9780655794776

9780655794899

9780655794868

9780655795001

9780655795094

9780655795216

9780655795148

9780655795032

9780655795261

9780655794738

9780655794790 9780655794912
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Components
There are 63 Mathology Little Books ideal for use in years F–3. These are sold in packs of 6 
including the corresponding Teacher’s Guide.
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MathologyResearch-based Mathology resources for every 
Primary classroom

PEARSON CANADA MATHEMATICS LEARNING PROGRESSION Author: Lynn McGarvey, PhD, University of Alberta. All Rights Reserved. Copyright © Pearson Canada Inc. 29
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BIG IDEA:
Numbers tell us how many and 
how much.

K–3PURPOSE:
Counting and subitizing help us quantify 
collections of objects.

Conceptual Thread: APPLYING THE PRINCIPLES OF COUNTING

Number

Says the 
number name 
sequence 
starting with 1 
and counting 
forward.

Coordinates 
number words 
with counting  
actions, saying 
one word for 
each object  
(i.e., one-to-one 
correspondence/ 
tagging). 

Says the 
number name 
sequence 
backward from 
numbers to 10.

Knows that the 
last counting 
word tells “how 
many” objects 
in a set (i.e., 
cardinality). 

Says the 
number  
name sequence 
forward 
through the  
teen numbers.

Creates a set  
to match  
a verbal number 
or written 
numeral.

Says the 
number name 
sequences 
forward and 
backward from 
a given number.

Knows that 
rearranging 
objects in a  
set does not  
change the 
quantity (i.e., 
conservation  
of number).

Uses number 
patterns  
to bridge tens 
when counting 
forward and 
backward  
(e.g., 39, 40, 41).

Uses number 
patterns  
to bridge 
hundreds  
when counting 
forward and 
backward  
(e.g., 399, 400, 
401).

Fluently skip-counts by factors of 10 (e.g., 2, 5, 10) and 
multiples of 10 from any given number. (e.g., finding the 
value of a collection of dimes)

Fluently skip-counts by factors of 100 (e.g., 20, 25, 50)  
and multiples of 100 from any given number.

Conceptual Thread: RECOGNIZING AND WRITING NUMERALS

Conceptual Thread: RECOGNIZING QUANTITIES BY SUBITIZING

Names, writes, and matches 
numerals to numbers and quantities 
to 10.

Instantly recognizes quantities to 5 
(i.e., perceptual subitizing).

Uses grouping (e.g., arrays of dots) to determine quantity without counting by ones (i.e., conceptual subitizing).

Names, writes, and matches two-digit numerals to quantities. Names, writes, and matches three-digit numerals to quantities.

The Pearson Mathematics Learning Progression is the result 
of a study of the most commonly used and respected 
world-wide frameworks, current research, and curricula. 
It is the theoretical underpinning behind the Pearson 
Mathology resources, and it puts the valuable information 
of a mathematics learning progression at the fingertips of 
all educators in a clear, easy-to-understand, and teacher-
friendly format.

The Pearson Mathematics Learning Progression F–3 
and now 4–9 is a research-based framework integrating 
essential mathematics concepts, ideas, skills and 
procedures with the ways in which students develop and 
expand their mathematical understanding over time. It is 
intended primarily for teachers, but it is also an important 
resource for curriculum consultants, learning coaches, 
administrators, teacher educators, researchers, and 
parents, as essential stakeholders in promoting students’ 
mathematical success.

Mathematics Success for All: 
Pearson Research Overview
This document provides an overview of the 
topics that educators stated were crucial to 
high-quality mathematics instruction, such as 
planning and assessment, teacher learning, 
early maths, and maths processes for learning. 
Key quotations from research articles and 
reference materials are presented for each 
topic and connected to the development of 
Mathology to show how these ideas inform the 
resources.

Download the research overview

Mathematics 
Success for All
Pearson Research Overview

Mathematics
PEARSON CANADA

Learning Progression
Mathematics

PEARSON CANADA

Learning Progression

GRADES

4–9

Resource list

Pearson Mathematics Learning 
Progression F–3 9780655703273

Pearson Mathematics Learning Progression 4–9
Available to download from Mathology TEACH

Mathematics Success for All
Download from pearson.com.au/mathology

The research-based Mathology resources support mathematics teaching and learning 
for all the Primary school years. Taking into account the evolving needs and abilities 
of students as they develop, the Pearson Mathematics Learning Progression can be 
used to support teachers in understanding and addressing the needs of students 
developing at any pace despite their year level.

Mathology F–2 provides engaging and flexible components 
that support:

• Planning: with Big Ideas and overall outcomes in mind

• Teaching: through Shared reading

• Exploration and Play: through large group, small 
group and centre learning opportunities

• Assessing: focusing on noticing and naming 
mathematical behaviours, and observations of growth 
over time

• Connecting Home and School: by providing 
suggestions for at-home play and exploration through 
parent letters, digital access to books and activities

Components include:

• Mathology Little Books and Teacher’s Guides (for 
more on Mathology Little Books see pages 114–117) 

• Mathology Teaching Companions F–2 as easy 
reference guides to Mathology content

• Mathology TEACH F–6: your online teacher hub (for 
more information on Mathology TEACH see pages 
110–113).

Mathology Little Books

Mathology TEACH F–6

Read-aloud Digital 
Versions
The read-aloud digital versions 
of the Mathology Little Books 
are perfect for front of class and 
at-home use and can be accessed 
via QR code on the back cover of 
each printed book without student 
sign-ons.

Download the Pearson 
Mathematics Learning 
Progression F–3

Download the Pearson 
Mathematics Learning 
Progression 4–9

Mathology Years F–2

Student Activity Cards

Teaching Companions F–2

Pearson Mathematics Learning Progression

Resource list

Mathology TEACH F–6
Mathology Teach is sold as an F–6 
teacher annual subscription. Please 
contact your Pearson sales consultant 
for a quote. 9780655706083

Mathology Teaching Companion F–2 
Number, Patterns and Algebra 9780655703198

Mathology Teaching Companion F–2 
Measurement, Geometry, Statistics 
and Probability 9780655706137

Mathology Little Books
Provided in packs of 6 of the same title plus the 
corresponding Teacher’s Guide. See pp 114–117 for 
details.

Pearson Mathematics Learning 
Progression F–3 9780655703273

Mathematics

https://www.pearson.com.au/en-au/media/w10b3pmy/22pri35_mathology_research_paper_web_v3.pdf?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com.au/en-au/media/w10b3pmy/22pri35_mathology_research_paper_web_v3.pdf?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au//media/dhsdsfah/pearson-mathematics-learning-progression_years-f-3.pdf?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au//media/oekmmagx/pearson-mathematics-learning-progression_years-4-9.pdf?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/mathematics/mathology/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au//media/dhsdsfah/pearson-mathematics-learning-progression_years-f-3.pdf?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au//media/dhsdsfah/pearson-mathematics-learning-progression_years-f-3.pdf?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au//media/dhsdsfah/pearson-mathematics-learning-progression_years-f-3.pdf?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au//media/oekmmagx/pearson-mathematics-learning-progression_years-4-9.pdf?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au//media/oekmmagx/pearson-mathematics-learning-progression_years-4-9.pdf?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au//media/oekmmagx/pearson-mathematics-learning-progression_years-4-9.pdf?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
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MathologyMathology

Mathology for Year 3

Teaching Companion 3

Mathology Year 3 comprises flexible components that will 
engage your students while helping teachers know their 
students better as maths learners. Components can be 
purchased individually or together and include:

• Mathology Little Books and Teacher’s Guides (for more 
on Mathology Little Books see pages 114–117)

• Printed Year 3 Teaching Companion as an easy 
reference guide to Mathology content

• Mathology TEACH: your online teacher hub (for more 
information on Mathology TEACH see pages 110–113).

Mathology Years 4–6 is a flexible, online teaching 
hub of primary maths pedagogical supports and 
classroom resources.

Mathology Lessons

Mathology Little Books

Mathology TEACH

Resource list

Mathology TEACH
Mathology Teach is sold as an F–6 
teacher annual subscription. Please 
contact your Pearson sales consultant 
for a quote. 9780655706083

Mathology Teaching Companion 3 9780655706113

Mathology Little Books
Provided in packs of 6 of the same title plus the 
corresponding Teacher’s Guide. See pp 114–117 for 
details.

Pearson Mathematics Learning 
Progression F–3 9780655703273

Mathematics

Mathology for Years 4–6

Resource list

Mathology TEACH F–6
Mathology Teach is sold as a teacher 
annual subscription. Please contact 
your Pearson sales consultant for a 
quote. 9780655706083

Mathology Teaching Companion 4 9780655706120

Mathology Teaching Companion 5 9780655706137

Mathology Teaching Companion 6 9780655706144

Pearson Mathematics Learning Progression 4–9
Available to download from Mathology TEACH

Interactive Maths Tools

Next Step Lessons

Projectible PowerPoints 
(Can be shared with students via direct 

Microsoft Teams and Google Classroom links.)

Downloadable
Resources

Mathology TEACH 
Your online teaching hub with everything you need to search 

for lessons, teach, plan, assess and track, and learn.

The Mathology Teaching Companions are designed 
to be used alongside Mathology TEACH as a quick 
reference to the maths content and teaching 
supports in TEACH.



Years 1–6
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Extend and enhance the 
mathematics opportunities 
available to all students 
with the third edition of this 
highly successful series.

Enrich-e-matics Third edition

Features and benefits:

• hundreds of problems to solve

• grading of all exercises according to difficulty 
and grouping into mathematics strands

• highlighted explanations and worked 
examples

• shaded bubbles, in multiple choice and true/
false format, similar to those used in state 
and national tests

• answers to all questions in a removable 
section in the centre of the book

• screening tests with solutions, to help 
identify mathematically advanced students

• advice on how to cater for gifted and 
talented sutdents

• blackline masters

• fully worked solutions for all activities 
available in the Teacher's Book.

The Enrich-e-matics 
Teacher's Book 
complements the student 
books, providing teachers 
with blackline masters, 
screening tests (and their 
solutions) to help identify 
gifted students and advice 
on catering for their needs.

9780733972621 9780733972621

9780733972621 9780733972621

9780733972621 9780733972621

9780733972621

Australian Signpost Maths Third edition

Continue to cover the curriculum with your favourite programReinforce concepts, skills and problem-solving strategies

Features and benefits:

• a week-by-week program providing 
comprehensive coverage of the current F–6 
Australian Curriculum

• spiralled teaching approach encourages 
maths connections and promotes mastery

• comprises Student Books, Mentals Books, 
Teacher's Books, plus online resources

• uses engaging real-life activities and 
cartoons

• includes regular progress test and 
remediation ideas

• allows teachers to project student eBook to 
easily facilitate teaching 

• includes comprehensive teaching and 
curriculum notes for each lesson and 
blackline resources as needed

• provides a varied choice of digital maths tool 
and game options to enhance the classroom 
experience

• includes full curriculum correlations.

Australian Signpost Maths Student Books (F–6)

Australian Signpost Maths F 9781488621758

Australian Signpost Maths 1 9781488621789

Australian Signpost Maths 2 9781488621819

Australian Signpost Maths 3 9781488621840

Australian Signpost Maths 4 9781488621871

Australian Signpost Maths 5 9781488621901

Australian Signpost Maths 6 9781488621932

Australian Signpost Maths Mentals (1–6)

Australian Signpost Maths Mentals 1 9781488621772

Australian Signpost Maths Mentals 2 9781488621802

Australian Signpost Maths Mentals 3 9781488621833

Australian Signpost Maths Mentals 4 9781488621864

Australian Signpost Maths Mentals 5 9781488621895

Australian Signpost Maths Mentals 6 9781488621925

Australian Signpost Maths Teacher's Books F–6

Australian Signpost Maths Teacher's Book F 9781488621765

Australian Signpost Maths Teacher's Book 1 9781488621796

Australian Signpost Maths Teacher's Book 2 9781488621826

Australian Signpost Maths Teacher's Book 3 9781488621857

Australian Signpost Maths Teacher's Book 4 9781488621888

Australian Signpost Maths Teacher's Book 5 9781488621918

Australian Signpost Maths Teacher's Book 6 9781488621949

This longtime favourite allows 
you to use a familiar teaching 
approach with the confidence 
of knowing you are thoroughly 
covering the curriculum.

Years F–6

Resource list

Mathematics

NEW CURRICULUM EDITION COMING FOR 2024 IMPLEMENTATION

Discover more

Shop now for this flexible maths activity book 
series
pearson.com.au/enrich-e-matics 

https://www.pearson.com/en-au/search?query=enrich-e-matics&sort=live-learnerau-program-index_name_asc?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11


9781488621239

9781488621222

9781488621246

9781488621260

9781488621253

9781488621277

9781488621291

9781488621284

9781488621307

9781488621321

9781488621314

9781488621338
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Australian Signpost Maths 
New South Wales K–2 Fourth edition

A seamless move to the new NSW Syllabus

Features and benefits:

• a week-by-week program that provides 
comprehensive coverage of the new K–2 syllabus

• uses a spiralled approach to make logical 
connections between maths strands and concepts, 
and to promote mastery by revisiting and reinforcing 
previously-learned concepts

• comprises Student Books, Mentals Books and new 
online Teacher Resources

• uses real-life activities and cartoons to keep students 
engaged

• includes regular progress tests and new progress 
re-tests

• allows teachers to project student eBook to easily 
facilitate teaching 

• includes comprehensive teaching and syllabus notes 
for each lesson, and blackline resources as needed

• provides a varied choice of digital maths tool and 
game options to enhance the classroom experience

• includes a new downloadable and printable student 
Consolidation Resource

• includes full syllabus correlations.

Now completely re-worked for the new 
K–2 NSW Syllabus by Alan McSeveny 
and his experienced author team, 
this series provides a year's work in 
mathematics and engages students 
with colourful, illustrated pages. 

Years K–2

9780655709015

9780655709084

9780655708940

9780655709022

9780655709091

9780655708957

9780655709039

9780655708964

Australian Signpost Maths NSW Student Books (K–2)

Australian Signpost Maths NSW Mentals (1–2)

Australian Signpost Maths NSW Online 
Teacher Resource K–2 (perpetual access)

Features and benefits:

• a week-by-week program that provides 
comprehensive coverage of the years 3–6 
current Mathematics syllabus

• uses a spiralled approach to make logical 
connections between maths strands 
and concepts, and to promote mastery 
by revisiting and reinforcing previously-
learned concepts

• comprises Student Books, Mentals Books, 
Teacher’s Books, plus online resources

• uses real-life activities and cartoons to 
keep students engaged 

• includes regular progress test and 
remediation ideas

• allows teachers to project the student 
eBook to easily facilitate teaching

• includes comprehensive teaching and 
syllabus notes for each lesson, and 
blackline resources

• provides a varied choice of digital maths 
tool and game options to enhance the 
classroom experience

• includes full syllabus correlations.

Written by Alan McSeveny and his experienced 
author team, this series provides a year's 
work in mathematics and engages students 
with colourful, illustrated pages.

Australian Signpost Maths 
New South Wales 3–6 Third edition

Cover the current syllabus with confidence using your favourite Maths program

Years 3–6

Australian Signpost Maths NSW Student Books (3–6)

Australian Signpost Maths NSW Mentals Books (3–6)

Australian Signpost Maths NSW Teacher’s Books (3–6)

Discover more

Explore this much-loved maths series for years 3–6
pearson.com.au/asm-nsw

NEW EDITION

Components

Components

NEW SYLLABUS EDITION COMING FOR 2024 IMPLEMENTATION

Discover more

Shop now for this revamped series aligned 
directly to the new NSW Maths Syllabus
pearson.com.au/asm-nsw-k2 

https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/mathematics/australian-signpost-maths-new-south-wales/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/search?query=australian%20signpost%20maths%20nsw%3Futm_source%3Dpri_catalogue&sort=live-learnerau-program-index_name_asc&seriesRange=Series%20A-B&series=Australian%20Signpost%20Maths?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11


Science Readers
Help students explore, collaborate, inquire and think critically about science

Science

Science Readers

Red Border
Physical Sciences

Blue Border 
Earth and Space Sciences

Yellow Border 
Scientific Inquiry

Green Border
Biological SciencesTopic guide

Science

NEW SERIES
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With this award-winning series, students will explore, 
collaborate, inquire, and think critically about science 
while growing as readers and writers.

• Motivate students with high-interest, non-fiction 
content and dynamic images and illustrations.

• Increase comprehension of science content 
through reading and writing connections around 
common topics in science.

• Deepen understanding with features such as key 
terms, pronunciations of difficult words, captions, 
diagrams, experiments, and engaging sidebars.

• Develop critical thinking skills with lab activities.

• Integrate science and literacy instruction through 
meaningful science content that is aligned to the 
Australian Curriculum.

Components
Science Readers are available as year-
level kits. Each kit contains:

• 96 books (16 individual 
titles, 6 copies of each)

• a teacher's guide with easy-to-
implement lessons and activities

• access to digital resources 
including interactive eBooks, 
reproducible student activity 
pages and audio recordings.

Years K–5

Build literacy skills and science 
content knowledge with high-
interest, appropriately levelled 
informational texts.

9781480745193

*Pack components not for individual sale

*Pack components not for individual sale

9781480745582

Science Readers: Foundation/Kindergarten

Pack

Pack

Pack components

Pack components

Science Readers: Year 1

Components chart

Discover more

Explore this motivating series that integrates science and 
literacy instruction
pearson.com.au/science-readers

Discover the research behind the product
pearson.com.au/science-readers-research

https://www.pearsoncanadaschool.com/index.cfm?locator=PS2sMt&PMDbSiteId=2621&PMDbSolutionId=25862&PMDbSubSolutionId=&PMDbCategoryId=25875&PMDbSubCategoryId=26076&PMDbSubjectAreaId=&PMDbProgramId=145753
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/science/science-readers?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au//media/bazfmvw5/tcm_science-readers_whitepaper.pdf?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11


Pack Pack

Pack Pack

Pack components Pack components

Pack components Pack components

Science Readers

Science Readers: Year 2

Science Readers: Year 3

Red Border
Physical Sciences

Blue Border 
Earth and Space Sciences

Yellow Border 
Scientific Inquiry

Green Border
Biological SciencesTopic guide

Science

Science Readers

Science Readers: Year 4

Science Readers: Year 5

Red Border
Physical Sciences

Blue Border 
Earth and Space Sciences

Yellow Border 
Scientific Inquiry

Green Border
Biological SciencesTopic guide

Science128 129

9781480745971

9781480746367

9781480746756

9781480747142

*Pack components not for individual sale *Pack components not for individual sale

*Pack components not for individual sale *Pack components not for individual sale
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First Australians: Plenty Stories
Cross-curriculum resources developed with the National Museum of Australia

Middle Primary

First Australians Middle Primary Level Pack 9780731274482

First Australians Middle Primary Poster Pack 9780731274437

First Australians Middle Primary Teacher Resource 9780731274420

Celebrating Survival Day 9780731274086

Discovering Aboriginal Australia 9780731274093

Fighting For Rights 9780731274055

Indigenous Sporting Greats 9780731274079

Kaisiana's Journey to Torres Strait 9780731274062

Keeping Language Alive 9780731274123

Keeping Strong Through Art 9780731274048

Special Objects 9780731274352

The Travelling Yamani 9780731274116

Upper Primary

First Australians Upper Primary Level Pack 9780731274499

First Australians Upper Primary Poster Pack 9780731274451

First Australians Upper Primary Teacher's Resource 9780731274444

Caring for Country 9780731274345

It's More Than Art 9780731274383

Kaurareg Mob 9780731274406

Life at Mulga Bore 9780731274390

Making a Difference 9780731274413

Remembering Coniston 9780731274109

Stories Through Art 9780731274376

Unsung Hero 9780731274468

Welcome to Mer Island 9780731274369

Series Pack

First Australians Middle and Upper Series Pack 9780731274475

First Australians: Plenty Stories is a comprehensive series that 
draws on a range of sources to tell stories about significant 
issues facing our First Nation people. The series has been 
developed around three key themes: Our Places, Our Culture 
and Our Voices. It is an excellent resource for educators 
looking to incorporate Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
histories and cultures into the classroom.

Resource list

Sharing Our Stories
Created in partnership with the SharingStories Foundation

The series was created by Liz Thompson, winner 
of the Judges Award for Innovator in the 2021 
Pro Bono Impact Awards. This award recognised 
her work with Indigenous communities in the 
recording and sharing of cultural knowledge and 
stories.

Each Sharing Our Stories title focuses on one 
Indigenous community from each state or 
territory, including the Torres Strait Islands. Each 
title features a story illustrated by children from 
the local community which is presented in the 
community language. The series also offers a 
wealth of free support materials including videos 
and learning activities.

Sharing Our Stories 1

Sharing Our Stories 1 Teacher Resource 9781741404227

The Devil-Devil from Warlok 9781442526136

The Frog and the Brolga 9781442526105

The Mermaid and Serpent 9781442526099

The Sunbird 9781442526112

Turtle Dreaming 9781442526129

Woonyoomboo 9781442526082

Sharing Our Stories 2

Sharing Our Stories 2 Teacher Resource 9781442520769

Bunjil the Eagle 9781442562868

Djulpan 9781442562899

Miiku and Tinta 9781442562905

The Creation of Trowenna 9781442562875

The Danger Seed 9781442562882

The Moon and the Gecko 9781442562912

The Story of Girbar 9781442562929

Yulu's Coal 9781442562936

Sharing Our Stories provides educators who 
are looking to incorporate Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures 
into the classroom with a highly-regarded 
series of resources about First Nation 
communities around Australia.

Resource list

Discover more

Explore this stunning series on First Nation 
communities 
pearson.com.au/sharing-our-stories

Read about why Liz Thompson won Pro Bono Australia's 2021 
Innovator Award
Learn more

Check out this review of Sharing Our Stories from Deryn Mansell 
of VALBEC's 'Fine Print' 
Learn more

Discover more

Explore this cross-curriculum series on First 
Nation people
pearson.com.au/first-australians

https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/cross-curricular/sharing-our-stories/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://sharingstoriesfoundation.org/liz-thompson-wins-pro-bono-australias-innovator-award/
https://sharingstoriesfoundation.org/liz-thompson-wins-pro-bono-australias-innovator-award/
https://sharingstoriesfoundation.org/liz-thompson-wins-pro-bono-australias-innovator-award/
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/insights-and-news/supporting-educators/sharing-our-stories-reviewed-by-deryn-mansell-of-valbec-s-fine-print/
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/insights-and-news/supporting-educators/sharing-our-stories-reviewed-by-deryn-mansell-of-valbec-s-fine-print/
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/insights-and-news/supporting-educators/sharing-our-stories-reviewed-by-deryn-mansell-of-valbec-s-fine-print/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/insights-and-news/supporting-educators/sharing-our-stories-reviewed-by-deryn-mansell-of-valbec-s-fine-print/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/cross-curricular/first-australians/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
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Bounce Back!
A Positive Education approach to wellbeing, resilience and social-emotional learning

Bounce Back! is a whole-school program 
for years F–2, 3–4 and 5–6. It uses blended 
learning and provides teachers with practical 
strategies to explicitly teach wellbeing and 
resilience skills to help students ‘bounce back’ 
and cope with the complexity of everyday life.

Each level contains the most recent evidence-
based research that underpins Bounce Back! 
plus ten curriculum units with teaching 
strategies and practical resources covering:

• core values
• social values
• people bounce back
• courage
• looking on the bright side
• emotions
• relationships
• humour
• being safe
• success.

The accompanying eBooks include digital 
resources such as blackline masters, 
tools for measuring wellbeing and 
resilience, and information for families.

Each curriculum unit uses children’s 
literature, videos, songs, thinking tools 
and cooperative learning strategies plus 
a variety of cross-curricular classroom 
activities to engage and help students:

• develop positive and prosocial values, 
including those related to ethical 
and intercultural understanding

• develop self-awareness, social 
awareness and social skills

• develop self-management strategies 
for coping and bouncing back

• think optimistically and look 
on the bright side

• boost positive emotions and 
manage negative emotions

• find courage in everyday life as well 
as in difficult circumstances

• develop skills for countering bullying

• use humour as a coping tool

• develop strengths, skills and 
attitudes for being successful.

Increasing numbers of children are 
struggling with emotional and social 
needs that adversely affect their 
learning. Bounce Back! is an evidence-
informed Positive Education 
program built on Positive Psychology, 
Cognitive Behaviour Theory and 
social-emotional learning.

Bounce Back! 

The handbook:

• explores the evidence-based 
research supporting Bounce 
Back! and includes linkages to 
CASEL, Australian and state-based 
curricula

• offers suggestions for 
differentiation and program 
implementation.

Each level consists of a handbook with 10 curriculum units and digital resources.

There are 10 curriculum units in each 
handbook which:

• consist of teaching strategies such 
as Circle Time

• refer to high-quality children’s 
literature

• include key message prompts and 
classroom resources.

The eBooks include:

• tools for measuring aspects of 
wellbeing and resilience

• an extra Science and Maths 
curriculum unit

• curriculum correlation and scope 
and sequence charts

• resource lists for each curriculum 
unit

• blackline masters, digital tools and 
interactives

• information for families.

Years F–6

Resource list

Bounce Back! Whole School Resource Pack 9780655796978

Bounce Back! 3rd Edition, Years F–2 (book with eBook) 9781488618741

Bounce Back! 3rd Edition, Years F–2 eBook 9781488663239

Bounce Back! 3rd Edition, Years 3–4 (book with eBook) 9781488618734

Bounce Back! 3rd Edition, Years 3–4 eBook 9781488663246

Bounce Back! 3rd Edition, Years 5–6 (book with eBook) 9781488618727

Bounce Back! 3rd Edition, Years 5–6 eBook 9781488663222

These fantastic videos introduce the BOUNCE BACK 
coping statements and help generate discussions 
around wellbeing and resilience.
pearson.com.au/bounce-back-resources

Discover more

Explore these award-winning resources that help build life skills
pearson.com.au/bounce-back

Speak to your educational consultant regarding professional development options
pearson.com.au/find-your-rep

You might also like...
HITS AND HOTS: Evidence-based teaching and social and emotional learning (see page 148)

https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/bounce-back/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/bounce-back/resilience-resources/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/bounce-back/resilience-resources/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/bounce-back/resilience-resources/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/bounce-back/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/find-my-rep/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
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Building Connections 
Develop literacy and life skills with books focused on the whole child

Teachers need easy-to-implement, meaningful, and 
creative teaching materials to teach important life 
skills, such as self-awareness, self-management, 
social awareness, relationship skills, and responsible 
decision-making.

This new literacy-based product seamlessly integrates 
these skills, taking complex concepts and making 
them actionable in 15- to 20-minute learning sessions. 
Filled with captivating and beautifully illustrated read-
aloud picture books, this resource gives teachers the 
tools they need to nurture the hearts and minds of 
their students.

Features and benefits:

• promotes social-emotional capabilities such 
as self-awareness, self-management, social 
awareness, relationship skills and responsible 
decision-making

• enables you to integrate evidence-based 
resources into your teaching with ease using the 
teacher support materials

• activates your students' love of reading with 
vibrant, varied and visually stunning picture 
books.

Resource list

Pre-Kindergarten Book Collection 9798765910443

Kindergarten Book Collection 9798765910450

Grade 1 Book Collection 9798765910467

Grade 2 Book Collection 9798765910481

Grade 3 Book Collection 9798765910474

Years Pre-K–3

Improve student comprehension, 
cooperation and communication 
through a carefully curated 
collection of books focused on 
essential life skills and the whole 
child.

What’s inside each book collection?

Building Connections

Student materials

More than 80 activities to help students form 
meaningful connections to the texts, including:
• activities for the five essential social skills 
• standards-based reading comprehension 

activities 
• literacy-based student pages to be used with 

any of the books.

Digital resources

Digital resources include all student and teacher 
materials, plus read-along eBooks, audio files, 
family engagement letters, and fillable student 
pages to make planning and instruction more 
flexible.

Teacher materials

Twelve individual copies of captivating and 
beautifully illustrated books thoughtfully 
curated to explore essential topics at grade-
appropriate levels. 

Pair the books with the helpful teacher’s 
guide, which contains research-based 
approaches to literacy instruction, including 
best practices for creating interactive and 
engaging read-aloud experiences, partnering 
strategies, and meaningful activities to maximise 
learning time.

Discover more

Explore how this series develops essential life skills and the whole child
pearson.com.au/building-connections

Components
Building Connections are available 
as year-level book collections. 
Each book collection contains:

• 12 beautifully illustrated picture 
books which explore essential topics 
and offer read-aloud activities

• a teacher’s guide with learning 
activities, best practices, and 
partnering strategies

• more than 80 literacy activities that 
help students form meaningful 
connections to the texts

• access to digital resources 
including all student and teacher 
materials, plus read-along 
ebooks, audio files, and more.

NEW SERIES

https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/wellbeing/building-connections?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
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Sheena Cameron
Practical, creative and engaging professional teaching resources
from Sheena Cameron

Rediscover Sheena Cameron’s professional 
teaching resources based on her extensive 
academic research and life-long experience.

These highly anticipated second editions 
feature new and updated content, 
new student examples, a user-friendly 
contemporary design and eBooks with a huge 
range of downloadable resources.

They also feature practical and engaging 
activities that have been tried and tested in 
the classroom to:

• improve student reading comprehension

• create engaging and functional learning 
environments

• engage students to respond to a wide 
range of texts.

The content aligns perfectly with the latest 
version of the Australian Curriculum, 
which explicitly focuses on comprehension 
strategies for both literal and inferred 
meaning, building vocabulary, and 
understanding context and text structures to 
support students’ topic knowledge and their 
ability to evaluate information and ideas.

The resources also provide ideas to help 
students create and publish written, 
multimodal and oral texts and presentations.

Step-by-step guidance supports teachers 
through every part of the process.

Sheena Cameron is an experienced educator, 
highly-regarded literacy expert and author who is 
well-known in Australia and New Zealand for her 
pragmatic approach. 

Sheena Cameron

Resource list

Sheena Cameron Teacher Resource 
Books Value Pack, Second edition 
(all 3 print books with eBooks) 9780655709213

Teaching Reading Comprehension 
Strategies, Second edition (print book 
with eBook) 9780655706656

Teaching Reading Comprehension 
Strategies, Second edition (eBook) 9780655706663

The Reading Activity Handbook, 
Second edition (print book with 
eBook) 9780655706694

The Reading Activity Handbook, 
Second edition (eBook) 9780655706700

The Publishing and Display Handbook, 
Second edition (print book with 
eBook) 9780655706670

The Publishing and Display Handbook, 
Second edition (eBook) 9780655706687

Teaching Reading Comprehension 
Strategies contains detailed step-by-step 
guidance on how to introduce and teach 
the following strategies:

• activating prior knowledge
• self-monitoring
• predicting
• questioning
• making connections
• visualising
• inferring
• summarising
• synthesising
• skimming
• scanning
• plus a section on building vocabulary 

knowledge.

Flexible resources
Choose formats to suit you:

Value pack Book with eBook eBook only

The Reading Activity Handbook contains 
purposeful activities that focus on 
reading comprehension, critical thinking 
and developing vocabulary to help 
students make personal connections 
with texts, develop independence and 
a positive self-image as a reader. It 
contains step-by-step guidance and 
activities to support:

• locating and organising information
• focusing on vocabulary
• exploring characters, setting and plot
• creating visual responses
• engaging in writing
• organising for talk.

The Publishing and Display Handbook 
includes activities to engage students in 
kinaesthetic learning, problem-solving, 
making choices, and being innovative 
and creative. It covers:

• bulletin boards and how to display 
student work

• publishing formats including books, 
stationery, theatres and dioramas, 
displays to hang and more

• a living and changing classroom
• a bonus chapter on digital publishing.

Discover more

Explore these essential resources for your teacher toolkit
pearson.com.au/sheena-cameron

In 2021 Sheena Cameron was awarded a New Zealand 
Order of Merit for services to education.

https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/sheena-cameron?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
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What the Science of Reading Says
Gain a deeper understanding of how students learn to read

These new and exciting professional 
development books examine current 
research on the science of reading and 
discuss what it means for classrooms today. 
They provide everything teachers need to 
develop students’ word recognition, reading 
comprehension, content knowledge and 
writing skills, from detailed background 
information to helpful classroom tips.

Suitable for pre-service teachers to 
accomplished educators, everyone will value 
the practical guidance, up-to-date evidence 
and research-based instructional strategies in 
these exciting professional resources!

Features and benefits:

• offers best practices and differentiation 
techniques supported by research

• boosts teacher understanding with key 
words, definitions, and examples

• includes teaching checklists and other 
features to help teachers take the science 
of reading directly into their classrooms.

The Reading Strategies Book 2.0
Your research-based guide to developing skilled readers

The dramatically new and improved The Reading Strategies Book 2.0 is 
designed to be a trusted, research-aligned companion for any K–8 reading 
classroom – no matter your curriculum, subject area, or instructional 
approach.

Features and benefits:

• more explicit connections to research with a research base of 700+ 
studies, citations for each strategy, and meticulously researched all 
new introduction chapter

• the latest instructional thinking including 300+ lessons comprising 
almost 100 new lessons, with all other lessons heavily revised

• goal-focused, if–then skills progressions targeting the exact strategy 
for each reader, and simplifying and streamlining planning and 
monitoring progress.

Jennifer Serravallo
Professional books and resources that provide strategies for every classroom

A Teacher’s Guide to Reading 
Conferences

A must-have resource for all 
teachers who want to improve 
the quality of their reading 
conferences with students. 
A rich design, replete with 
infographics and special 
features, guides you quickly 
from learning to teaching.

Years K–8 | 2019 |  
9780325099156

Teaching Writing in Small 
Groups

Find out how just a few minutes 
of purposeful, responsive 
teaching can have a big 
impact with your students. Jen 
shows how to create groups 
for maximum effectiveness 
and make what you teach 
responsive, clear, and sticky.

Years 1–8 | 2021 | 
9780325132341 

What the Science of Reading Says 
about Word Recognition

This resource provides everything teachers 
need to help students develop word 
recognition skills. It explores dynamic 
topics such as phonological awareness, 
sight words and fluency.

Years F–12 | 2022 | 9781087696690 

What the Science of Reading Says 
About Comprehension and Content 
Knowledge

This resource provides everything teachers 
need to improve students’ reading 
comprehension and content knowledge 
skills. It covers important topics such 
as vocabulary, literacy knowledge and 
language structures.

Years F–12 | 2022 | 9781087696706 

What the Science of Reading Says 
about Writing

This resource provides everything teachers 
need to help students develop important 
writing skills and explores key topics such 
as the writing process, grammar and 
syntax.

Years F–12 | 2022 | 9781087696713 

Understanding Texts & 
Readers 
Responsive Comprehension 
Instruction with Leveled Texts

Jen helps narrow the gap 
between assessment and 
instruction by mapping 
comprehension goals to text 
levels and sharing sample 
responses that show what to 
expect from readers at each.

Years 1–8 | 2018 | 
9780325108926 

The Writing Strategies Book:  
Your Everything Guide to 
Developing Skilled Writers

The Writing Strategies Book 
provides 300 strategies that 
support 10 crucial instructional 
goals. You’ll discover a wealth 
of ideas for strategies to share 
with students for whole-group, 
small-group, or one-to-one 
instruction.

Years K–8 | 2017 |  
9780325078229

The Reading Strategies 
Book 2.0 Paperback 
K–8 | 2023 | 9780325132679

The Reading Strategies Book 2.0 Spiral
K–8 | 2023 | 9780325170770

Discover more

Explore the practical guidance and research-based instructional 
strategies in these exciting professional resources
pearson.com.au/science-of-reading-says

Discover more

Explore these best-selling and respected resources from 
Jennifer Serrvallo
pearson.com.au/js-professional-books

NEW EDITIONNEW SERIES

NEW EDITION

https://www.pearsoncanadaschool.com/index.cfm?locator=PS38Kn
https://www.pearsoncanadaschool.com/index.cfm?locator=PS38Kn
https://www.pearsoncanadaschool.com/index.cfm?locator=PS38X8
https://www.pearsoncanadaschool.com/index.cfm?locator=PS38X8
https://www.pearsoncanadaschool.com/index.cfm?locator=PS3992&PMDbSiteId=2621&PMDbSolutionId=25862&PMDbSubSolutionId=&PMDbCategoryId=25875&PMDbSubCategoryId=26120&PMDbSubjectAreaId=&PMDbProgramId=150601
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/what-the-science-of-reading-says?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
https://www.pearson.com/en-au/educator/primary/browse-resources-online/english/jennifer-serravallo/professional-books/?utm_source=pri_catalogue&utm_medium=collateral&utm_campaign=primary_catalogue_2023&utm_id=22PRI11
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The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum, Second Edition
A Tool for Assessment, Planning, and Teaching, PreK–8

The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum is the essential tool to guide your assessment, 
activate responsive teaching, and support your students on their language and literacy 
journey. More in-depth, more intuitive, and more essential than ever – the Continuum 
provides specific behaviours and understandings that are required at each level for 
students to demonstrate thinking within, beyond, and about the text.  

Enhancements in the second edition include:

• updated Digital Communication continuum for the modern classroom

• expanded PreK continuum to reflect today's early readers

• streamlined organisation and navigation

• expanded behaviours and examples across the continua

• first appearance of a behaviour or goal or text characteristic is indicated by a red bullet

• clear organisation of and explicit links to the System of Strategic Actions.

Years K–8 | 2022 | 704pp 
ISBN 9780325136288

The Literacy Quick Guide
A Reference Tool for Responsive Literacy 
Teaching

The Literacy Quick Guide provides a concise 
description of a coherent literacy system 
in which all instructional contexts are 
reciprocally connected to improve student 
outcomes. This information-packed guide 
provides an important look at reading, 
writing, talking, and word study, while 
succinctly describing research-based 
instructional practices for high-impact 
literacy teaching.

Years PreK–8 | 2018 | 96pp 
ISBN 9780325051284

Introduction
Reading

Introduction
A Design for Responsively

Reading

Fountas & Pinnell

Genre Study
Teaching with Fiction and Nonfiction Books

Genre Study is a professional resource that 
teachers can use with students to embark 
on an exciting exploration into the study 
of genre. Fountas & Pinnell advocate 
teaching and learning in which students 
are actively engaged in developing genre 
understandings and applying their thinking 
to any genre so that they can think, talk 
and read texts with deeper understanding, 
and write effectively. 

Years K–8 | 2022 | 536pp 
ISBN 9780325131566

Fountas & Pinnell Prompting Guides

The Fountas & Pinnell Prompting Guides 
are teacher tools that provide quick and 
to the point prompts for teachers to 
instruct students in their area of need. 
Each Prompting Guide contains precise 
language to use when teaching, prompting 
for, and reinforcing effective strategic 
actions in reading and writing.

Prompting Guide Part 1: 
Oral Reading and Early Writing 
Years K–8 | 2017 | 34pp 
ISBN 9780325089652

Prompting Guide Part 2: 
Comprehension: Thinking, Talking, Writing 
Years K–8 | 2017 | 82pp 
ISBN 9780325089669

Genre Quick Guide K-8
A Companion to Genre Study: Teaching with 
Fiction and Nonfiction Books

This spiral-bound companion to Genre 
Study is designed to help you actively 
engage students in the exploration of texts 
so that they can notice and name genre 
characteristics and construct working 
definitions that guide their thinking as 
readers and writers. It includes a master 
genre chart outlining the definitions, key 
characteristics, and a list of mentor texts 
by genre.

Years K–8 |2022 | 66pp 
ISBN 9780325133713

Literacy Beginnings, Third Edition 
A Prekindergarten Handbook

Tap into young children’s curiosity to 
introduce them to the world of literacy in 
joyful, engaging ways. This comprehensive 
volume is full of practical resources such 
as songs, rhymes, poems, theme-based 
text sets and book lists, lessons, and 
inquiry projects to support children in their 
discovery and exploration of language, 
reading and writing. It also includes the 
prekindergarten continuum, describing 
the trajectory of literacy learning and 
development of competencies for young, 
emerging readers and writers.

Year Pre-K | 2021 | 424pp 
ISBN 9780325131320

Fountas & Pinnell Genre Prompting 
Guides

The Fountas & Pinnell Prompting Guides are 
comprehensive tools that you can use to 
explore fiction and nonfiction genres with 
your students.

Genre Prompting Guide for Fiction
2022 | K–8 | 84pp 
ISBN 9780325131399

Genre Prompting Guide for Nonfiction, 
Poetry, and Test Taking
2022 | K–8 | 82pp 
ISBN 9780325131559

Sounds, Letters, and Words in PreK 
Listen. Look. Learn.

Cultivate children’s natural curiosity while 
learning sounds, letters, and words as 
they explore through PLAY, INQUIRY, and 
DISCOVERY. The 100 explicit lessons in 
this resource will give prekindergarteners 
a strong foundation in literacy that will 
prepare them for kindergarten and 
beyond. Each lesson is developmentally 
appropriate, based on current research, 
interactive to keep children engaged, 
and rooted in play. With lessons on 
phonological awareness, letter knowledge 
and early literacy concepts, children will 
develop sensitivity to the sounds of oral 
language and will begin to notice the 
distinguishing features of letters, words, 
and print in intentional ways.

Year Pre-K | 2021 
ISBN 9780325128443

NEW EDITION

Fountas & Pinnell

The Fountas & Pinnell Comprehensive 
Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study 
Guide, Second Edition

The Fountas & Pinnell Comprehensive 
Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study Guide, 
Second Edition provides you with a 
comprehensive map of the knowledge 
students develop on their journey to 
becoming expert word solvers and 
effective readers and writers. The literacy 
behaviours you know and understand as 
you make minute-by-minute decisions 
within the act of teaching will make the 
biggest impact on student learning.

Years Pre-K–8 | 2022| 80pp 
ISBN 9780325136295

Leading for Literacy
What Every School Leader Needs to Know

This is an inspiring and practical resource 
for all school leaders – teacher leaders, 
literacy coaches, school administrators, 
and district-level leaders. Filled with useful 
“look-for” tools for observing literacy 
teaching and reflecting upon the culture 
and systems of your school, Leading for 
Literacy helps school leaders understand 
key principles of effective literacy teaching 
and create equitable communities of 
learning for all students.

Years K–12 | 2022 | 508pp 
ISBN 9780325092331

Professional books designed to strengthen instructional decision making 
and empower teachers with the latest in literacy thinking

NEW EDITIONS

NEW EDITION NEW TITLE

NEW EDITION NEW EDITION NEW EDITIONS
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Fountas & Pinnell

Word Matters
Teaching Phonics and Spelling in the 
Reading/Writing Classroom

Word Matters presents essential 
information to help children learn about 
letters, sounds, and words. The central 
goal is to teach children to become readers 
who can take words apart while reading for 
meaning, and writers who can construct 
words while writing to communicate.

Years K–3 | 2018  
ISBN 9780325099774

Teaching Writing 

In Teaching Writing, Lucy Calkins shares the depth and breadth 
of her knowledge, from the initial research that launched some 
of the biggest ideas still foundational to the teaching of writing 
today, to her newest insights gleaned from decades of work and 
study in thousands of classrooms across the globe.

This is a book for readers who want an introduction to the 
writing workshop, and for those who’ve lived and breathed this 
work for decades. Although Lucy addresses the familiar topics – 
the writing process, conferring, kinds of writing, and writing 
assessment – she helps us see those topics with new eyes. She 
clears away the debris to show us the teeny details, and she 
shows us the majesty and meaning, too, in these simple yet 
powerful teaching acts. Download a sample chapter for more 
information.

Years K–8 | 2020 | 224pp 
ISBN 9780325118123

Irene C. Fountas & Gay Su Pinnell

Teaching Phonics and Spelling in the Reading/Writing Classroom

Word
Matters

A Companion Volume to The Fountas & Pinnell Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study Lessons
K–2
GRADES 

Interactive
Andrea McCarrier, Irene C. Fountas & Gay Su Pinnell

How Language and Literacy Come Together

Writing

Interactive Writing
How Language & Literacy Come Together, 
K–2

Interactive Writing offers powerful first 
teaching designed to accelerate and 
support children’s critical understanding 
of the writing process. A clear, step by-
step format shows how teachers can use 
interactive writing to teach a range of 
foundational literacy skills.

Years K–3 | 2018 | 320 pp 
ISBN 9780325099262

Leading Well
Building Schoolwide Excellence in Reading and Writing

In Leading Well, Lucy Calkins draws on the transformative work 
that she and her colleagues at the Teachers College Reading and 
Writing Project have done in partnership with school leaders 
over the last thirty years. Travel to any corner of this country, 
inquire about the schools that are winning acclaim for their 
joyous and rigorous schoolwide literacy work, and you’re apt 
to find yourself hearing about the results of the remarkable 
community of practice that has taken root around reading and 
writing workshop instruction.

The book is for school leaders who’ve invited their teachers 
to join them in the exhilarating work of adopting a dynamic, 
rigorous, student-centered curriculum. It is for school leaders 
who have taken on the challenge of transforming their whole 
school into a place where everyone’s potential, for learning and 
for growth, is sky high.

Years K–8 | 2018 | 272pp 
ISBN 9780325109220

When Readers Struggle
Teaching That Works

When Readers Struggle provides examples 
of how to closely observe struggling 
readers to make the best possible 
teaching decisions for them. It focuses on 
small-group intervention and individual 
interactions during reading and writing as 
well as how to support struggling readers 
in whole-class settings.

Years K–3 | 2017 | 592pp 
ISBN 9780325089676

Guiding Readers and Writers
Teaching Comprehension, Genre, and 
Content Literacy

Guiding Readers and Writers explores all 
the essential elements of a high-quality 
literacy system, including independent 
reading, guided reading, literature study 
comprehension, word analysis, and the 
reading/writing connection.

Years 2–8 | 2000 | 672pp 
ISBN 9780325003108

Writing Pathways

Years K–8 | 2014 | 464pp 
ISBN  9780325057309

Art of Teaching Writing

Years K–5 | 1994 | 576pp 
ISBN 9780435088095

One to One

Years K–5 | 2005 | 232 pp 
ISBN 9780325007885

Living Between the Lines

Years K–5 | 1990 | 332pp 
ISBN 9780435085384

Guided

S E C O N D 
E D I T I O N

Reading
Responsive 
Teaching 
Across the 
Grades

Irene C. Fountas & Gay Su Pinnell

Guided Reading, Second Edition
Responsive Teaching Across the Grades

Discover the critical value of guided 
reading within a comprehensive literacy 
system, and the reflective, responsive 
teaching required to realise its full 
potential – those moment-to-moment 
decisions that you make as you observe 
and analyse students’ literacy behaviours.

Years K–8 | 2016 | 630pp 
ISBN 9780325086842

Teaching for Comprehending and 
Fluency
Thinking, Talking, and Writing About 
Reading, K–8

Offering a complete picture of how to 
skilfully teach meaning making and fluency 
within any instructional context, Teaching 
for Comprehending and Fluency presents 
frameworks for high-quality instruction 
that describe appropriate expectations for 
comprehending, fluency, and vocabulary 
development.

Years K–8 | 2005 | 608pp 
ISBN 9780325003085

Lucy Calkins and Colleagues
Professional books and resources from Lucy Calkins and colleagues from the 
Teachers College Reading and Writing Project
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A Teacher’s Guide to Mentor Texts, K–5 
The Classroom Essentials Series

In this step-by-step guide, Carl Anderson 
shows you how to put teaching with 
mentor texts at the centre of the way 
you teach writing in your elementary 
classroom. You’ll learn how to find just-
right mentor texts for your students, 
analyse them for multiple craft and 
convention teaching points, and teach with 
mentor texts with your whole class, in small 
group lessons, and in writing conferences.

Years F–5 | 2022 | 144pp 
ISBN 9780325132815

Whispering in the Wind
A Guide to Deeper Reading and Writing 
Through Poetry

Help your students find poetry inspiration. 
If your students cringe at the word poetry, 
Whispering in the Wind is for you! In this 
book, master educator Linda Rief provides 
a cure for poetry agony. She introduces 
“Heart Books”, a project inspired by the 
Heart Maps of Georgia Heard. Linda 
has used Heart Books throughout her 
career to help students read more poetry, 
connect with it, and see how they, too, 
could write poetically. She also shows how 
to easily weave poetry into your already 
busy schedule.

Years 5–10 | 2022 | 208pp 
ISBN 9780325134178

The Joy of Reading

The Joy of Reading is a guide for teachers, 
librarians, administrators and families to 
create the conditions for joyful reading. 
Donalyn Miller and Teri Lesesne draw 
from their decades of work with students, 
teachers, and librarians, providing 
practices that nurture joy while identifying 
factors that destroy joy, all with a clear 
understanding of the realities of today’s 
classrooms and libraries.

Years 3–8 | 2022 | 256pp 
ISBN 9780325061566

The Literacy Studio
Redesigning the Workshop for Readers and 
Writers

The Literacy Studio offers an alternative 
workshop model that combines reading 
and writing. It’s a way of teaching that makes 
sense to kids – with more time for choice, 
independent reading and writing, small group 
work, and conferring. The Literacy Studio defines 
and describes this new model and makes clear, 
through lesson samples, student work, and 
conversations with teachers just how much 
more efficient and effective literacy learning is 
when students see themselves as writers who 
read and readers who write.

Years F–8 | 2022 | 232pp 
ISBN 9780325120058

Solving for Why
Understanding, Assessing, and Teaching 
Students Who Struggle with Math

Solving for Why offers educators the tools 
and guidance essential for successfully 
solving for why students struggle 
with mathematics. The step-by-step, 
RTI (Response to Intervention) – like 
approaches, focused on assessment 
and communication with students, 
help teachers gain insight into student 
understanding in a remarkably different 
way that recipe-type approaches that 
assume the same solution applies to 
learners with similar struggles.

Years F–8 | 2022 | 256pp 
ISBN 9780325137636

Mathematics 

Literacy

A Teacher’s Guide to Writing Workshop 
Minilessons 
The Classroom Essentials Series

In writing workshop, the minilesson allows 
teachers to connect a lesson – often one 
that is mandated by a set of standards, 
a district curriculum, or a grade-level 
unit plan – to the specific objectives you 
have, as well as to the cultural knowledge 
and experiences of your students. Lisa 
Eickholdt and Patricia Vitale-Reilly explain 
the four-part structure of minilessons and 
share methodologies and tools, including 
charts, visuals, and materials that you can 
use to make your minilessons efficient and 
engaging for all students.

Years F–8 | 2022 | 136pp 
ISBN 9780325108599

Heinemann professional books
NEW BOOKS

Take your teaching to the next level with these must-have professional development books

Talk Moves, Third Edition
A Teacher’s Guide for Using Classroom 
Discussions in Math, Grades K–6

Talk Moves: A Teacher’s Guide for Using 
Classroom Discussions in Math offers an 
award-winning, unparalleled look at the 
significant role that classroom discussions 
can play in teaching mathematics and 
deepening students’ mathematical 
understanding and learning.

Years F–6 | 2022 | 432pp 
ISBN 9780325137681

Heinemann professional books

It Makes Sense!
Using the Hundreds Chart to Build Number 
Sense

The 20 classroom-tested lessons and 
games in this resource transform the 
hundreds chart from a poster on the 
classroom wall into a hands-on, interactive 
tool used by both teachers and students. 
The hundreds chart is one of the most 
important tools teachers can manipulate 
to help students think about our base 
ten number system and to build a mental 
model of the mathematical structure of it.

Years F–2 | 2022 | 288pp 
ISBN 9780325137667

Good Questions for Math Teaching, 
K–5
Why Ask Them and What to Ask

This powerful resource provides more than 
300 examples of open-ended questions for 
creating dynamic learning environments 
and helping students make sense of 
math. Designed as a supplement to your 
mathematics curriculum, the questions 
can be seamlessly embedded within 
lessons and units of study, used for warm-
up routines and review, incorporated 
into assessments, and used to support 
intervention and small group instruction.

Years F–5 | 2022 | 224pp 
ISBN 9780325137599

Good Questions for Math Teaching, 5–8
Why Ask Them and What to Ask

This powerful resource provides more than 
375 examples of open-ended questions for 
creating dynamic learning environments 
and helping students make sense of 
maths. Designed as a supplement to your 
mathematics curriculum, the questions 
can be seamlessly embedded within 
lessons and units of study, used for warm-
up routines and review, incorporated 
into assessments, and used to support 
intervention or small group instruction.

Years 5–8 | 2022 | 336pp 
ISBN 9780325137605

It Makes Sense!
Using Number Paths and Number Lines to 
Build Number Sense

Strengthen teaching and deepen learning 
of number skills and concepts with this 
useful resource. From “Mystery Number” to 
“Hot Lava Bridge”, the 40 classroom-tested 
lessons in this resource promote the 
flexible use of number paths and number 
lines to solve problems and scaffold or 
document students’ thinking.

Years F–2 | 2022 | 408pp 
ISBN 9780325137674

It Makes Sense!
Using Ten-Frames to Build Number Sense

From “Look, Quick!” to “Mystery Sums”, 
the 20 classroom-tested lessons in this 
resource provide friendly, meaningful 
support for using ten-frames. Ten-frames 
are one of the most important models 
that teachers can use to help students 
anchor to the landmark number ten and 
develop all aspects of number sense. They 
help students develop the skills they need 
to become flexible and fluent problem 
solvers.

Years F–2 | 2022 | 296pp 
ISBN 9780325137650
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Heinemann professional books

About Teaching Mathematics, Fourth 
Edition

In the fourth edition of her signature 
resource, Marilyn Burns presents her 
current thinking and insights and includes 
ideas from her most recent teaching 
experiences. This book addresses how to 
plan instruction around problem-solving 
lessons, focuses on arithmetic as the 
cornerstone of elementary mathematics, 
and features Marilyn’s responses to 
pedagogical questions she’s received from 
teachers over the years.

Years F–8 | 2022 | 536pp 
ISBN 9780325137551

Beyond Pizzas & Pies, Second Edition
10 Essential Strategies for Supporting 
Fraction Sense

The focus of Beyond Pizzas & Pies is on 
foundational understandings. The authors 
help teachers and students understand 
fractions as numbers, including the use of 
equivalency and thinking about benchmark 
numbers, so that when students start to 
compute with fractions, they have a solid 
foundation.

Years 3–5 | 2022 | 232pp 
ISBN 9780325137575

Math Games for Number and 
Operations and Algebraic Thinking

These 33 classroom-tested games can be 
played successfully by learners on their 
own, during maths workshop, or at maths 
stations. You’ll find all-time favourites 
like Circles and Stars, Leftovers, Cross 
Out Singles and Tens Go Fish. You’ll also 
discover games that you’ve likely not 
encountered before – as well as twists on 
some of your personal favourites!

Years F–5 | 2022 | 304pp 
ISBN 9780325137612

Welcome to Math Class
A Collection of Marilyn’s Favourite Lessons

In this specially compiled collection, Marilyn 
Burns shares lessons that have weathered the 
test of time and become permanent parts of 
her teaching repertoire. This book addresses 
a broad range of maths content, provides a 
detailed look at how lessons unfolded in actual 
classrooms, and describes how to organise 
instruction to maximise learning.

Years F–8 | 2022 | 224pp 
ISBN 9780325137568

Math Games for Geometry and 
Measurement
Games to Support Independent Practice in 
Math Workshop and More

These 23 classroom-tested games can be 
played successfully by learners on their 
own or during maths workshop. You’ll find 
all-time favourites like Connect Four and 
Compare. You’ll also discover games that 
you’ve likely not encountered before – as 
well as twists on some of your personal 
favourites!

Years F–5 | 2022 | 248pp 
ISBN 9780325137629

Beyond Invert & Multiply
Making Sense of Fraction Computation

Beyond Invert & Multiply is a powerhouse 
resource for focusing on fraction 
computation. It builds on foundational 
understandings of fractions and applies 
them to a variety of relevant problem-
solving situations.

Years 3–6 | 2022 | 240pp 
ISBN 9780325137582

General

Math Workshop 
Five Steps to Implementing Guided Math, 
Learning Stations, Reflection, and More

Math Workshop is an essential resource for 
any teacher or school looking to shift or 
enhance how maths is taught. It includes 
lesson plan examples and templates that 
will help you visualise and implement a 
maths workshop model in any classroom. It 
supports student engagement and growth 
in the maths classroom. It is structured 
around accessible mathematical tasks, 
open-ended problem-solving, small-group 
instruction, student choice, and time for 
practising important concepts throughout 
the year.

Years F–6 | 2022 | 272pp 
ISBN 9780325137506

Heinemann professional books

Number Talks: Whole Number 
Computation

Number Talks is the bestselling resource 
that has helped hundreds of thousands 
of educators use number talks in their 
classrooms. This dynamic multimedia 
resource was created in response to the 
requests of teachers – those who want to 
implement number talks but are unsure of 
how to begin and those with experience 
who want more guidance in crafting 
purposeful number talk problems. This 
resource introduces what a classroom 
number talk is, how to lead meaningful 
number talk conversations, and how to 
build on students’ mathematical reasoning 
to grow their understanding of whole 
number concepts.

Years K–5 | 2022 | 432pp 
ISBN 9780325137483

I’m the Kind of Kid Who… 
Invitations That Support Learner Identity and 
Agency

Debbie Miller and Emily Callahan 
believe that it all begins with choice. In 
I’m the Kind of Kid Who… they provide a 
framework for introducing choice making 
in small, medium, and large ways through 
“invitations” to encourage students to find 
out who they are, how they learn, and what 
they need to thrive. They use a predictable 
structure to describe each invitation 
from beginning to end, offering practical 
suggestions for how to fit invitations within 
the day and across the year.

Years F–5 | 2022 | 168pp 
ISBN 9780325132389

The First Five
A Love Letter to Teachers

In The First Five, Patrick brings to light the 
realities of teaching, especially in the first 
five years. He immerses you in his world 
with personal stories that lead to lessons, 
questions, and exercises to help you 
reflect on your own journey. Each chapter 
includes interviews with a diverse group of 
educators.

Years F–12 | 2022 | 144pp 
ISBN 9780325136950

Teaching for Thinking
Fostering Mathematical Teaching Practices 
Through Reasoning Routines

Teaching our children to think and 
reason mathematically is a challenge, 
not because students can’t learn to think 
mathematically, but because we must 
change our own often deeply rooted 
teaching habits. This is where instructional 
routines come in. Their predictable design 
and repeatable nature support both 
teachers and students to develop new 
habits.

Years 4–10 | 2022 | 184pp 
ISBN 9780325120072

Number Talks: Fractions, Decimals, 
and Percentages

This is the essential companion to the 
first Number Talks book. This dynamic 
multimedia resource was created in 
response to the requests of teachers – 
those who want to implement number 
talks but are unsure of how to begin 
and those with experience who want 
more guidance in crafting purposeful 
number talk problems. This resource 
introduces what a classroom number talk 
is, how to lead meaningful number talk 
conversations, and how to help students 
build fractional reasoning and strategies 
for working with fractions, decimals, and 
percentages.

Years 3–6 | 2022 | 448pp 
ISBN 9780325137490
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Trusted literacy professional books from the team at Pearson

Literacy for the 21st Century, 
3rd edition 
A Balanced Approach

Gail E. Tompkins, Carol Smith, Rod 
Campbell, David Green

This winner of the 2019 Education 
Publishing Awards supports the 
development of knowledge, understanding 
and skills in teaching literacy to children 
from the Foundation Year to Year 6.

Years F–6 | 2018 | 480pp 
ISBN 9781488615719

A Sound Way, 2nd edition
Phonological Awareness Activities for Early 
Literacy

Elizabeth Love and Sue Reilly

A Sound Way provides comprehensive 
teacher information along with fun, 
practical activities for students to help 
strengthen their phonological awareness. 
Commencing with simple sound-awareness 
activities, the book progresses to 
activities designed to develop students’ 
understanding of the way letters are 
mapped onto these sounds. Students are 
then shown how to apply knowledge of 
sounds to reading and spelling.

Years F–2 | 2009  
ISBN 9781442594838 (pack)

HITS and HOTS
Evidence Based Teaching + Social and 
Emotional Learning

Toni Noble, Helen McGrath

HITS (High Impact Teaching Strategies) and 
HOTS (Higher Order Thinking Strategies) 
is an essential teaching reference. 
Evidence-based teaching and social and 
emotional learning are integral aspects of 
the Australian Curriculum, as is ongoing 
professional teacher development. This is 
a practical resource is based on extensive 
educational research and encourages 
student engagement, learning and social 
development.

Years F–6 | 2010 | 152pp 
ISBN 9781442520097

Teaching Phonics in Context

David Hornsby, Lorraine Wilson

The book looks at classrooms that 
shimmer and shine as children learn 
phonics through reading picture books, 
having fun with rhymes, playing with words 
and writing meaningful texts. It explains 
how within these contexts children learn 
the sounds of the English language and the 
letters of the alphabet and the relationship 
between them.

Years F–6 | 2011 | 203pp 
ISBN 9781442531482

Teaching English Grammar, 2nd 
edition
A Handbook for Australian Teachers

Rod Campbell, Graham Ryles

Teaching English Grammar provides 
teachers and trainee teachers with a guide 
to teaching grammar and punctuation 
in Australian schools within teaching 
standards and the curriculum.

Years F–10 | 2018 | 176pp 
ISBN 9781488624391

50 Literacy Strategies: 
Step-by-Step, 4th edition

Gail E. Tompkins

This resource is filled with research-based, 
classroom-tested strategies to develop 
literacy skills for all learners in Years F-8. 
It is designed to help you understand 
appropriate grade ranges, identify when 
and why to use a strategy, and then 
implement with step-by-step instructions. 

Years F–8 | 2013 | 176pp 
ISBN 9780137557547

Primary and Middle Years 
Mathematics, 1st edition  
Teaching Developmentally

Van de Walle et al.

This text is targeted towards teaching 
primary and middle years mathematics 
units in the Bachelor of Education 
degree. It is also a must-have reference 
guide for classroom teachers.

It illustrates how children learn mathematics, and then shows 
new or experienced teachers the most effective methods of 
teaching mathematics through hands-on, problem-based 
activities. 

Features and benefits:

• serves as a go-to reference for the mathematics content 
suggested for Foundation to Year 9 as recommended in the 
Australian Curriculum, and for the research-based strategies 
that illustrate how students best learn this content

• presents a practical resource of robust, problem-based 
activities and tasks that can engage students in the use of 
significant mathematical concepts and skills

• reports on technology that makes teaching mathematics in 
a problem-based approach more visible, including access 
to ready-to-use activity pages and references to quality 
websites. 

Get classroom ready! 
A Guide to Worksheets and BlackLine Masters is available to 
download for both educators and students. It provides easy 
navigation to the wealth of teacher resources, activities, 
expanded lessons and blackline masters that appear as pink 
highlights throughout the text of this book.

Teaching and Assessing Maths 
Through Open-Ended Activities, 
1st edition

Lilburn and Sawczak

Teaching and Assessing Maths Through 
Open-ended Activities contains activities 
and real student work samples as 
a guide, to help improve student 
learning. It relates mathematical 
strategies to real life situations 
for students and caters for different needs, allowing for 
differentiated learning. It is a valuable solution for teachers to 
help students practise investigation, conduct assessment and 
create reports.

Years F–6 | 2011 | 176pp  
ISBN 9781442552517

Teaching Primary Mathematics, 
6th edition

George Booker, Denise Bond, Rebecca 
Seah

The new edition of Teaching Primary 
Mathematics continues to provide 
teachers and student teachers with 
opportunities to link mathematical 
theory to practice, and importantly, 
prepare them for the primary maths 
classroom.

The new edition includes:

• chapter outcomes to help teachers and students keep track 
of the key knowledge and skills they develop and progress 
through each chapter

• improved readability, with more activities, worked examples 
and visual elements to demonstrate how the theory links to 
practice

• increased linkages to STEM and the Australian Curriculum

• a variety of pedagogical activities found throughout each 
chapter to enhance classroom teaching practice.

Purchase options

Primary and Middle Years Mathematics: 
Teaching Developmentally (print) 9781488615627

Primary and Middle Years Mathematics: 
Teaching Developmentally (eTextbook) 9780655707974

Primary and Middle Years Mathematics: 
Teaching Developmentally (Revel) 9781488620539

Purchase options

Teaching Primary Mathematics (print) 9781488615597

Teaching Primary Mathematics (eTextbook) 9780655704492

Teaching Primary Mathematics (Revel) 9781488615603

Other professional books
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Learning isn't just 
what we do. 
It's who we are.

Pearson Customer Service
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1300 4 PEARSON (1300 473 277)
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